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Foreword
This consensus report is in fulfillment of the Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
mandate of providing evidence-based scientific advice to South African policymakers.
It is well known that food and nutrition security, and therefore nutritional status of the population, influence birth outcomes, physical and mental (cognitive) development of children, their
ability to benefit from education, human capacity of adults, and their work potential and
performance. But the nutritional status of individuals also influences general health, immunity
against infectious diseases and protection against the development of chronic non-communicable diseases.
This report was motivated by the findings of the first ASSAf consensus report on HIV/AIDS, TB
and Nutrition that was published in 2007. The 2007 report indicated that the three major
epidemics of malnutrition, HIV/AIDS and TB are closely related, and that the nutritional status
of the majority of South Africans is far from optimal. That report also showed that it is especially
micronutrient malnutrition that affects the South African population.
In this study, therefore, six key micronutrients (namely, vitamin A, vitamin D, folate, selenium,
iron and zinc), that have been shown to contribute to the malnutrition epidemic in South
Africa, or that are known and/or suspected to play vital roles in response to infections such as
HIV and TB, were selected for in-depth study. The focus of this study was on the most suitable
and affordable methods of assessing the status of these six micronutrients.
This consensus report highlights the important issues in nutritional assessment, the challenges
and the findings. It offers recommendations that are evidence-based and have been
evaluated carefully by the 11-member consensus study panel. The recommendations are
for the optimal assessment of nutritional status of individuals and populations to be used in
designing interventions that will improve nutritional status, health, human capacity and
performance of the South African population.
It is envisaged that the findings and recommendations of this study will impact on all policies
within the relevant government departments whose mandates are aimed at improving food
and nutrition security and health of all South Africans. It is also hoped that the relevant
non-government institutions will implement the report’s important recommendations.
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The 11-member study panel completed the study and this report is the product of their work.
The report was peer-reviewed by four experts: Professor Alan Jackson (United Kingdom),
Professor Joyce Kinabo (Tanzania), Professor Rina Swart (South Africa) and Dr Saskia de Pee
(Italy), who recommended that the report be published.
The ASSAf Council expresses its great appreciation to the reviewers for their valuable comments which have greatly enriched the report. The Council has reviewed both the report and
the reviewers’ comments and approved that the report be published. The Council also
expresses its gratitude to the panel for their dedication in successfully completing this report.

Prof Daya Reddy
President: Academy of Science of South Africa
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this consensus study on improved nutritional assessment of micronutrients was
to optimise our approach to the assessment of nutritional status of individuals, specific groups
of people and the population in all settings. Information on nutritional status is necessary for
recommendations to be used in the design and implementation of research and interventions
that will address malnutrition in order to improve human well-being and performance.
The study selected the six micronutrients, viz. vitamins A, D, and folate; and the inorganic
elements or minerals, selenium, iron and zinc that have been shown in a previous consensus
study1 by ASSAf to have a potential impact on the major epidemics of malnutrition, HIV/AIDS
and TB in South Africa. Because the bowel microflora are currently under intense scrutiny as
co-determinants of the whole-body physiology and pathophysiology of micronutrients, a
further chapter on this topic is included. It is, however, acknowledged that other micronutrient
deficiencies are prevalent in South Africa, and that these should also be addressed.

Chapter 1

Introduction

In the introductory chapter, the far-from-optimal nutritional status of South African children and
adults, the inter-related causes of malnutrition, and possible causes of the co-existence of under
and overnutrition, are briefly reviewed. The chapter then focuses on the modern understanding
of the evolutionary development of micronutrient requirements and their coenzyme functions
in humans, and the complexities of variability and bioavailability. The chapter makes the important point that different levels of imbalances in intakes and loss, and human heterogeneity in
physiology and metabolism, will lead to different levels of depletion: overt clinical symptoms
often occur only after severe depletion while mild to moderate depletion, which may be more
difficult to assess, might play a major role in influencing health and risk of disease.
The general principles of assessment of nutritional status and specifically micronutrient status
are delineated and the relevant recommendations of the previous consensus study1 which
motivated the present study are given and discussed. The main objectives of this study are
formulated as the following questions:
• How have modern understandings of the detailed physiology and pathophysiology of the
six micronutrients concerned affected the nature of the laboratory/clinical tests and other
assessment methods (in-depth dietary assessments, nutritional anthropometry, and clinical
signs of malnutrition) that have to date been developed worldwide?
14
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• Which of the tests or methods are maximally informative and reliable as to the actual depletion/repletion status of individuals and populations with respect to these micronutrients?
• Which of these tests are robust, affordable, capable of decentralised operation, and of
mass application?
• How are the tests affected, or the interpretation altered, by factors such as varying health
status of the subjects under investigation, by other dietary components (nutrients, foodstuffs
and non-nutrient endogenous compounds and additives), and by differing composition of
gastrointestinal bacteria and other commensals?
The chapter concludes with suggestions on how and to whom the results of this study should
be disseminated.

Chapter 2

Vitamin A

This chapter shows that vitamin A deficiency (VAD) is a global and developing-country problem, and that many South African children and possibly also apparently healthy adults suffer
from sub-clinical VAD.
The chapter includes discussions on the metabolism of vitamin A (retinol and related substances: retinylaldehyde, retinoic acid and several carotenoids), human requirements and
dietary sources, established but also new potential functions and effects (including effects of
retinoic acid on genetic expression).
The chapter focuses on the variety of available methods to assess vitamin A status. It is recommended that the biochemical measurement of retinol, retinol-binding protein (RBP) and
transthyretin (TTR) in serum, plasma (or possibly dried blood spots in the future), as well as clinical assessment of night blindness (dark adaptation), are at present the most practical and
cost-effective methods in use to assess vitamin A status in individuals and populations.
The periodic high dose vitamin A supplementation to address VAD is discussed and the recent
policy brief of the South African Medical Research Council (MRC) with a warning that children
with adequate vitamin A status should not receive the supplementation, mentioned.

Chapter 3

Vitamin D

In Chapter 3 it is shown that vitamin D, a generic term for a number of seco-steroid compounds
that regulate calcium homeostasis and therefore have anti-rachitic properties, is mainly
formed from the conversion of 7-hydrocholesterol under the influence of sunlight (ultraviolet
(UV) irradiation) in the skin and that dietary sources are limited in developing countries. It is
emphasised and evidence is provided that despite the abundance of sunlight in South Africa,
some South African children may suffer from sub-clinical vitamin D deficiency. Little information
on the vitamin D status of adult South Africans is available. This is important in the light of the
effects of vitamin D on immunity and its potential protective role in the treatment of HIV/AIDS
and TB.
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The chapter delineates vitamin D requirements, possible dietary sources, accepted ranges for
serum values, recommended cut-point ranges for vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency, and
shows that measurement of 25(OH)D in serum with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
and/or radioimmuno-tracer assays can be used to assess vitamin D status.
The chapter concludes with a recommendation that more randomised controlled trials and
intervention studies are necessary to establish the possible role of vitamin D in the treatment
of TB and HIV/AIDS.

Chapter 4

Folate

In this chapter the importance of adequate folate intakes and status on health, the role of
folate fortification of foods, and the safety of folate supplementation are critically examined
using evidence from a large body of recent publications. In summary, the chapter indicates
that inadequate folate function may be a result of low intakes, polymorphisms in genes coding
for folate co-enzymes, and/or administration of drugs interfering with folate metabolism.
The chapter further emphasises the role of folate in DNA synthesis, accumulation of homocysteine and possible risk of cardiovascular disease, genetic polymorphisms of folate enzymes,
megaloblastic anaemia, risk of neural tube defects (NTDs), low birth weight and possibly
congenital heart defects.
The chapter also indicates that the assessment of folate nutritional status in the individual is by
standard haematological tests, together with measurement of both serum and red cell folate
concentrations. At the population level, measurement of both serum and red cell folate
concentrations are required: serum folate to assess the prevalence of inadequate folate
intake, and red cell folate for the prevalence of folate deficiency. Doing both tests in tandem
is particularly important in countries with mandatory folate food fortification. These tests are
in general robust, reliable and affordable. Tests of folate nutrition may be affected by any
intercurrent illness that is associated with prolonged reduction in food intake. Abnormal tests
probably reflect the development of folate deficiency rather than a direct effect of the illness.
The chapter concludes that although only limited reliable information on folate status of South
Africans is available, recent studies indicate that the mandatory food fortification programme
has had positive effects on folate intake, status and neural tube defects.

Chapter 5

Selenium

Selenium (Se), a non-metallic element, was shown to be an essential nutrient only in the late
1970s. It has four natural oxidation states and combines with other elements to form selenides,
selenites, selenates, oxides, oxyacids and selenoproteins. Se exerts its antioxidant biological
effects as a constituent of at least 30 selenium containing proteins in humans.
In this chapter, the bioavailability, absorption and metabolism of Se, markers for Se intake
and Se status, the role of Se in the immune system, interaction with other nutrients, factors
influencing recommendations for intakes, as well as what is known about selenium intakes and
status in South Africa and elsewhere in Africa, are briefly reviewed. The chapter shows that Se
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plays a role in innate and acquired immunity and is thought to play a protective role against
certain cancers and cardiovascular disease.
Se intakes can be assessed by measuring total Se concentration in plasma and whole blood
samples. The total Se level needed to maintain the function of the immune system is probably
lower than requirements of people with HIV infection and other disease states. The assessment
of Se status by measuring specific functional markers (selonoproteins and enzyme activities in
biological samples) is determined by the specific function of Se being investigated.
The limited information on Se intake and status of South Africans, as well as the risk map of
possible Se deficient areas, and the lower Se status found in persons with HIV-infection, suggest
that Se deficiency amongst groups of South Africans (and also other populations in Africa) is
prevalent.
The chapter concludes with recommendations that research on intake and status, and effects
of selenium supplementation is urgently needed, and that more research on the Se content
of South African foods, as well as Se requirements of vulnerable groups (such as HIV-infected
people, and those with increased antioxidant needs) is indicated.

Chapter 6

Iron

In this chapter, attention is drawn to the fact that iron deficiency and resultant anaemia and
compromised cognitive development of children is a global problem, being the most prevalent micronutrient deficiency. The bioavailability, absorption, metabolism, turnover, homeostasis, requirements and functions of iron are briefly reviewed.
The internationally recommended variables to assess iron status, namely, haemoglobin, ferritin
and transferrin receptor are critically evaluated. It is shown that the diversity of the South
African population, as well as the influence of factors such as parasitic infection, inflammation,
alcohol consumption and obesity on iron status should be taken into account when iron status
variables are interpreted.
The chapter gives a summary of some South African studies in which iron status has been
reported and demonstrates different interpretations of the data. A number of recommendations are made for further research and to take confounding factors into account when iron
status is assessed in different groups. A plea is made for cooperation among African countries
to accumulate data on iron status so that shared solutions and interventions can be designed.

Chapter 7

Zinc

In this chapter the physiology of zinc, its distribution in the body, as well as zinc pathophysiology
and consequences of deficiency, are reviewed. Special attention is given to what is known
about zinc deficiency in persons living with HIV/AIDS and those suffering from TB. The chapter
also reviews the few studies in South Africans in which zinc intake and/or status have
been determined, and concludes that zinc deficiency is a problem in South Africa, affecting
especially children and the elderly.
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The chapter includes discussions on the bioavailability of zinc and emphasises its lower availability in plant-based diets, and in particular when maize is the staple. The low zinc content of
maize and low availability due to phytates that inhibit absorption are challenges to improve
zinc status in South Africa.
A review of the methods to determine zinc intake and zinc status led to the recommendation
that a combination of three methods should be used to assess zinc status, namely: dietary
intake, serum (plasma) zinc level, as well as measurement of growth (height-for-age) in
children. The zinc concentration in serum is low, and contamination of samples to be analysed
should be avoided. The chapter therefore also summarises the technical aspects that should
be taken into account when assessing zinc in serum samples. The same three variables should
be measured to assess the effect of zinc interventions in populations. On an individual level,
serum zinc combined with dietary assessment should be useful for decisions regarding therapy.
It should be kept in mind that compromised growth of children is influenced by many factors,
in addition to a zinc deficiency.
Serum (plasma) zinc is also influenced by diurnal fluctuations, age, sex, fasting state, and the
presence of infections. All these factors should be taken into account when serum values are
interpreted. The cut points for serum zinc values, as well as dietary zinc recommendations, are
summarised in tables.
The chapter concludes with recommendations and practical advice on the assessment of
zinc status of South African groups.

Chapter 8

The Bowel Microbiotica in Relation to
Nutritional Assessment

In this chapter, the often neglected contribution of the bowel microflora to micronutrient status
is highlighted. In addition to the fermentation of carbohydrates that reach the colon by the
large bowel microbiotica, the chapter provides evidence of the production of several watersoluble vitamins by the large bowel microflora, as well as of the presence of transporters for
their absorption from the large bowel mucosa. It is mentioned that functional metabolomic
methodologies can be used to identify biomarkers in urine that reflect the activities of the
microflora in the large bowel. It is emphasised that the impact of the increasingly prescribed
and use of prebiotic and probiotic supplementation on health and disease should be further
investigated.
The chapter concludes with a recommendation that local expertise should be developed to
examine the contribution of the large bowel microflora to nutritional status and health of South
Africans.

Chapter 9

Findings, Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter is to integrate and discuss the main findings of the study, highlighting the methods for assessment that have been recommended in the individual chapters.
The general findings and principles that collectively emerged from the chapters are discussed
first, followed by a discussion on the whole-body turnover of micronutrients as a basis for
18
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understanding how they should be assessed and results interpreted. The chapter concludes
with a summary of methods recommended for assessment in both field and clinical settings.
The general findings and principles include the following:
• Deficiency of the selected six micronutrients is a problem in South Africa, not only in recognised vulnerable groups, but probably also in many overweight and obese individuals.
• The second observation is confirmation that these micronutrients may be directly or indirectly involved in the susceptibility to and/or development of HIV/AIDS and TB, possibly as
a result of effects on the immune system.
• The role of these micronutrients in the optimal function of the immune system, as well as
protective effects against some non-communicable diseases (NCDs), can be regarded as
non-classical or ‘new’ functions. The perception that micronutrients have additional benefits at intakes higher than those required to prevent the classical deficiency syndromes,
has already impacted on micronutrient intake recommendations.
• With the exception of vitamin D, laboratory (biochemical) methods to assess status should
be accompanied by one or more other assessment method (dietary intake, anthropometry and/or functional tests).
• The present advantages and limitations of laboratory tests are highlighted. For most of these
micronutrients, laboratory tests are affordable, reliable, feasible, robust and suitable for
mass application.
• Different levels of depletion/repletion may need different approaches to assess status.
• Assessment of individuals versus populations, and differences in interpretation of results in
individuals compared to populations are emphasised, using nutrient intake data as an
example.
• Confounders, such as inflammation and the catabolic state, which may be present when
nutritional status is assessed, may influence interpretation of assessment results and should
be taken into account.
In the second part of this chapter, using a systems approach, our understanding of the paradigm of whole-body micronutrient turnover and how the body responds to different levels
of intake is described. This discussion serves as a background for the development of methodology and interpretation of measurement results.
The chapter is concluded by a summary of the recommended assessment methods.

Chapter 10

Recommendations

In this chapter, policy recommendations are made regarding the assessment of the six
selected micronutrients, followed by recommendations for further research to refine and
develop nutritional status assessment methods.
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The policy recommendations are based on and motivated from observations in the individual
chapters, and they include:

Recommendation 1: Implementation of a regular nutritional status surveillance system
• The regular nutritional status surveillance of the population, using the laboratory (biochemical) methods identified in this report. Results from the surveillance should inform existing
programmes, such as the mandatory food fortification of staples and vitamin A supplementation, which should be adapted if necessary.
• The appointment of an authoritative Task Team to advise on the surveillance and other
nutrition recommendations, including advocacy for the employment of more public health
nutritionists.
• The establishment of a central nutritional status data bank to monitor changes in micronutrient status over time.

Recommendation 2: Routine assessment of micronutrient status
• Routine assessment of micronutrient status of individual patients in clinical settings to diagnose pre-clinical, as well as overt deficiencies for improved treatment, using protocols and
algorithms developed for this purpose.
• Improve the training of all health personnel in the assessment of micronutrient status, and
interpretation of test results for improved treatment. This should include re-training of practising health professionals and better training of future professionals.

Recommendation 4: Developing expertise
• Expertise to examine the contribution of the micobiotica to nutritional status should be developed.

Recommendation 5: Investing more in local nutrition research
• An investment in more local research (for example, on the contribution of large bowel microflora to micronutrient status) and development of assessment methodologies, using the
rapid developing techniques of nutrigenomics, proteomics and metabolomics.
A corollary of these recommendations is that the National Health Laboratory Service (NHLS)
should be in the vanguard of establishing best practice in the assessment of micronutrient
status, and should seek to offer the most informative tests as widely as possible and at the
lowest possible cost.
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Introduction

H

uman nutrition is a multi-disciplinary science in which many established subdisciplines intersect1. Remarkably, new knowledge garnered in one discipline
frequently fails to filter through into another; this is most evident in the divide between
laboratory and clinical fields. An additional problem is that nutrition has often been
a Cinderella discipline amongst other disciplines taught to health professionals, frequently
either not formally taught or assigned to junior lecturers and usually consigned to rote-learning
that is frozen in old paradigms. The physiological and pathological ways in which nutrients are
handled by the body have rarely been as well understood by students as are those relating
to drugs or hormones, despite the similarity in the relevant conceptual frameworks.
This consensus study focuses on optimising our approach to the assessment of the nutritional
status of individuals and populations in South Africa for specific micronutrients. This is a major
national problem because of the subtle and pervasive effects of undernutrition and malnutrition, common in the population, on human well-being and performance.
Clinical and field assessments of food and nutrient intake estimates, and of overt symptoms
and signs of nutrient deficiencies, require well-defined signs and symptoms, highly skilled
assessors and are labour-intensive. They are also fraught with uncertainties since much is
hidden from sight in the sub-clinical phases of depletion states which are compounded by
variations in the population associated with mostly ill-defined genetic and environmental
determinants. Laboratory measurements can assist greatly in generating more objective and
reliable assessments of nutritional status, but present their own difficulties of cost, feasibility,
skills, equipment, and interpretation. The situation can obviously be aided by focusing on those
tests that are most informative, robust, affordable and feasible in many sites and locations.

In this introduction, we look first at the actual extent of the national problem in respect of
undernutrition and overnutrition, then by generalisation, at the physiological and pathological
principles underlying laboratory assessment of nutritional status, and last at the recommendations made in a previous ASSAf consensus report2 concerning the urgent need for this followup detailed study on the optimal assessment of the nutritional status of individuals and
populations for six micronutrients in South Africa. These six micronutrients were selected
because of their likely impact on the massive pandemics of the human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) infections in the country.
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The consensus study on HIV/AIDS, TB and Nutrition published by the Academy of Science of
South Africa (ASSAf) in 20072 contained an analysis of malnutrition in children and adults in
South Africa, which makes a strong case for the present study and is quoted here in parts only
(without repeating all the references used).

Nutritional Status of South African Children
In Africa, 50% of children with severe undernutrition die during hospital treatment due to inappropriate care and 40% of preschool children suffer from chronic undernutrition3 resulting in
stunting, which may affect mental and physical development. Inappropriate feeding of infants
and children is responsible for one-third of the cases of malnutrition. The most common forms
of malnutrition include micronutrient malnutrition (MNM) and severe acute malnutrition. The
latter is characterised by protein energy malnutrition (PEM) accompanied by inadequate
intake of most micronutrients, disease, and inappropriate care of infants.
MNM is caused by poor-quality diets which are characterised by high intakes of staples3, but
low consumption of animal and fish products, fruits, legumes, and vegetables, which are rich
sources of bioavailable minerals and vitamins. Many of the malnourished are those who cannot obtain these foods to supplement staples from their own production in an impoverished
subsistence situation. Even mild levels of micronutrient malnutrition may damage cognitive
development, lower disease resistance in children, and reduce the likelihood that mothers
survive childbirth. The cost of these deficiencies, rooted in poverty and food insecurity, in terms
of lives lost and quality of life are staggering.
In South Africa, national food consumption surveys published in 2000 and 20054-5 found that
stunting (low height-for-age) remained the most common nutritional disorder, affecting 21.6%
to 19.3% of children aged one to nine years. The highest prevalence of stunting was found in
one to three-year-olds (24.4%), children in rural areas (23.8%), and those living on commercial
farms (25.6%). A case-control study conducted in 12-24-month-old children in a high-density
urban slum in East London showed that the most important determinants of growth failure were
related to the caring capacity, and resultant caring behaviour of mothers or caregivers. No
clear picture emerged on the role of dietary intake or disease in the development of growth
failure.
A common pattern of growth in disadvantaged children in South Africa, and indeed throughout the developing world, is one of normal weight gain during the first four to six months of life,
largely associated with successful breastfeeding. Thereafter, the prevalence of underweightfor-age and stunting increases rapidly after six to 12 months of age (at the time of the introduction of complementary foods into the diet of the breastfed infant). The relative rarity of
wasting (low weight-for-height) and the high prevalence of stunting (low height-for-age) in
South Africa suggest that the main problem is chronic socioeconomic underdevelopment.
Most stunting occurs before the age of three years, and stunted children usually become
stunted and often obese adults, as catch-up growth is difficult to achieve. Stunting results
primarily from poor feeding practices over long periods, coupled by an increased incidence
of infections, which may be aggravated by a lack of food in the household. Between 11 and
17 million South Africans are considered food and nutrition insecure, with 38% of African households often or sometimes going hungry2.
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The health and nutritional status of mothers greatly influences the growth and development
of their babies during pregnancy and infancy. If mothers are undernourished, in poor health,
or too young, babies have a greater chance of being born underweight. Infants born with
low birth weight are undernourished, and therefore at risk of a number of health conditions.
These infants may not be able to gain sufficient weight, and may suffer long-term health and
developmental defects2.
There are also new dimensions to the child malnutrition problem and it has been hypothesised
that stunted children are at increased risk of non-communicable diseases (NDCs) later in life.
Therefore, undernutrition predisposes them to NDCs, in addition to lifestyle issues. The established obesity and diet-related pandemic NDCs in developed countries is spreading to the
developing world6. This means that health systems in poorer countries increasingly have to
cope with the double burden of treating expensive diet-related NCDs (such as diabetes and
hypertension) while simultaneously attempting to combat undernutrition and other common
communicable diseases (such as diarrhoea and tuberculosis (TB)). Childhood obesity is rapidly
emerging as a global epidemic that will have profound public health consequences as overweight children become overweight adults.

Nutritional Status of South African Adults
Research on the nutritional status of South Africans during the past ten years has focused on
children and to a certain extent on the nutrition transition associated with urbanisation of black
South Africans7. No national study has been done to assess the nutritional status other than in
children. Nevertheless, a number of ad hoc cross-sectional epidemiological surveys in the
different provinces of South Africa, as well as the 1998 South African demographic and health
survey, have been undertaken, and have provided data on nutritional status variables, markers, and associated risk factors in adults2. Research reports indicate that on a population level,
the nutritional status of South Africans is far from optimal. The major problems related to
malnutrition, the causes and consequences of which have to be addressed by public health
policy have been identified in the previous ASSAf study2 as:
• Inequity between different population groups, related to poverty and the gap between
the rich and the poor.
• The co-existence of under and overnutrition in the same household, families and
communities.
• The prevalence of ‘hidden hunger’: the existence of micronutrient deficiencies in undernourished, as well as apparently well-fed, often overweight and obese individuals.
• The increased vulnerability to develop overweight and obesity and other NCDs in adults
who had low birth weights and who were undernourished and had stunted growth
during infancy and childhood.
• The negative trends in changes of diets and nutrient intakes associated with urbanisation, acculturation, and modernisation.
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Analyses of the nutrient intakes of South Africans8 show that most communities do not meet
their requirements (dietary reference values) for calcium, iron (especially black girls and
women), zinc, riboflavin, and vitamin B6 (most groups), folate (Indian and black women) and
vitamin C (Indian, coloured and black communities). The nutrition transition amongst black
South Africans is characterised by increases in animal protein and fat intake, decreases in
carbohydrate and dietary fibre consumption, as well as improved but still not optimal micronutrient intakes8-9.
It is not known what percentage of overweight and obese men and women suffer from
micronutrient deficiencies (hidden hunger). However, given the low intakes of calcium, iron,
zinc, riboflavin, vitamins B6 and C, it is estimated that substantial numbers of South Africans
that meet or exceed their energy needs, do not meet their micronutrient requirements. Using
body mass index (BMI) as an indicator and combining men and women, less than half of adult
South Africans maintain a normal body weight for their height, reflecting imbalances in energy
intake and expenditure.

Causes of Undernutrition in South Africa
The multi-factorial and inter-related causes of undernutrition are characterised by its consequences, which often aggravate the primary causes. This forms a vicious cycle of poverty and
undernutrition from which it is difficult to escape9-10. Undernourished individuals often have low
energy intake and expenditure levels, as well as micronutrient deficiencies, associated with
low human capital and an inability to optimally benefit from education and development
programmes to create a sufficiently healthy socio-economic environment for their families to
prevent undernutrition in the next generation. Poverty is a fundamental or root cause of
undernutrition, because it is associated with unemployment, inability to pay for nutritious food,
health care and basic services, disintegration of family life, inability to care for children,
vulnerability, homelessness and despair10.
Food insecurity, defined as the lack of the human right of access to adequate, affordable,
safe and nutritious food, is a major determinant of undernutrition. Although South Africa is food
secure on a national basis, and even in a position to export food, many households experience
hunger and food and nutrition insecurity because of all the factors contributing to poverty
and underdevelopment. The HIV/AIDS pandemic, often associated with children becoming
heads of households and main ‘breadwinners’, also contributes to food insecurity2.
The standard of housing, occupational density, access to clean, safe water and sanitation, as
well as the availability of adequate cooking and refrigeration facilities, combine to determine
the risk of malnutrition. While much has been done during the past years to improve housing
conditions in South Africa, many South Africans in transition still reside in informal settlements
in conditions not conducive to optimal nutrition.
Several studies have shown that disruption of family units and broken homes, with less support
from fathers as heads of households, are associated with malnutrition. In the past, migrant
workers were probably a main contributor to this situation. Although labour migration continues
to play a major role at present, the HIV/AIDS pandemic is one of the main reasons for the
disruption of family life with resultant malnutrition2.
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Repeated pregnancies may jeopardise the nutritional status of both mother and child.
Pregnant women have a high risk of developing iron-deficiency anaemia. A short duration of
exclusive breastfeeding and the early introduction of complementary foods predispose to
undernutrition and increased infections in infants. Several South African studies have indicated
that one of the major reasons for childhood undernutrition is inappropriate weaning practices,
with possible long-term consequences in adulthood11.
The excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages may influence nutritional status directly
and indirectly: directly, by providing energy without micronutrients (diluting micronutrient
density of the diet), and indirectly, as a result of psycho-social problems affecting household
resources to buy food12.

The Interrelationship between Under and Overnutrition
There is now an increasing awareness that maternal malnutrition, foetal undernutrition (low
birth weight and small for gestational age), as well as infant and childhood undernutrition
(underweight, stunting and wasting), may be related to an increased risk of obesity and other
NCDs in adulthood2. The mechanism of this phenomenon (foetal origins of adult disease) is
thought to be related to a nutritional influence on epigenetics (DNA methylation) that leads
to changed expressions of specific genes and metabolic programming resulting in increased
vulnerability to NCDs in later life. An association between adverse early life exposures and
propensity to obesity has been observed in several studies, which could explain overweight
and obesity occurring without rectifying underlying micronutrient undernutrition. In all population groups, increased exposure to cheaper energy-dense, high-fat and sweet foods is leading
to food choices that contribute to overnutrition in respect of macronutrients, and undernutrition in respect of micronutrients. In addition, many poor households are characterised
by undernutrition in children and overweight or obesity in the mothers (caregivers). This coexistence of under and overnutrition can be addressed by ensuring optimal nutrition of
pregnant women, household food security, education regarding healthy food choices, and
creating an environment where these choices are available and affordable2.

Micronutrients: Vitamins and Minerals (Inorganic Elements)
The following description of vitamins and inorganic micronutrients is quoted from a chapter in
the 2007 ASSAf consensus report on HIV/AIDS, TB and Nutrition2 as this furnishes the most
appropriate background to the topic of the present study. (Note: The detailed references
given in the previous report are not repeated.)
“A large domain of nutrition science and practice is that concerned with micronutrients, which
are usefully sub-divided into organic substances (vitamins) and inorganic elements, usually
referred to as minerals. Both of these are defined as nutrients which have been definitively
shown to be required in milligramme or microgramme quantities in medium to long-term
human diets for optimum health and to avoid asymptomatic deficiency states or full-blown
diseases.
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Vitamins
Most of the vitamins are precursors of some of the co-enzymes of cellular metabolism, while a
few have less well-defined, but potentially important, roles such as anti-oxidant function.
In evolutionary terms, the progression to complex, multicellular, multi-organ, predatory animal
life (such as that of humans) appears to be have been accompanied by the deletion (or
mutational loss-of-function) of many of the genes required for the often multi-step and
complex pathways leading to the biosynthesis of many co-enzymes. This evolution has
occurred either through natural selection or genetic drift, as the foods habitually consumed
began adequately to provide what was required by the populations concerned. Frequently,
the evolutionary genetic change left in place a variable number of enzymes involved in the
final stages of co-enzyme biosynthesis, to increase the ‘catchment’ of vitamin materials by
enabling food consumers to use a number of prevalent precursors rather than only the finished
co-enzyme itself; co-enzyme molecules in foods need, in any case, to be partly disassembled
to be absorbed during the bulk processes of the digestion and absorption of food. All
compounds that can be transformed to the active intracellular co-enzymes from food are
called the ‘vitamers’ of the vitamin concerned.
The vitamer concept is crucial in nutrition because it partly explains the variable bioavailability
of vitamins present in food sources of different kinds, subjected to different forms of storage
and types of preparation, and mixed with other food constituents. The other main cause of
differential bioavailability is the complexity of the physico-chemical environment of the vitamer
molecules in the food being ingested – many forms of strong or weak binding to other molecules or structures affect the rates at which they can be made available to intestinal absorptive mechanisms. A well-known example in pellagra prevention is the binding of vitamin B3
(niacin) to a variety of complex polymeric carbohydrates in staple maize products, but
rendered freely available to the body by prior treatment with alkaline solutions. Another factor
in the bioavailability of some vitamers is the concomitant consumption of certain drugs or
alcohol. A key factor in the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins (vitamins A, D, E, and K) is the
need for fat to be present in the food being ingested, so that co-absorption with the bulk lipid
phase can occur.
Because of the enormous complexity and variety of vitamin digestion, absorption, transport,
storage and cellular metabolism, vitamin deficiencies have necessarily to be seen as the
consequence of medium to long-term negative balance between whole-body intake and
loss, in a spectrum of features typical of mild, moderate and severe imbalance. Characteristically, mechanisms exist to protect vital functions, and decreased urinary excretion is often
the first indication of a shrinking body pool, blood levels remaining unchanged. As depletion
progresses, still asymptomatically, urinary excretion of vitamins or their inactive metabolites
virtually ceases, intestinal absorptive elements may be induced and blood concentrations of
vitamins and their metabolites begin to fall, reflecting lowered content of tissues and
decreased metabolic transformation. The next stage is reached when the measurable activity
significantly falls of tissue or cell systems dependent on, or actually involving co-enzymes
derived from vitamins; this may be accompanied by subjective symptoms of ill-health (malaise,
anorexia or psychological changes) and/or detectable dysfunction of certain body systems
and/or early clinical signs of a deficiency state.
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It is important to remember that vitamin-derived co-enzymes are shared inside living cells as
co-catalysts by many enzymes, with differing concentrations, affinities and turnover rates: there
will invariably be a hierarchy of ways in which functions are lost, and these will differ in different
cell types or organs. Eventually, the body’s ‘defence’ of its crucial co-enzyme supply fails, and
severe morphological and functional abnormalities ensue, usually quickly correctable by high
doses of replacement vitamins, and more slowly by doses closer to the recommended daily
allowances (RDAs), now called the ‘nutrient intake values’ (NIVs) of the vitamin in question.
If uncorrected, the by now severely ill bodies of deficient subjects will develop the serious
features of classical deficiency syndromes, which, unless reversed by energetic, usually hospital-based therapy, will be followed by death. The above account is necessarily highly generalised, and will vary with different vitamins, populations, individuals and situations, but it is
sufficiently applicable to be of considerable value in approaching any given person who may
have nutritional inadequacy of any kind, especially in clinical trials involving nutritional
interventions.
Causes of vitamin insufficiency in any given subject can thus be one or more of the following
sustained states: primary food shortage; diminished food intake; decreased absorption;
increased requirements; and increased losses. The last two reflect the dynamic status of coenzymes and other vitamins or vitamin-derived compounds in different body situations, such
as heavy physical activity, pregnancy, lactation, rapid growth and infections which are
accompanied both by systemic ‘inflammation’ and by specific pathophysiological disturbances associated with the type and stage of infection concerned (for example, the rapid
turnover of lymphocyte populations in long-term HIV infections, or acute illness caused by
secondary infections). The capacity of the body to ‘store’ vitamins that can be mobilised in
times of shortage consists in some cases of an actual evolved mechanism to create a reserve
(for example, special cells in the liver that store vitamin A as retinol esters) but is more often
simply a reflection of the complex inter-organ, intercell or even intracellular devices, already
described above, that serve to protect essential body functions for as long as possible when
the total pool of micronutrient falls for any of the above reasons.
Modern understanding of human physiology at the molecular level has begun to reveal
extensive genetic heterogeneity in populations, not so much rare point mutations giving rise
to specific disorders in vitamin-related pathways or processes, but common variant alleles
whose frequency during human evolution has reached some kind of genetic equilibrium for
reasons that may or may not have been already deciphered. Such alleles may be systematically associated with different rates of gene transcription, in different challenge situations, if
the substitution is in the promoter region; alternatively, there may be a structural (and functional) difference between the products of the alternative genes. Important examples of this
phenomenon have been elucidated in the field of inflammatory cytokines, haemoglobins and
histocompatibility antigens of the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system. There is no reason
to doubt that similar allelic frequency differences will be found in the case of human vitamin
metabolism, and that many conclusions based on the assumption of genetic homogeneity in
test or trial populations will be found to reflect composite response behaviours of subsets of
the subjects concerned.
The classification of vitamins depends on two factors: the acceptance by the international
nutritional community of particular organic micronutrients as being usually or always essential
(though only in small quantities relative to macronutrient needs), in the long-term diets of
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human populations; and the water or fat-solubility of the vitamer(s) concerned that is most
easily utilised by human bodies (for example, nicotinic acid or nicotinamide in the case of
vitamin B3, are water-soluble compounds but many of their unprocessed food forms are waterinsoluble). Only 13 vitamins (including all the known vitamers in each case) are recognised in
human nutrition – the nine water-soluble vitamins are thiamine (B1), riboflavin (B2), niacin (B3),
pantothenic acid (B5), pyridoxine (B6), biotin, folate, cobalamin (B12) and vitamin C; while
the four fat-soluble vitamins are vitamins A, D, E and K. Three of these vitamins are really only
‘conditionally essential’ micronutrients, as they can be synthesised in most or all human bodies:
– vitamin D by the action of sunlight on skin, vitamin K made available from intestinal bacteria
and niacin can be biosynthesised from the essential amino acid tryptophan, provided the
latter itself is present in the diet in adequate amounts.
Since the dietary intake is a primary determinant of whether a state of vitamin insufficiency
may develop in any person, the stability of the vitamers present in food before they are eaten
is important. Storage losses are proportional to temperature, pH and moisture content (enzymatic decomposition), to light exposure (riboflavin, folate), or to bacterial or fungal contamination. Processing losses are caused by the same physical factors, enhanced by physical
leaching into cooking water (some processing gains may occur, of course, such as the release
of bioavailable niacin from maize foods under alkaline conditions). Modern pre-treatments
that inactivate degradative enzymes (for example, rapid heat exposure or pasteurisation)
assist materially in conserving the effective vitamin content of many foods.”

Assessment of Vitamin Deficiency Status of Individuals and
Populations
Assessment of nutritional status usually includes a combination of dietary intake determinations,
anthropometic measurements, clinical examinations and biochemical laboratory tests13.
Because dietary intake measurements combined with food tables to translate food data into
nutrient values, while important, is not a wholly reliable guide to the nutritional status of individuals, clinical acumen and laboratory tests are mandatory in assessments, such as are
needed in persons who suffer from subacute or chronic infections, and who may be involved
in clinical trials. Clinical anthropometric measures, like body weight, body-mass indices,
standardised skin-fold thickness, and body composition (e.g. fat percentage, lean mass and
water content) are especially valuable if observed over time. Other clinical features include
symptoms and signs of systemic inflammation, such as fever, muscle pains, anorexia and
nausea; indications of intestinal macronutrient malabsorption and symptoms and signs of all
the specific vitamin deficiency syndromes.
Laboratory tests have become preferred for reasons of affordability, feasibility, reliability,
relevance and conclusiveness. These tests have usually been derived from a detailed understanding of the physiological phenomena underlying the absorption, intravascular transport,
organ metabolism and pre-excretory biotransformations of the vitamin concerned. As our
knowledge increases, the tests available will undoubtedly become better and more informative, and will include genetic assessments now in their infancy. In general, there is still at present
a lack of useful markers for the detailed vitamin status of individuals. Complex and expensive
tests that demonstrate functional deficits directly correctable with vitamin administration or
addition are superior to simpler and cheaper ‘snapshot’ measurements of the levels in blood,
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plasma and/or urine of micronutrients or their metabolites. There is no doubt that the ready
availability of tests that are both accurate and informative, and affordable and usable in field
settings, is a high priority for South Africa, a country where ‘hidden hunger’ (equivalent to functional deficiencies of one or more vitamins or micronutrients) is very common, and where clinical
research relies heavily on establishing valid inclusion criteria, baselines and outcomes for nutritional interventions in chronic infectious diseases like HIV infection and clinical tuberculosis.
An example of how improved understanding can lead to better nutritional assessment is
especially relevant to the topic of this report. Persons who are in a state of systemic ‘inflammation’ as they respond to pathogen invasions undergo a large-scale, short-term redirection
of hepatic protein synthesis (due to cytokine stimulation) towards making and secreting less
albumin, plasma retinol-binding protein (RBP), transthyretin and apolipoprotein A1, and much
more of the acute-phase proteins (APPs), C-reactive (CRP), serum amyloid A (SAA), fibrinogen
and alpha-antitrypsin. The other ‘chronic phase proteins’, made in elevated amounts, are
ferritin, alpha-1 chymotrypsin (ACT) and alpha-1 acid glycoprotein (AGP). As a result, certain
serum values that are normally indicative of nutrient status lose much of their value, and even
the use of complicated multi-variate analysis incorporating acute-phase protein levels have
proved problematic because of variations in the impact of the acute-phase situation on
measured levels of different micronutrients or their proxies14. In HIV-infected subjects, the
plasma concentrations and both the fractional and absolute synthetic rates of various positive
APPs were all elevated, but the plasma concentrations of some usually negative APPs15 were
not reduced despite displaying faster fractional synthesis rates; the overall pattern was thus
not similar to that typical of other chronic viral infections.
A second confounder of laboratory measurement for nutritional assessment in respect of many
vitamins is the fact that vitamin-derived co-enzymes are present in normal working tissues and
organs as a particular optimum percentage of the cell mass concerned. Catabolic states,
such as those found in infection-associated systemic ‘inflammation’, can cause a rapidly
progressive fall in the mass of certain bulky tissues, especially skeletal muscle and white fat.
While bulk tissue components are broken down to small molecules and re-distributed to cells
and tissues needing them in the body’s defence (e.g. glutamine from protein catabolism
for energy production in lymphocytes, and fatty acids for energy generation in bodies
displaying an increased metabolic rate), the surplus vitamin-derived compounds released by
the ‘scale-down’ in tissue mass are mostly lost from the body in the urine, sweat and faeces.
While this is happening, the concentrations of vitamins and metabolites in body fluids may not
reflect the ‘real’ nutritional status of the subjects concerned.
Bioavailability is determined by comparing the effectiveness, in terms of a selected measurable parameter(s), of vitamins present in different foodstuffs with synthetic/pure compounds
administered (usually singly) in the same amounts. Multiple-vitamin supplementation is
complicated by the fact that the bioavailabilities of the component substances may not
equate to those determined individually; some may be lower because of competition for
carriers, and others may be higher, for reasons of synergism in absorptive mechanisms. In
addition, some supplements require additional components for absorption (e.g. bulk fat for
fat-soluble vitamins), and natural foods typically contain large numbers of uncharacterised
compounds that may also be nutritionally beneficial in as yet unknown ways.
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The main reservations about multivitamin supplementation are the huge cost differentials
between natural foods and synthetic pharmaceutical products, and dosage safety. Particularly, the possibility that states of functional hypervitaminosis may be induced, or, even more
seriously, that surplus vitamins will become involved in drug interactions that attenuate the
efficacy of therapies (e.g. anti-retroviral drug regimens) or that enhance them by competing
for shared disposal pathways and prolonging half-lives in the body are of concern.

Mineral Micronutrients: Inorganic Elements
Inorganic micronutrients are a number of elements present in foods that are required to be
present in human diets over medium to long periods, in sufficient quantities to replace the
base-line or accelerated net losses from body stores that are unavoidable as a result of
excretory and secretory processes, such as urination, defaecation and sweating. A subset of
these inorganic micronutrients has been shown to be especially relevant to human immunity
and resistance to infections, and will be briefly discussed here.
In general, they resemble vitamins being present in particular food sources in notable amounts;
in varying bioavailability because of differential binding to other food constituents, either in
the native food (e.g. phytic acid) and/or in the digestive mixtures generated in the gut; and
in each having extremely complex and highly regulated mechanisms for their absorption,
intravascular transport, and tissue uptake. In addition, like most vitamins, they are also bound
with varying affinities to intracellular molecules, creating a kind of graduated ‘storage’ system,
while their egress mechanisms are often also specialised. All of this reflects evolved homeostatic devices to ‘protect’ the essential functions subserved by the particular metals or other
inorganic elements concerned. Again, depletion of one of the essential inorganic micronutrients from the body (i.e. a steady-state negative balance between intake and losses over time)
leads in most instances to complex compensatory rearrangements throughout the body,
which ‘protect’ vital functions by enhancing capture from food, changing transport patterns,
prioritising cell types in terms of supply, and diminishing rates of net excretion. As in the case
of most vitamins, the order of events during progressive depletion will usually first consist of
diminished urinary/faecal losses without a change in blood levels; next, lowered blood concentration without change in tissue content; followed by next, symptomatic deficiency associated with lowered tissue content; and finally, serious disorder and death.

Assessment of Nutritional Status with Respect to Inorganic
Micronutrients
As in the case of vitamins, this requires a combination of clinical acumen and laboratory measurements. Detailed knowledge of the relevant physiology in each case has made it possible
to devise feasible, reliable and accurate tests (‘deficiency markers’) that involve mixes of
direct assays of the particular element in body fluids or tissues; indirect measures based on
proteins that bind the substance or are necessary for its transport or uptake, or on the activity
of enzymes requiring the substance for their catalytic functioning. The acute phase of infections (systemic ‘inflammation’), as in the case of several vitamins, involves perturbations in the
relative concentrations of plasma proteins and bulk tissue catabolism, that may lead to data
being collected in respect of certain metals or other inorganic elements that are misleading
in terms of the ‘true’ nutritional status of the persons concerned. Genetic micro-heterogeneity
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in the complex systems responsible for handling inorganic micronutrients is likely to be prevalent
in human populations, even if little is as yet known about this factor, apart from the prevalent
genetic iron-overload conditions that have been well-characterised.

Relevant Recommendations of the 2007 ASSAf Consensus
Report
The 2007 ASSAf consensus report on HIV/AIDS, TB and Nutrition2 made a number of recommendations regarding the prevention and treatment of malnutrition, HIV/AIDS and TB. Some of
these recommendations motivated the present study and are briefly discussed below:

Recommendation 1
One of the main recommendations of the 2007 ASSAf report was that the indicators of both
vitamin and inorganic micronutrient depletion and repletion in individuals and populations
needed to be much better defined. Examination of the evidence included in that report
revealed that many, perhaps most, of the studies had proceeded without a reasonable
understanding of the actual nutritional status of the subjects included in the studies concerned, nor had the complexity of what was meant by ‘nutritional status’ been adequately
explored.
Because of the enormous complexity and variety of vitamin digestion, absorption, transport,
storage and cellular metabolism, vitamin deficiencies had necessarily been seen as consequences of medium to long-term negative balance between whole-body intake and loss,
in a spectrum of features typical of mild, moderate and severe imbalance.
The major problem that needed to be addressed by investigators in the design and execution of their studies, was to distinguish between the effects of supplemental micronutrients
in repleting actually deficient cellular supplies of crucially important metabolites on the one
hand, and effects which amount to simply repleting the whole-body supply situation on the
other. In the first case, one was likely to see improved functioning (including fighting infection
and minimising its deleterious effects), while in the second, beneficial effects in respect of
infection were unlikely to ensue as the supplementation mainly brought the body’s reserves
up to the steady state. This generalised view had to be modified when there was no steady
state, for example when extensive losses of micronutrients were occurring on a regular basis
as a result of chronic diarrhoea. It had also to be remembered that each of the micronutrients would have an individualised effect on the spectrum of depletion/repletion. In pioneer
studies, where all the stops had to be pulled out in order to establish the mechanisms
involved in an intervention, for later simplification in the implementation phases, such
information was essential.
It was evident, for example, that antiviral treatment of HIV infection, which almost always
had markedly positive effects on the state of well-being of the subject (with increased
appetite, decreased bowel disorder and associated malabsorption, etc.) would itself bring
about a ‘repletion process’ if there was deficiency at the time when treatment was started
and if an adequate diet was followed. Careful characterisation of this kind of whole-body
process would be useful in developing comprehensive dietary guidelines.
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Recommendation 2
Obesity was common in South Africa despite the frequency of below-par micronutrient
intakes and research was needed to assess possible interactions between low-grade
‘inflammation’, now known to occur in apparently healthy obese persons, micronutrient
deficiencies and HIV infection at various stages.

Recommendation 3
In cases where micronutrients were not precursors of cellular co-enzymes, such as the
vitamins which acted as antioxidants in various locations, the above-described model of a
depletion/repletion spectrum had to be modified, as the dose-response curves were not
likely to be saturational, but rather continuously linear or (more usually) peaking to a maximum benefit before becoming toxic. There may be cases, such as vitamin A (See below)
where there was a mix of both kinds of systems due to a multiplicity of pathways and active
metabolites.
The above considerations applied similarly to the case of inorganic micronutrients, where
the assessment situation was also not very different to that of vitamins.

Recommendation 4
In addition, the confounding of measured blood levels by marked changes in the various
acute-phase proteins, as well as by losses of lean tissue mass, needed to be understood
and better evaluated in South African populations. The chronicity of the situation had also
be determined in order to sharpen the assessment, as had the assessment of protein/energy
nutritional status before the onset of the infection concerned. Both these factors strongly
coloured the interpretation of the findings.

Recommendation 5
A good example of an obvious need in the system was the full exploration of the possibility
that improvements in nutritional status because of better food security had, on balance,
been negated by the impact of widespread HIV/AIDS; a thorough re-assessment, with finer
grain tools, of the current and evolving situation with respect to population nutritional status
in the light of the HIV/AIDS and TB epidemics was urgently necessary.

Motivation for the Present Study from these Recommendations
The 2007 ASSAf study panel accordingly attached prime importance to the rapid development of knowledge-based, affordable, available and reliable tests of actual status with
respect to individual micronutrients, applicable both to individuals and to populations, especially in intervention studies where study designs could be improved and interpretational difficulties overcome. This could not be done without encouraging relevant basic research and
teamwork in clinical studies, plus energetic attempts to produce national consensus guidelines
to best practice, supported by the necessary attention to human resource capacity, as well
as access and affordability issues.
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Some Issues Relating to the Provision of Appropriate
Laboratory Tests in Both the Public and the Private Sectors
This study is predicated on the notion that micronutrient malnutrition is common in South Africa
and that it is a contributing cause of much ill-health, under-performance and misery. The
accurate measurement, treatment and monitoring of the micronutrient status of individuals
and populations is accordingly something that needs to be prioritised, and its provision
widened and optimised, as best possible. Like immunisation, micronutrients as cheap and generally available chemical compounds have the potential to become sustainable, affordable
and effective preventive and therapeutic agents in promoting the health of many people,
especially the poor.
The findings of the previous ASSAf study panel, as summarised above, of a high prevalence in
South African communities of inadequate intakes of many micronutrients, point to the relevance and importance of this agenda, which is particularly pressing in a developing country
with high rates of poverty, unemployment, changing lifestyles, and widespread household
food insecurity.
One of the other key findings of the previous ASSAf report supports the same conclusion,
namely, the (surprising) national deficit in modern nutritional assessment methods, particularly
tests of micronutrient status that are grounded in the most up-to-date understanding of relevant
physiology and pathological chemistry, and are reliable, affordable and practically helpful.

Main Objectives of the Present Study
In essence, the present study aims to answer the following four questions:
1. How have modern understandings of the detailed physiology and pathophysiology of the
six micronutrients concerned, affected the nature of the laboratory/clinical tests and other
assessment methods (in-depth dietary assessments, nutritional anthropometry, and clinical
signs of malnutrition) that have to date been developed worldwide?
2. Which of the tests or methods are maximally informative and reliable as to the actual depletion/repletion status of individuals and populations with respect to these micronutrients?
3. Which of these tests are robust, affordable, capable of decentralised operation, and of
mass application, in both clinical and population-based settings?
4. How are the tests affected, or the interpretation altered, by factors such as varying health
status of the subjects under investigation, by other dietary components (nutrient foodstuffs
and non-nutrient endogenous compounds and additives), and by differing composition of
gastrointestinal bacteria and other commensals?
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Concluding Remarks: Dissemination of the Study Results
The assumption that answers to all these questions can be provided, begs the question as to
how the new conclusions and other information produced by the study can be made available to the broader health system in South Africa? That system is divided into the public sector
(dominated by the National Health Laboratory Service(NHLS) servicing public clinics, smaller
hospitals and large academic complexes), and the private sector (dominated by a number
of large, for-profit companies serving private general and specialist practitioners and private
hospitals). The medical aid companies form another crucial part of the system that needs to
be considered, as they impose limits on testing and in other ways regulate the provision of particular tests, mainly but not only in the private sector.
The possible implementation of National Health Insurance (NHI) may become paramount in
the evolution of effective and affordable health care for the nation, and much work needs to
be done to crystallise the optimal mix of fee-for-service versus capitation-based cost recoveries
for health care provision, especially with reference to laboratory testing. Whatever emerges
as best for South Africa, it is increasingly apparent that appropriate laboratory testing will be
a vital step in defining and correcting the highly prevalent nutritional deficiencies that beset
much of our population. This study is aimed at providing the scientific evidence base for the
definition of policy in future efforts to improve the nutritional health of the nation.
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Introduction

E

ach individual is unique in terms of his or her precise metabolic situation at any given
time. The particular pre-history of food intake, body growth and activity, disease and
injury interact cumulatively in their effects on a person. Additionally, unique genetic
and epigenetic determinants may also exist. Together with this individuality comes the
complexity of the forms of vitamin A present in the body, their locations, amounts, inter-relationships and subtle effects on multiple processes. Systematic but individually varying responses
in respect of these variables will occur when the supply of this essential dietary nutrient diminishes; similarly, typical but also varying responses will be found when surplus quantities are ingested acutely or over time.
Nutritional assessment in respect of vitamin A, in individuals, groups and populations, therefore
requires knowledge of the chemistry, food composition, physiological handling, metabolism
and disposal of the group of substances known collectively as ‘vitamin A’. It also requires
a best-possible understanding of individual variability as described in the first paragraph.
Constraints imposed by many factors make it necessary to select those assessment methods
that are robust and reliable, affordable and feasible in different settings including in diseaseendemic populations and maximally informative for the purposes of the particular investigations underway, based on up-to-date conceptual frameworks and knowledge.
This chapter seeks to review available information and evidence that bears on nutritional
assessment in respect of vitamin A, ensuring that all recent advances in the field are taken
into account.

Definition, Description and Chemistry of Vitamin A
Vitamin A was the first vitamin to be discovered, almost simultaneously by two American
groups of researchers in 1913. It was initially known for its essential role in growth and survival,
and later for its role in vision.
Vitamin A is a collective name for two groups of compounds with vitamin activity, namely,
(i) retinol, the alcohol form, originally isolated from the retina, and related compounds,
retinaldehyde and retinoic acid, all with 20 carbon atoms; retinoic acid is an oxidised form of
retinol and has important roles in the genetic control of metabolism; and (ii) a variety of
40-carbon atom carotenes and related compounds, known as the carotenoids. Betacarotene, alpha-carotene, beta-cryptoxanthin, lutein, and lycopene are the carotenoids most
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commonly found in human plasma. These carotenoids, together with zeaxanthin, have been
shown to have health-promoting effects; beta-carotene, alpha-carotene and beta-cryptoxanthin are provitamins A. The latter two exhibit about 50% of the vitamin A activity of betacarotene. The minimum requirement for a carotenoid to have vitamin A activity is an
unsubstituted beta-ring with an 11-carbon polyene chain.

Epidemiology of Vitamin A Deficiency
Vitamin A deficiency (VAD) is common in many developing countries, being second only to
iron deficiency anaemia as the highest public health nutrition-related problem in these countries. Globally, more than 200 million children under five years are vitamin A deficient and VAD
is still the leading cause of blindness in children. Women in developing countries are also at
risk of VAD, especially during pregnancy and lactation. Because the vitamin A content of
breast milk is often low in vitamin A-depleted women, infants of these women are at greater
risk of becoming VAD early in life. There is a strong association of VAD with overall undernutrition. Both are prevalent in deprived poor people with low food intake, especially of meat and
milk products (e.g. liver, eggs and butter), sources rich in vitamin A, and of oils and fats, which
are necessary for the absorption of vitamin A. It is generally accepted that correcting VAD in
populations at risk of deficiency is an investment in improving human development.
In South Africa, several national studies1,2,3 have indicated that VAD is a significant public health
problem. In 1995, 3% of children aged six to 71 months were adjudged vitamin A deficient
(serum retinol values < 10 ug/dL) while 33% were thought to be marginally deficient (serum
retinol < 20 ug/dL). In the 2005 National Fortification Baseline Survey3 it was found that two out
of three children, and one out of four women, had a poor vitamin A status.
Public health programmes to control VAD include supplementation with therapeutic doses of
the vitamin, food fortification, and dietary diversification. Biofortification to enhance the
content of provitamin A in staple crops has been recognised recently as a viable and feasible
alternative.
Supplementation with vitamin A reduces the risk of child morbidity and mortality, as well as
the risk of severe diarrhoea and measles. It may also reduce maternal mortality4. There is
convincing evidence that vitamin A given via fortified food or in pharmaceutical doses as
supplementation has resulted in a significant reduction in overt clinical deficiency. However,
the effect of supplementation on improving marginal vitamin A status, which is more prevalent,
is difficult to assess. This is important because populations with marginal vitamin A status are
more susceptible to infections, and a single bout of infection can rapidly deplete vitamin A
stores further. The importance of other health problems, such as infection and systemic inflammation or gastrointestinal helminths has to be considered in any strategy for prevention or
treatment of VAD, as well as the complex interactions with other nutrients, e.g. zinc, iron,
riboflavin, vitamin D and methyl donors.
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Metabolism, Physiology and Storage of Vitamin A and
Provitamin Carotenoids
Metabolism
The metabolism of vitamin A is illustrated in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 Diagramme of vitamin A metabolism and function
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The preformed natural retinoids (compounds structurally related to retinol), and precursor
carotenoids that possess the biological activity of retinol, are absorbed from the small intestine,
incorporated into chylomicrons, and are then transported via the lymphatic system to the liver.
The amount of dietary fat present determines the quantity of vitamin A that will be absorbed.
Vitamin A is stored in the liver as retinyl esters (retinol-palmitate) in intracellular lipid droplets.
Retinyl esters are hydrolysed in the liver and secreted into the plasma bound to retinol-binding
protein (RBP), which itself is bound to a second plasma protein, transthyretin, for transfer to the
required sites in the body. Hepatic synthesis of RBP is dependent on the availability of zinc and
an adequate overall intake of protein; it is diminished during the generalised body response
to shock and infection, the acute-phase response.
Cellular uptake of both retinol and its oxidation product, retinoic acid, may involve a cellsurface receptor for the retinal-RBP-transthyretin complex and/or an endocytic cycle releasing
the retinol inside the cell. Uptake is facilitated by a number of intracellular retinoid-binding
proteins, the ‘cellular retinol-binding protein-1’ (CRBP-1) and ‘retinoic acid-binding protein-1’
(CRAB-1). These proteins are constitutive, i.e. their tissue levels do not change in vitamin
A-deficiency states. Measuring them in tissue samples is therefore not helpful in assessment
of VAD.
Intracellular retinol (released in the case of the liver by de-esterification of retinyl esters by a
microsomal hydrolase) is oxidised to retinaldehyde while bound to CRBP-1, through the action
of a number of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) or nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+) dependent microsomal dehydrogenases, and retinaldehyde in turn, is oxidised by a number of retinaldehyde dehydrogenases to retinoic acid.
This reaction takes place in a large number of locations in the body. Both retinol and retinoic
acid (in their two respective isomeric all-trans and 11-cis forms) are important and highly
pleiotropic transcriptional regulators, with diverse biological activities, many of which are
inter-dependent with other transcription-controlling hormones. These effects are mediated by
a complex set of nuclear retinoid receptors, in two classes, retinoid X receptors (RXRs) for retinal
and retinoic acid receptors (RARs) for retinoic acid.
In general, the way in which the expression of the enormous range of proteins controlled by
the two retinoids is hierarchically ordered at different concentrations of their regulator retinoid
is as yet not understood. At present, an all-or-nothing approach assumes that expression of
any given target protein in any given target cell type will fall if the plasma retinol level falls.
(A topical example is the recent work on the role of dendritic cells in the intestinal mucosa
in generating retinoic acid from circulating retinol in the regulation of the ‘homing’ of
immunoglobulin A (IgA)-producing B lymphocytes to the mucosa in question - See below.)
Understanding the hierarchy of transcriptional control is obviously a matter of great importance in future attempts to refine the assessment of VAD at the tissue level.
In hypervitaminotic states, some of the surplus retinol may be excreted as retinoyl glucoronide
via the bile. At high intakes, a microsomal cytochrome P450-dependent oxidation pathway
is utilised for catabolism of retinol in the liver to other metabolites, which are excreted via
the bile and in the urine. At very high intakes, this pathway becomes saturated and the excess
vitamin A becomes toxic.
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Physiology: Functions and Effects of Vitamin A
Progressive depletion of vitamin A in animals has been shown to result in histological and
functional abnormalities in cells throughout the body, alterations in immune function5, wasting6,
severe infections, and death7. Night blindness is an early and universal phenomenon, and total
blindness very common in late stages.
Modern molecular biology has begun to unravel the mechanisms by which vitamin A exerts
its powerful, pervasive effects. It is now known that vitamin A and/or its metabolites (especially
retinoic acid) directly affect the expression of at least 300 different genes – a number that is
likely to grow – which, in turn, affect cellular differentiation, the integrity of epithelial structures,
and immunologic function. While many of the precise mechanisms by which vitamin A and
retinoic acid manifest their impact have yet to be delineated, the biological plausibility of
these effects is well established.
Vitamin A is essential for vision, and plays a role in gene expression and tissue differentiation.
Retinoic acid supports most of the functions of vitamin A. However, it cannot be reduced back
to retinol in the body. Animals maintained on retinoic acid only will be blind and not able
to reproduce successfully. Therefore, vitamin A is needed by all body tissues systemically,
to maintain growth and the well-being of cells. With this crucial role, VAD has grave consequences for all stages of the human lifecycle. The functions of vitamin A are summarised in
Box 2.1 below.

Box 2.1 Summary of Functions of Vitamin A in the Human Body
• Component of rhodopsin for night vision.
• Essential in the differentiation process of epithelial tissues.
• Required for normal ciliary function.
• Important in the synthesis of glycoproteins and glycosaminoglycans.
• Assists in stabilisation of lysosomal membranes.
• Essential for cell-mediated immunity and host defence.
• Facilitates process of reproduction and control of embryonic development.
• Essential for normal growth (together with many other nutrients).
• Essential for haematopoiesishematopoiesis (in conjunction with iron).
Provitamin A and other carotenoids may have additional influences on human health, such
as enhancement of the immune response and reduction of the risk of degenerative diseases,
such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, cataracts, and macular degeneration8-14. The action
of carotenoids against these diseases has been attributed to an antioxidant property, specifically, their ability to quench singlet oxygen and interact with free radicals. However, other
mechanisms have been reported: modulation of carcinogen metabolism, inhibition of cell
proliferation, enhancement of cell differentiation, stimulation of cell-to-cell communication,
and filtering of blue light13.
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The ability of carotenoids to quench singlet oxygen has been linked to the conjugated
double-bond system, the maximum efficiency being shown by carotenoids with nine or more
conjugated double bonds15. The acyclic carotenoid lycopene was found to be more efficient
than the dicyclic beta-carotene16, despite both compounds possessing 11 conjugated double
bonds.

Vitamin A and Possible Prevention of Non-communicable
Diseases (NCDs)
Prostate Cancer
Reports from several studies have suggested that carotenoids, and in particular lycopene,
could be prostate cancer-preventive agents. Although this has stimulated extensive research,
and enthusiasm, the epidemiologic evidence remains inconclusive. Peters et al.17 investigated
the association between prediagnostic serum carotenoids (lycopene, alpha-carotene,
beta-carotene, beta-cryptoxanthin, lutein, and zeaxanthin) and risk of prostate cancer in the
Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial, a multicentred study designed
to examine methods of early detection and risk factors for cancer. The study revealed that
high serum beta-carotene concentrations were associated with increased risk for aggressive,
clinically relevant prostate cancer. Lycopene and other carotenoids were unrelated to
prostate cancer. Consistent with other recent publications, these results suggest that lycopene
or tomato-based regimens will not be effective for prostate cancer prevention.
Schenk et al.18 examined whether serum concentrations of retinol were associated with the
risk of prostate cancer in a nested case-control study in the above-mentioned trial and found
serum retinol concentrations not to be associated with overall prostate cancer risk. However,
the highest versus lowest concentrations of serum retinol were associated with a 42% reduction
in aggressive prostate cancer risk, with the strongest inverse association for high-grade disease.
Their results suggested that “higher circulating concentrations of retinol are associated with a
decreased risk of aggressive prostate cancer”.

Atherosclerosis
Another possibility is that vitamin A and the carotenoids may be involved in protection against
atherosclerosis. Riccioni et al.19 found that low plasma concentrations of antioxidant vitamins
and provitamins (A, E, beta-carotene and lycopene) were associated with early carotid
atherosclerotic lesions, and that regular intake of foods rich in lycopene and antioxidant
vitamins may slow the progression of atherosclerosis.

Vitamin A Deficiency (VAD)
The Role of VAD in Child Survival
The evidence that VAD increases childhood morbidity and mortality and that this can be
prevented by improving vitamin A status is overwhelming. The more severe the VAD, the more
common and severe are the consequences. For over 60 years physicians have reported
increased rates of infection and greater severity of measles in children who were VAD – all
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conditions which could be cured or prevented with vitamin A supplementation. Hospitalbased, randomised, controlled trials on the treatment of measles, one in London in 193220, and
two in the 1990s in Africa21, 22, showed that children who received vitamin A died at less than
half the rate of children who received routine therapy and that measles complications, in both
incidence and severity, were reduced.
As mentioned above, VAD is associated not only with increased morbidity, but also mortality
in children. A child may die from a weakened immune system when vitamin A is lacking.
Improving vitamin A status can strengthen a child’s resistance to disease and decrease
the likelihood of childhood mortality23. According to Aguayo and Baker24, the public health
importance of VAD came to the fore in the early 1980s, when community-based studies of
Sommer and co-workers25 showed that “the rates of morbidity and mortality from diarrhoea
and respiratory infections were higher in children with mild xerophthalmia than in children
without any VAD-related eye signs”.
Several meta-analyses26-28 have consistently shown a strong relationship between VAD and
child survival. These meta-analyses were based on intervention trials, carried out between 1986
and 1993, that assessed the contribution of vitamin A deficiency to child mortality and which
involved more than 165 000 children globally. The findings showed that “in areas where VAD
is prevalent, child mortality is reduced by 23% to 34% after vitamin A intervention, and that the
reduction in childhood mortality is attributable largely to the reduction in mortality from
measles, severe diarrhoea, dysentery and possibly falciparum malaria”.

Visual Impairment
Vitamin A plays a role in visual development of infants. The earliest clinical sign of VAD is a loss
of sensitivity to green light, followed by an impairment to adapt to dim light. This is eventually
followed by night blindness. Severe and persistent VAD results in xerophthalmia, (keratinisation
of the cornea, ulceration and blindness) (summarised by Bender23 in 2009).
VAD therefore causes severe visual impairment and blindness and has been recognised as
the leading cause of preventable paediatric blindness in developing countries29. However,
perhaps more disheartening is the fact that although ocular symptoms and signs are the most
specific indicators of VAD, they occur only after other tissues have impaired functions that are
less specific and less easily assessed. Thus, there are several more millions of children who are
health-compromised as a result of VAD30-31.
In pregnant women, VAD causes night blindness and may increase the risk of maternal
mortality. For pregnant women in high-risk areas, VAD occurs especially during the last trimester
when demand by both the unborn child and the mother is highest. The mother’s deficiency is
demonstrated by the high prevalence of night blindness during this period.

Weakened Epithelial Integrity
VAD leads to weakened epithelial integrity and loss of some functions, such as mucus production, thereby increasing vulnerability of affected individuals to infections such as diarrhoea
and measles31-32.
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Reduced Immune Response and Haemopoiesis
VAD plays an important role in the differentiation of immune system cells and even mild
deficiencies increase susceptibility to many infectious diseases. At the same time, the synthesis
of RBP is reduced in response to infections with escalating impairment of immune responses.
Both vitamin A and iron are necessary for normal haemopoiesis. However, vitamin A also has
independent effects on haemoglobin in the absence of iron, possibly mediated through
effects of retinoic acid on genetic control32. The syndrome of VAD is therefore characterised
by increased susceptibility to infections, anaemia and elevated acute-phase proteins32.
Recent work has defined some of the mechanisms by which mucosal immunity (particularly in
the intestines) is influenced by retinol33. It appears that the local synthesis of retinoic acid from
food-borne or blood-borne retinol, in dendritic cells (and possibly also in epithelial cells) is
necessary for homing of activated B-lymphocytes to the mucosa, and for the protective generation of IgA. The rate of retinoic acid synthesis is proportional to the supply of retinol; thus
VAD diminishes IgA-formation and consequently mucosal immunity.
The relationship between impaired vitamin A status and infections appears to be synergistic,
the occurrence of one aggravating the other. Infections of the upper and lower respiratory
tracts often become apparent early on in VAD, long before the clinical manifestations of xerophthalmia are observed. Respiratory disease prevalence increases in a linear fashion with
increasing severity of xerophthalmia34. Of the infections associated with VAD the evidence
base for measles is the strongest. Vitamin A status affects both the severity of and mortality
from measles 21.

Growth Failure in Children
VAD is associated with growth failure in children, particularly with stunting and wasting35.
However, the inconsistent results on growth of studies in which young children at risk of VAD
received vitamin A supplements (summarised by Thurnham32) demonstrate that growth is
dependent on many nutrients.

VAD in the Elderly
Oxidative damage is involved in the ageing process and also plays a role in many age-related
degenerative diseases. Adequate dietary intake of antioxidants may be vital to the promotion
of health, prevention of disease, well-being and longevity of the elderly. Recent studies show
that low plasma carotenoids are an independent risk factor for mortality among elderly36,37.
Meydani38 pointed out that while antioxidants are important in improving immune function in
the elderly, there is also literature to support the hypothesis that longevity is associated with
favourable antioxidant status. Mecocci et al.39 observed that high levels of vitamin A and
vitamin E appeared to be playing a role in the extreme longevity of the subjects in their study.

VAD during Pregnancy and Mother-to-child Transmission of HIV
Vitamin A is transferred in two ways from mother to child: via the placenta during gestation,
and via breast milk during lactation. Adequate transfer of vitamin A is essential during both of
these periods of development. Thus, maternal vitamin A deficiency during pregnancy
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results in placental dysfunction, stillbirths, and congenital malformations. Maternal vitamin A
deficiency during lactation rapidly predisposes the nursling to severe vitamin A deficiency.
Semba et al.40 showed that among pregnant women in Malawi, infants born to mothers whose
serum retinol values were in the lowest quartile had a three-fold greater mortality risk than
those born to mothers with serum retinol in the higher quartiles. In rural Nepal, women who
became night blind near the end of pregnancy had two to three times more urinary tract
infections, diarrhoea and dysentery, eating problems, pre-eclampsia and eclampsia, as well
as anaemia. Vitamin A or beta-carotene supplementation reduced perinatal mortality by 44%
in a group of more than 2 000 Nepali women41. However, Kirkwood et al.42 recently indicated
that vitamin A supplementation of pregnant women in Ghana could not confirm the results
from Nepal. Their study showed no reduction in maternal mortality with vitamin A supplementation.
All these underscore the importance of good vitamin A nutriture during pregnancy. However,
vitamin A can be teratogenic and supplementation during pregnancy should not exceed
10 000 IU (3 mg RE) per day. Thurnham32 emphasises that embryogenesis is under control
of retinoic acid isomers which are probably responsible for observed teratogenic effects.
Therefore, women who are pregnant or who may become pregnant should not receive
retinoid therapy for skin conditions or as supplements.
Low serum retinol concentrations are very common in HIV infection43, and are often associated
with high viral loads, increased progression of HIV to AIDS and mortality44, as well as an elevated
risk of mother-to-child HIV transmission45. However, some trials in Africa showed that vitamin A
supplementation of HIV-infected pregnant women increased mother-to-child transmission of
the virus. The latest WHO Guideline (2011) states: Vitamin A supplementation in HIV-positive
pregnant women is not recommended as a public health intervention for the prevention of
mother-to-child transmission of HIV (strong recommendation). All pregnant women, including
those living with HIV/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), should be encouraged to
receive adequate nutrition through consumption of a healthy balanced diet46.

Sources, Requirements and Reference Intakes of Vitamin A
Sources of Vitamin A
Foods
Humans normally obtain preformed vitamin A from animal products in the diet and provitamin
A carotenoids (mainly beta-carotene) from deep green, yellow and orange fruits, vegetables
and some oils, such as red palm oil as shown in Figure 2.1.
Carotenoids in foods are generally 40 carbon atom tetraterpenoids formed from eight
5-carbon atom isoprenoid units joined head-to-tail, except at the centre where a tail-to-tail
linkage reverses the order, resulting in a symmetrical molecule. An important feature is a centrally located, extended conjugated double-bond system, which constitutes the light-absorbing chromophore that gives carotenoids their attractive colour and provides the visible
absorption spectrum that serves as a basis for their identification and quantification. The basic
skeleton may be modified in many ways, including cyclisation, hydrogenation, dehydrogena-
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tion, introduction of oxygen functions, rearrangement, chain shortening, or combinations
thereof, resulting in a multitude of structures.
Hydrocarbon carotenoids (e.g. beta-carotene, lycopene) are known as carotenes, and oxygenated derivatives are called xanthophylls. Common oxygen substituents are the hydroxy
(as in beta-cryptoxanthin), keto (as in canthaxanthin), epoxy (as in violaxanthin), and aldehyde (as in beta-citraurin) groups. Carotenoids can be acyclic (e.g. lycopene), monocyclic
(e.g. gamma-carotene), or dicyclic (e.g. alpha and beta carotene). In nature, carotenoids
exist primarily in the more stable all-trans (or all-E) form, but small amounts of cis (or Z) isomers
do occur47.
Because plants are able to synthesise carotenoids de novo, the carotenoid composition of
plant-derived foods is enriched by low levels of biosynthetic precursors and derivatives of the
main components. Carotenoids are not as widely distributed in animal-derived foods and are
present at much lower levels. Animals are incapable of carotenoid biosynthesis, and hence
depend on dietary carotenoids, which are selectively or unselectively absorbed, converted
to vitamin A, deposited as such or slightly altered to form carotenoids typical of animal species.
Consumption of natural sources of vitamin A rarely results in toxicity. The exception is toxicity
resulting from excessive high intakes of carnivore liver on a continued basis. Liver contains
3 000 – 5 000 µg of retinol per 100 g. A case study reported vitamin A toxicity symptoms in a
seven-month-old infant who was given ~ 12 100 µg of retinol/d, mostly in the form of chicken
liver, although this level of intake is rare48.

Supplements and Massive Dosing
Massive vitamin A supplement dosage of pre-school children from vulnerable communities
was first tried in India in the 1960s, using 200 000 to 300 000 IU (60 000 – 90 000 µg RE) vitamin A.
In countries with a public health problem of VAD, periodic high dose vitamin A supplementation is recommended to address the problem32.
In South Africa, the present preventive supplementation protocol of the Department of
Health49 follows international recommendations, with the exception that all post-partum
women receive only a single dose of 200 000 IU vitamin A within eight weeks after delivery.
However, the department recently (3 August 2012) endorsed the 2011 WHO Guidelines which
did not recommend the use of vitamin A supplementation as a public health intervention for
the prevention of maternal and infant morbidity and mortality in postpartum women.
Children aged six to 11 months receive a single vitamin A dose of 100 000 IU, while children aged
12 to 60 months receive 200 000 IUs every six months. The capsules with different dosages have
different colours to assist health personnel in delivering the correct dosages (50 000 IU capsules
are white, 100 000 IU capsules are blue and the 200 000 IU capsules either red or yellow). The
protocol is very detailed with specific instructions on when and how to administer the capsules
at the health facility, as well as guidelines on curative vitamin A supplementation. However, in a
recent policy brief (February 2012) the South African Medical Research Council (MRC) warned
that vitamin A supplentation may not be necessary in children who meet vitamin A requirements
by eating 40-50 g sheep liver twice a month, a dietary practice followed in certain areas.
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Fortified Foods
Fortified foods provide additional vitamin A in some settings. In industrialised countries important
sources of preformed fortificant vitamin A include fortified milk (about 150 µg per cup), fortified
breakfast cereals (10 – 100% of the recommended intake per serving) and margarine (approximately 50 µg per pat)50. In some developing countries, approaches to increasing vitamin A
intake include fortification of sugar, oil, margarine, milk, maize meal, wheat flour, corn flour,
instant noodles and rice. Infant formulas and prepared infant cereals are usually fortified with
vitamin A. In South Africa, in addition to the availability of some of the above-mentioned fortified products, the Department of Health instituted a mandatory fortification scheme of two
staple foods, maize meal and bread flour, with a vitamin-mineral mix containing vitamin A.
Based on the potential for individuals to consume large amounts of vitamin A from one or more
fortified sources, it is important to ensure that the total intake of the vitamin from all available
sources is unlikely to be excessive, given the push toward vitamin A fortification of more foods
and the possibility that the current maternal iron-folate supplements available through the
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) will be reformulated to include the daily recommended intake of vitamin A35.

Factors Influencing Body Utilisation of Vitamin A
Infections of the gut, worm infestations and particularly giardiasis, decrease vitamin A absorption. Laboratory studies have shown that many contaminants, including polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), polychlorinated dibenzo-para-dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs), in the environment can disrupt vitamin A physiology and alter the distribution
of its essential metabolites in dietary sources of vitamin A such as fish.

Effect of Food Processing on Vitamin A
Carotenoids and retinol are affected by pH, enzymatic activity, light, and oxidation associated
with the conjugated double bond system51. The chemical changes occurring in carotenoids
during processing have been reviewed by Simpson52. Fresh plant tissue may contain enzymes
that are only activated during and following processing. Therefore, the preformed and provitamin A content of the raw form of a food item may be reduced as a consequence of food
preparation. The most dramatic example of this is found in red palm oil, which in its raw form
is considered one of the richest sources of provitamin A53. After heating to 200°C for thirty
minutes, the beta-carotene content becomes negligible.
Numerous reports document changes in carotenoid content attributed to various cooking
methods. As a general rule, foods boiled in an open container show the greatest losses.
Regardless of the method used, most studies found that dehydration significantly reduces the
carotene content in vegetables, which has implications for storage of seasonally available
foods. However, Khachik et al.54 reported no significant changes in the beta-carotene content
in several green vegetables after microwaving, steaming, or boiling. Likewise, the carotenoid
content of tomatoes did not change when they were dehydrated by sundrying.
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Sweeney and Marsh55 reported that processing of fruits and vegetables induced isomerisation
of carotenoids, resulting in an estimated 15% to 20% reduction in vitamin A potency in green
leafy vegetables, and 30% to 35% in yellow vegetables.

Requirements and Reference Intakes of Vitamin A
Bender23 summarised the prudent upper levels and reference intakes for vitamin A from
various international authorities, as shown in Table 2.1. It is important to take into account that
infections can increase vitamin A demands dramatically. Some investigators even calculated
the increased need during infections in the order of 3 000 IU per day. Children with measles
are particularly likely to develop a rapidly progressing keratomalacia. The mechanisms leading
to increased requirements during infection are complex and include decreased synthesis of
RBP23 (a negative acute-phase protein), urinary excretion of retinol, as well as malabsorption
and impaired transport.

Table 2.1 Upper limit and reference intakes for vitamin A (adapted from Bender23)
Age and lifestyle group

Infants

Upper limit of intake
(µg RE/day)

Reference intake
(µg RE/day)

900

350 – 375

Children 1 – 3 years

1 800

400

Children 4 – 6 years

3 000

400 – 500

Children 7 – 12 years

4 500

500 – 700

Adolescents 13 – 20 years

6 000

600 – 700

Adult women

7 500

600 – 800

Adult men

9 000

600 – 1 000

3 000 – 3 300

700

Pregnant women

1 µg Retinol Equivalent (RE) = 3.33 International Units (IU) = 3.5 nmol
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Vitamin A Toxicity and Teratogenicity
General or Chronic Toxicity
Chronic hypervitaminosis A is due to ingestion of large doses of the vitamin on a daily basis,
exceeding the upper limit of intake shown in Table 2.1. Because there is only a limited capacity
for metabolism of vitamin A, excess intake accumulates in the liver and other tissues. This can
lead to hepatitis, cirrhosis, hair loss, dry scaling skin, hyperpigmentation, hyperostosis, bone
pains, hepato-splenomegaly and anaemia. It is therefore recommended not to exceed a
daily intake of 3 000 µg RE in children and 7 500 µg RE in adults.

Acute Hypervitaminosis
Ingestion of a large dose of vitamin A, exceeding the upper limit of intake as shown in Table
2.1, can give rise to transient signs and symptoms of toxicity, which are self-limiting and completely reversible. No deaths have been reported after the ingestion of the doses used in treatment or prevention. Common complaints include headaches and bulging fontanelle in young
children. Nausea, vomiting, dizziness, headaches and loss of appetite have been described in
adults. Desquamation of the skin, bone pains and hair loss can occur in the following days. Vitamin A supplementation of children and post-partum pregnant women with recommended
amounts is generally regarded as safe, but the recommended amounts for individuals and
groups should be determined based on usual intake of vitamin A and upper limits advised in
Table 2.1.

Teratogenicity
Vitamin A overdose during the first trimester of pregnancy is teratogenic. According to Thurnham32 the effects include spontaneous abortions or foetal abnormalities of the cranium (microcephaly), the face (hare lip), heart, kidney, thymus and central nervous system (deafness and
lower learning ability). It is always recommended not to give large doses of vitamin A during
pregnancy and not to exceed 10 000 IU per day as treatment dose. It is suspected that the influence of retinoic acid isomers on the control of embryogenesis is responsible for the teratogenic
effects. The synthetic retinoids used in dermatology are especially teratogenic and women
treated with them are advised to take contraceptive precautions for at least 12 months after
treatment. Vitamin A, given as liver, increases plasma retinoic acid less than supplements in similar doses, and may be less likely to reach blood concentrations that are teratogenic.

Primary Biliary Cirrhosis
Vitamin A may be implicated in primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC), a chronic, cholestatic disease
of unknown aetiology commonly affecting women. It is characterised by progressive destruction of the small intra-hepatic bile ducts and portal inflammation, leading to fibrosis and cirrhosis. The major signs and symptoms of PBC closely resemble the manifestations of
hypervitaminosis A. Based on a review of the literature and other observations connecting PBC
with retinoid metabolism (vitamin A and its derivatives), Erickson and Mawson56 proposed the
hypothesis that exposure to excess endogenous retinoids contributes to the pathogenesis of
PBC. However, recent literature suggests that PBC is primarily an autoimmune disease, with the
possible influence of environmental factors57.
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Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension (IIH)
This is a disorder seen in obese women and is characterised by papilloedema and increased
intracranial pressure, without evidence of venous thrombosis, and in whom no obvious cause
can be found. While the disorder has been recognised for more than 100 years, little headway
has been made in determining the pathophysiology of the condition. A connection to vitamin
A was made when polar explorers observed that intracranial hypertension could be acquired
by eating vitamin A-rich livers of polar bears. Other observations regarding effects of vitamin
A-containing medications, and retinol levels in patients with IIH support a connection, but
much more research is needed to clarify a possible role of vitamin A in IIH.

Assessment of Vitamin A Status and Deficiencies
Direct Method: Measuring Hepatic Vitamin A Reserves
Because vitamin A is stored in the liver, direct measurement of liver vitamin A concentration is
considered to be the best indicator of vitamin A status. For obvious reasons, this is not a feasible
method for routinely assessing status and hepatic reserve of vitamin A is only measured for
research purposes.

Measurement of Retinol, Retinol-binding Protein (RBP) and Transthyretin
(TTR) in Blood Samples (Plasma, Serum, Dried Blood Spots)
Vitamin A status and VAD without clinical manifestations can be assessed using biochemical
techniques. The measurement of serum retinol concentration by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) techniques is the most commonly used biochemical technique, and is
recommended by the World Health Organisation35. During normal vitamin A intake, plasma
retinol level is closely regulated. During manifest deficiency, the level of retinol decreases and
is a reliable marker of the vitamin A status of individuals in the absence of infection58.
Retinol-binding protein (RBP) is accepted as a surrogate biochemical marker for retinol to determine vitamin A status. Retinol is released from the liver, bound to RBP. RBP has a molecular
weight of 21 000, and has one binding site for retinol. The RBP-retinol complex, known as holoRBP, is released from the liver bound to another protein, transthyretin (TTR), which has one binding site for holo-RBP. This large complex (1:1:1) enables the body to transport fat-soluble retinol
in plasma. It protects retinol from oxidation, and regulates retinol mobilisation inter alia by delivering retinol to specific sites on target cell surfaces. An advantage of measurement of RBP
is that it is more stable than plasma retinol. However, retinol and RBP are depressed by inflammation, thus acute-phase proteins should also be monitored simultaneously. The RBP thresholds
for inadequacy are the same as those for retinol (See Table 2.2).
Measurement of retinol in dried blood spots (DBS) is a new method, which is still in development. Collecting and preparing venous blood samples in field settings may be problematical.
An alternative is to use DBS prepared from finger prick capillary samples collected onto
collection cards. The measurement of vitamin A in DBS was first described by Shi et al.59
using high performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE) with laser-enhanced fluorescence
detection. Using a modification of the HPCE method of Ma et al.60, Shi et al.59 optimised the
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separation conditions and improved the reliability of the method. These researchers also
developed sample preparation methods for the elution of holo-RBP from DBS, ultimately
demonstrating the stability of the complex in dried blood. This observation was an important
milestone since the holo-RBP complex was thought to be unstable when exposed to air and
iron from the red blood cells. However, the method requires highly technical expertise and
specific equipment and there is also limited availability and high costs. Therefore, the possibilities for use of this method are limited32.

Normal Ranges for Plasma Retinol
The normal ranges of plasma retinol used for classification of vitamin A status are summarised
in Table 2.2 (adapted from 23,32). Serum and plasma retinol are used interchangeably, as there
is no difference in retinol concentrations in either.

Table 2.2 Classification of plasma retinol levels
Classification: vitamin A status

Plasma retinol levels
µg/dL

µmol/L

>= 30

>=1.05

Normal

29.9 – 20

1.04 – 0.7

Mild deficiency

19.9 – 10

0.69 – 0.35

Associated with night blindness, Bitot spots;
moderate deficiency

< 10

< 0.35

Low liver stores of vitamin A; definitely low
status; severe deficiency

Multiply µg/dL by 0.0349 to convert to µmol/L

Serum retinol concentrations have been used extensively to identify populations at risk of VAD.
However, serum retinol concentrations are homeostatically controlled and do not reflect liver
vitamin A stores until liver reserves are dangerously low. Serum retinol is also affected by recent
dietary vitamin A and provitamin A intake, and may change due to seasonal variation in fruit
and vegetable intake even though a true change in liver stores of the vitamin may not occur.
As mentioned, RBP is a reverse or negative-acute-phase protein; thus, serum retinol and RBP
concentrations decline during subclinical infection. Deficiencies of other nutrients, particularly
iron, may also negatively affect serum retinol concentrations.
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Measurement of Retinol in Breast Milk
Breast milk retinol concentrations have been proposed as a population measure of vitamin A
status61,62. Breast milk collection is less invasive and usually easier than blood drawing. Breast
milk samples do not have to be further processed at the field station, thus shortening sample
preparation. While a unique indicator to lactating women, the status of the mother can usually
be predictive of the vitamin A status of the nursing infant61. There is agreement that if lactating
women of a community have a marginal vitamin A status, the chances are high that the
children of that community are also at risk of vitamin A depletion. The breast milk retinol assay
had been simplified by using 3,4-didehydroretinyl acetate as an internal standard63.
Thurnham26 points out that the creamatocrit of milk (an estimation of the fat: g/100mL milk)
should also be determined. The normal ranges for milk retinol palmitate are 1.75 to 2.45 µmol/L
but decline as lactation continues and vary during the day. Levels of 1.05 µmol/L retinol or less
than 27.9 µmol/g fat are indicative of a risk of VAD.

Measurement of Retinoic Acid
Lo et al.64 measured both retinol and retinoic acid in serum samples from a number of human
populations. The level of retinoic acid was 1.25% of that of retinol, and appeared not to be
directly related to retinol concentrations, suggesting separate homeostatic control mechanisms,
and thus being of limited use in routine measurements

Clinical Methods
Impression Cytology
Among the physiologic indicators of vitamin A status currently available, only impression
cytology and dark adaptometry have received sufficient attention to evaluate their performance as practical tools for population assessment of vitamin A-dependent function. Conjunctival impression cytology (CIC) and impression cytology with transfer (ICT), a modification of
the initial method, are based on well-described histopathological changes due to VAD. Both
these methods, combined with other measures, are used to assess overt VAD and nutritional
status and have limited application in population assessments.

Dark Adaptation
Measurement of night blindness during pregnancy and impairment of dark adaptation are
indirect methods for assessing clinical symptoms and an adverse functional effect of VAD,
respectively. However, it is not certain whether these tests are useful in populations in which
marginal VAD is prevalent without clinical symptoms of night blindness.
It has been demonstrated that a maternal history of night blindness can be an accurate
indicator of night blindness and impaired vitamin A status in a child65. Where local terms exist,
an oral history can thus be of great benefit in the population assessment of vitamin A status.
However, local terms are not available for all populations, and dark adaptation testing has
suggested that deficient persons may have measurably abnormal thresholds and yet not
complain of clinical night blindness66.
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Conventional, laboratory-based testing of dark adaptation usually requires at least 30 minutes,
the period for a fully light-adapted eye to become completely dark-adapted. During this
process, the eye becomes more sensitive to low light levels, in large part because of a shift
from photopic vision, based on the cones, to scotopic vision, based on the rods.
In field settings, some conflicting results from rapid testing, the need for special training of
observers to recognise a pupillary response, and the requirement of a sufficiently dark testing
area, are factors which could limit the practicality of these methods.

Functional Dose-response Tests
The relative dose response (RDR) test has been developed during the past two decades as
an indirect method to reflect liver reserves of vitamin A. It involves giving a small oral dose
(1 800 IU) of retinyl ester and taking a blood sample at time 0 and 5 hours after the dose and
calculating a percent increase of plasma retinol. Plasma retinol is not influenced by this loading
dose in vitamin A adequate persons. In VAD, liver retinol binding protein (RBP) binds rapidly to
dietary vitamin A and appears in the plasma within five hours. If the response (RDR) is greater
than 20%, VAD is present. The response is calculated as RDR = A5-A0 x 100/A5, where A0 and
A5 are plasma retinol concentrations at baseline and after five hours, respectively32.
The modified relative dose response (MRDR) is a modification of the RDR, using 3,4-didehydroretinyl acetate as the challenge dose. Because circulating concentrations of 3,4-didehydroretinol are normally very low in human plasma, a single blood sample is all that is required
four to six hours after dosing and a ratio of 3,4-didehydroretinol to retinol is calculated. An
elevated ratio of dehydroretinol to retinol (greater than 0.06 according to Thurnham32) is
indicative of inadequate liver vitamin A reserves. The MRDR test has been used extensively
throughout the world to assess marginal vitamin A status in populations and to determine the
efficacy of interventions. Both the RDR and the MRDR give information about liver stores of
vitamin A, but not of the total amount of vitamin A in the body.

Tracer (Stable Isotope) Methods
The tracer dilution technique has emerged as a select method for estimating total body
vitamin A pool size, and for answering specific biological questions related to vitamin A
metabolism. An advantage is that results of this method are probably not influenced by
inflammation32. The tracer dilution technique consists of:
• Administering an oral dose of an appropriate tracer, usually deuterium-labelled
retinol, to subjects.
• Collecting a blood sample after the tracer has mixed with endogenous vitamin A, usually
after 21 days.
• Dilution of the label (tracer) in total retinol is measured to assess total body stores, using a
prediction equation. The ratio (dilution) of the tracer in plasma is determined by using
gas-chromatography-mass spectrometric methods4.
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The tracer dilution technique is the only indirect assessment technique that provides a quantitative estimate of total body vitamin A pool size. The technique is responsive to food or pharmaceutical supplementation with vitamin A. It can be used to evaluate the efficacy or
effectiveness of intervention programmes by assessing the change in total body vitamin A
stores in response to the intervention. An additional advantage is that the technique can
estimate total body vitamin A status over a wide range – from deficient to sub-toxic levels. It
is therefore not necessary to select subjects with deficient or marginally depleted initial status
to detect a change in vitamin A status in response to an intervention. The tracer dilution technique is thus useful for assessing change in vitamin A status in populations with low but
adequate initial status, in comparison with other indirect assessment techniques which
are only useful for detecting a change in status when initial status is deficient or marginally
depleted4.
Vitamin A tracer studies have been successfully applied for assessing vitamin A status of
populations, and for assessing efficacy and effectiveness of interventions in population groups
at risk of deficiency in several different countries4. Disadvantages are that the method is
time-consuming, costly, and requires expensive equipment.

Measurement of Dietary Intakes
Food Composition Tables for Vitamin A
Food composition data are needed to calculate the vitamin A intake of a population from
dietary surveys and to select food items rich in this nutrient for education programmes. Food
tables contain nutrient values from chemical analyses of foods, with no allowance for the
biological utilisation of the nutrient67. Therefore food composition values are only estimates of
active vitamin A. The limitations of vitamin A nutrient values in food composition tables have
been reviewed by Booth et al.68, showing that most contain inconsistencies in preformed and
provitamin A values, mainly because of differential use of units and conversion rates, and
reliance on outdated analytical techniques, particularly of carotenoid sources.
The carotenoid values of foods consumed in the United States were recently re-evaluated69. An
artificial intelligence system was developed to evaluate existing carotenoid data, including
indicators of data quality. Only HPLC-generated data were incorporated into the database to
eliminate overestimation associated with analytical methods that quantify total instead of individual carotenoids. A modified version of this artificial intelligence system, with less stringent
criteria, was used by West and Poortvliet70 to evaluate existing carotenoid data for developing
countries. Most carotenoid values reported are for vegetables and fruits, although there are
limited data for meat, fish, fats, eggs, cereals, and dairy products. The South African Food Composition Tables give vitamin A values in µg RE and used conversion factors of 6 for beta-carotene
and 12 for other provitamin A carotenoids. The latest recommended conversion factors are 12
and 24, respectively. Therefore, no individual levels for carotenoids appear in the tables71.

Questionnaire Techniques for Assessment of Intakes
All dietary assessment techniques for vitamin A intake require estimations of the amount of
food consumed, the vitamin A content of the food, and frequency with which it is consumed.
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From this information, it is possible to calculate intake and potential risk of deficiency in
percentages of the population in various age and gender groups72. An important consideration when evaluating vitamin A intake is that it has seasonal fluctuations and thus large
intra-individual variations, dependent on food availability, especially in many developing
countries where subsistence farming is a major activity.
Despite extensive research on diet survey research methodology, an ideal technique for estimating individual food consumption has yet to be developed73. ‘Intrusive’ methods, such as
direct observation, weighed diet records, or diet histories, are more accurate in terms of the
nutrient intake estimates generated74 but are too expensive and time-consuming to use at the
community level in developing areas at risk for vitamin A deficiency. Moreover, they only
reflect the actual intake of those days recorded and they are not representative of the usual
diet. The 24-hour recall and the quantitative food frequency questionnaire (QFFQ) methods,
each with its unique advantages and disadvantages, are mostly used to assess population
dietary and nutrient intakes. The 24-hour recall method costs less in time and manpower, but
it only reflects intakes over the last 24 hours. If interviews are repeated many times for the same
individual, the method will give some information on usual intakes, but this is seldom feasible
in field settings. Food frequency questionnaires are considered valuable epidemiological tools
because of their simplicity and because they measure usual or habitual consumption over
a long time. However, they tend to overestimate intakes and are not always statistically
comparable in nutrient estimates to those obtained from other dietary survey methods.
Simple frequency forms for summarising community data and estimating percentages of risk
for those who consume vitamin A-rich food groups (for example, dark green, leafy vegetables
or foods of animal origin) in frequency categories (for example, greater than or less thanthree
times/week) can be prepared from brief household surveys75. The International Vitamin A
Consultative Group (IVACG) developed a simplified approach to dietary assessment of vitamin
A intake of preschool children, which was validated in Bangladesh using weighed dietary
evaluation for three consecutive days as standard76.
Other research tools have been used to ascertain food available and consumed in communities at risk for vitamin A deficiency. Market surveys, garden surveys, and additional information can be used to generate a seasonal calendar of vitamin A-rich food items. Information
from public health records or questionnaires can provide data on the extent of breastfeeding
and patterns of infant feeding and weaning, all of which are important for periods when a
population may be vulnerable to vitamin A deficiency77.

Other Methods to Assess Vitamin A Status
Measurement of Protein Metabolism Indicators
The role of vitamin A in regulating nitrogen retention and amino acid metabolism has
prompted the exploration of changes in plasma and urinary indicators of protein metabolism,
such as the measurement of urea and ammonium nitrogen, in relation to conventional
indicators of vitamin A status78,79. These physiological indicators are often evaluated in
comparison with one or more conventional indicators, such as clinical signs and symptoms,
plasma retinol concentration and relative liver adequacy of vitamin A.
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Vital Staining
This is a method of detecting the degree of conjunctival metaplasia and it is conducted by
putting dye (Lissamon green or Bengal rose) on the conjunctiva. This method lacks specificity,
and is not recommended for routine evaluation of vitamin A status in populations.

Discussion: Interpretation and Limitations
The advantages and disadvantages of the different methods available to assess vitamin A
status were mentioned in the preceeding section. In this section, the limitations of these
methods will be briefly discussed to evaluate their use on population level.

Limitations of Biochemical Methods
Serum retinol, RBP and TTR:
In healthy individuals, serum retinol concentrations are homeostatically controlled and do not
begin to decline until liver reserves of vitamin A are dangerously low. Serum retinol values
can therefore only indicate severe vitamin A deficiency, a high risk of deficiency, or in adults,
a possible risk of deficiency.
Retinol-binding protein (RBP) is a negative acute-phase protein and levels of serum retinol, RBP
and transthyretin (TTR) fall during times of infection. Because of the high prevalence of infection
in children at risk of vitamin A deficiency and the above-mentioned control of serum levels,
serum retinol does not always respond to vitamin A interventions80.
The status of other nutrients, particularly iron deficiency, which decreases mobilisation of
vitamin A from liver storage, may negatively affect serum retinol concentrations81,82. Another
major drawback of measuring serum retinol, RBP and TTR is that venous blood samples are
required. The sampling process is invasive and impractical to carry out in many field settings.
Typically, venipuncture is required to obtain the volume of blood necessary (>500 µL of whole
blood). Fear of needles, possible disease transmission and/or religious beliefs, exclude many
from participating. Added to this is the need for electricity for centrifugation and long-term
freezer storage. A recently developed enzyme immunoassay for RBP uses serum or whole
blood stored as dried blood spots83 which address blood sampling problems to a certain
extent.

Advantages and Limitations of Clinical Methods
Depletion of vitamin A induces early disturbances in dark adaptation that can be detected
by non-invasive testing. Much work has been done to develop indicators to detect early visual
disturbances through dark adaptometry before clinical or behavioural recognition of night
blindness. As a tool for population assessment, pupillary dark adaptation offers several advantages over other techniques: it is rapid, non-invasive, inexpensive and highly acceptable to
target populations, and it does not require transport of samples. Furthermore, it appears able
to detect sub-clinical vitamin A deficiency diseases30. However, the observers should be well
trained to recognise pupillary responses.
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Arranging for a comfortable, darkened testing facility, although possible, can pose logistic
challenges in hot, rural environments. Night-time testing, where practical, might offer a
practical alternative. Less cumbersome ways to achieve dark adaptation will make the test
more practical.
The technique lends itself to baseline population assessment and evaluation of the effect of
intervention programmes. To make maximum use of this technique, it is necessary to build a
database of tested populations to develop a meaningful context for interpretation of future
results.
Practical field-based tests of vitamin A status should be reliable when used among preschoolaged children, the group most at risk for vitamin A deficiency. Traditional psychophysical dark
adaptations testing, including the rapid methods discussed above, are not well suited to testing young children. Duncan et al.84 recently reported a dark adaptation test that required
young subjects (aged six to 67 months) to follow a dim light projected on a wall after ten minutes of dark adaptation, with movement of the head tracked by means of head-mounted illumination. Although dark adaptation thresholds measured in this way did not correlate
significantly with serum retinol for all subjects, the correlation was significant (P < 0.05) for subjects with serum retinol <0.35 µmol/L.
The time course for recovery of the normal pupillary response after dosing of deficient individuals with vitamin A may be as long as four to six weeks, hence programmes wishing to use
pupillary dark adaptation as an outcome indicator in programme assessment likely need to
wait at least this long before re-testing treated individuals85.
The time required to test a subject with this technique, including explanation, bleaching, dark
adaptation and testing, is about 20 minutes. Thus, rapid testing of large numbers of persons is
not practical. However, sample size calculations reported by Sanchez et al.85 suggest that in
very deficient populations no more than half a dozen subjects would need to be tested to
demonstrate that the group mean differed significantly from normal, although considerably
larger numbers would be needed to ensure a representative sample. In even mildly deficient
populations, testing of fewer than 100 subjects would be sufficient.

When to Use Tracer (Stable Isotope) Methodology
The tracer dilution technique is the method of choice when a quantitative estimate of vitamin
A-pool size is important for critical decision-making regarding responses to vitamin A interventions. For example, the tracer dilution technique can be used to estimate quantitatively the
amount of vitamin A retained in the body in response to supplementation with different dietary
sources of vitamin A (e.g. animal source versus plant source foods) and to estimate the relative
impact of consumption of these foods on total body vitamin A stores. The modified relative
dose response (MRDR) test would not be as useful in this situation because it can only determine if vitamin A status has improved in response to a food-based intervention; it cannot estimate and compare how much retinol was derived from the various vitamin A-containing
foods. Determination of the amount of vitamin A retained in the body in response to an intervention is required for this type of study and tracer methodology is the only way to obtain this
information.
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Limitations of Measuring Food and Vitamin A Consumption
The limitation of food and nutrient-consumption data is determined by the inaccuracy of food
composition tables and difficulties in reliable measurement of reported intakes.
The factors influencing the inaccuracy and variation of vitamin A and carotene values in food
composition tables have been reported by a number of researchers and are summarised in
Box 2.2.

Box 2.2 Factors Influencing Vitamin A Values in Food Composition Tables
• Sampling method, including collection of food samples, number and representivity of
samples, handling and storage of samples, exposure to light and air, etc. Analytical
method, including type of method used, time between sampling and analysis, sample
treatment and extraction procedures, etc.
• Natural heterogeneity, including soil pH, rainfall, season, genetic diversity, stage of maturation when harvested, different cultivars, time of marketing, etc.
• Processing methods (for processed foods).
The difficulties and limitations in measuring reported food intakes have been extensively
examined and debated. These problems also introduce inaccuracies in vitamin A-consumption data, which should always be interpreted with care. Even the time-consuming weighed
record method, which is regarded as the ‘gold standard’, change food consumption to facilitate weighing and cannot be regarded as completely accurate. To measure food consumption on population or group level, well-designed and validated questionnaires, as well as
well-trained and experienced interviewers, using standardised methodologies to assist subjects
to estimate food portions sizes and frequency of intake are necessary. Factors, such as cultural
differences, the order of items on the questionnaire, under and over-reporting because of
psychological influences, and many others, should be controlled.

Factors Influencing the Interpretation of Vitamin A Assessment Results
for Planning Interventions
Because of the limitations in both the measurement of vitamin A intakes and of vitamin A status
(except in cases of overt VAD), results from these processes should be interpreted taking other
factors, observations and measurements into account. These are the following:

Socio-cultural Factors
The socio-cultural and environmental factors that affect vitamin A intake and responses to
vitamin A deficiency must be taken into account when evaluating vitamin A-status measurements. This knowledge about the socio-cultural and environmental contexts of vitamin A is
essential for instituting and sustaining food-based prevention of vitamin A deficiency. Nutritionists and anthropologists should collaborate to create protocols to evaluate socio-cultural
factors influencing utilisation of the natural food sources of vitamin A in areas at risk of deficiency.
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Food Security: Availability of Vitamin A-rich Foods
All people involved in improving vitamin A status of populations, such as programme planners,
researchers and development leaders in health, agriculture, education, and other sectors,
must understand the factors influencing food availability and consumption at the local level.
This understanding will assist in making recommendations that will lead to improvements in the
dietary quality and quantity of vitamin A through dietary modification and food-fortification
programmes. Regarding food supplies, it requires understanding of the species of vitamin Arich foods that are culturally acceptable and available, their seasonality, methods of preservation and preparation, and barriers to their use due to cost, health beliefs, or other reasons
of accessibility are also important. As pointed out by Wasantwisut and Attig86, “only when these
factors are known will agricultural, food-processing, social marketing, and public health
education programmes have a sustained impact on behaviour change and in improving
dietary modification for vitamin A”.

Bioavailability of Vitamin A
Data on the assessment of availability and consumption of vitamin A-rich food from either
plant or animal sources (more bioavailable) in the community or at the household levels,
should be supplemented by data on the presence of other dietary factors needed for
bioavailability, absorption, and metabolism of vitamin A, such as sufficient fat, protein, zinc,
and other essential nutrients that are known to influence bioavailability of vitamin A68.

Vitamin A Data from Food Composition Tables
HPLC is becoming the preferred method of retinol analysis in foods. However, the complexity
of carotenoids, their isomers, and other chemical substances in foods have prevented the
development of a single HPLC method for carotenoid analysis87 until recently. Also, while the
methodologies using HPLC for carotenoid and retinol analyses are evolving, standardisation
among and within different laboratories is difficult to attain. In a recent study on the intercomparison of methods used for vitamin A determination of foods, the results for retinol
analyses in milk agreed very well88. However, comparison of beta-carotene contents in green
beans analysed by different laboratories showed poor agreement. Another limiting factor for
all analytical methods, particularly HPLC, is the cost of equipment and solvents, which is
prohibitive in most developing regions89.
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Recommendations
It was mentioned in the introduction that to assess vitamin A status of vulnerable parts of
populations, it is necessary to have a robust, reliable, affordable, non-invasive, rapid and
feasible method for different settings that will give maximal information on vitamin A status.
This information is required to determine the extent of vitamin A interventions needed, and
also to monitor the effect of implementing interventions.
Currently, one ideal method does not exist, and it is recommended that a combination of
different less-than-optimal methods are used to obtain the best information possible. It is
therefore recommended that for assessing vitamin A status in populations, the following
methods should be combined:
• Monitor growth of children and general health of the population of interest. Look for
clinical signs of vitamin A deficiency and community perceptions about these signs.
• Assess dietary patterns and identify local food sources of vitamin A and all factors influencing the availability of these sources (such as food security, socio-economic, cultural
and traditional practices, how foods are acquired, stored, and prepared).
• Measure total dietary and nutrient intakes to assess the bioavailability of vitamin A in particular diets.
• Do a functional test if indicated in vulnerable groups, such as dark adaptation or night
blindness in pregnant women where feasible.
• Measure serum retinol and RBP if it is feasible to get venous blood samples.
• Measure retinol in dried blood samples obtained from capillary blood (finger pricks), if
feasible, but keep in mind that the methodological variation for this method is high.
From the above, it is clear that each particular circumstance will dictate which methods, in
which combinations, should be used and that, especially the method of measuring retinol
(and/or RBP) in dried blood spots, is promising if methodology could be further refined.
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Introduction

V

itamin D is classified as one of the fat-soluble vitamins, but it is regarded by some as
a hormone, because it can be endogenously synthesised by humans and its mechanisms of action are similar to those of steroid hormones. In this chapter the metabolism, accepted and known functions of vitamin D, requirements, measurement,
recommended normal ranges, and what is known about vitamin D status of South Africans are
briefly reviewed. The potential role of vitamin D in the prevention and treatment of tuberculosis
and HIV infection, based on its effects on the immune system and response, is emphasised.

Metabolism
Vitamin D is the generic term for a number of secosteroid compounds with anti-rachitic properties. The two important forms are vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol) and vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol).
Ergocalciferol is formed by the UV irradiation of ergosterol, a plant sterol, while cholecalciferol
in formed in the skin of humans from 7-dehydrocholesterol (an intermediate in the synthesis of
cholesterol that accumulates in the skin but not other tissues) under the influence of UV irradiation with wavelengths between 290 – 315 nm1. Once formed in the skin, vitamin D3 is transported attached to the vitamin D-binding protein (Gc-globulin) to the liver where it is converted
to 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25-OHD), a reaction catalysed by a cytochrome P450 25-hydroxylase.
The enzyme or enzymes responsible for this step are not clearly established although it is likely
that a microsomal 25-hydroxylase (CYP2R1) plays a critical role as a mutation in the gene responsible for this enzyme results in very low concentrations of 25-OHD2. Ingested vitamin D
(either D2 or D3) is absorbed as a fat-soluble nutrient and transported in chylomicrons to the
liver, where it undergoes 25-hydroxylation. The resultant 25-OHD is the major circulating form
of the vitamin and its serum concentration is a good indicator of the vitamin D status of an
individual. 25-OHD, like vitamin D, is biologically inactive and must be further hydroxylated in
the kidney to 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25-(OH)2D) before becoming active3 (See Figure 3.1).

Regulation of Vitamin D Activity
The activity of the renal 1a-hydroxylase (CYP27B1- cytochrome P450, family 27, subfamily B,
polypeptide 1), which hydroxylates 25-OHD to 1,25-(OH)2D, is tightly controlled mainly by
parathyroid hormone (PTH) and serum inorganic phosphorus (Pi) concentrations, with high PTH
and/or low Pi stimulating activity and increasing 1,25-(OH)2D concentrations. Low serum
calcium and elevated calcitonin concentrations also stimulate 1a-hydroxylase activity. Fibroblast growth factor 23 suppresses its activity4. It is apparent that the renally formed 1,25-(OH)2D
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is by far the major contributor to circulating levels of the hormone, as anephric (kidney failure)
patients have very low serum concentrations of the active metabolite, although in certain
granulomatous diseases such as sarcoidosis the extrarenal production of 1,25-(OH)2D may
contribute to circulating levels5. The major catalytic pathway of 25-OHD and 1,25-(OH)2D
begins with the 24-hydroxylation of the metabolites by 24-hydroxylase (CYP24A1- cytochrome
P450, family 24, subfamily A, polypeptide 1), whose activity is induced by 1,25-(OH)2D, thus
producing a negative feed-back system6 . The 24-hydroxylase is found in almost all tissues but
needs the presence of 1,25-(OH)2D and the vitamin D receptor to induce its mRNA. The major
excretory pathway for 25-OHD and 1,25-(OH)2D is via their 24-hydroxylation and conversion
to calcitroic acid, which is mainly excreted through the hepatic/biliary system and gastrointestinal tract.

Figure 3.1 The metabolism of vitamin D, indicating sources and pathway of activation

Mechanism of Action of Vitamin D
The active metabolite of vitamin D behaves in a manner similar to that of other steroid
hormones, having its effect on protein synthesis through its regulation of vitamin D responsive
genes. The intracellular receptor for 1,25-(OH)2D is the vitamin D receptor (VDR), which has two
major domains – the N terminal Zn finger DNA-binding domain and the C terminal ligand (1,25(OH)2D)-binding domain. When attached to the ligand, VDR heterodimerises with the retinoid
X receptor (RXR) allowing the complex to bind to vitamin D responsive elements (VDRE) situated
in the promoter region of vitamin D regulated genes7. These genes encode proteins that control
intestinal calcium absorption, bone growth and remodelling, phosphate homeostasis, the
mammalian hair cycle, cell differentiation and proliferation, and lipid detoxification.
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Extrarenal Sites of 1a-hydroxylase
At least ten extrarenal tissues are able to express 1a-hydroxylase and thus may be able to
produce 1,25-(OH)2D in a autocrine/paracrine fashion. These tissues include dendritic cells,
keratinocytes, breast tissue, colon, prostate and pancreatic islets3. Locally produced 1,25(OH)2D acting on these tissues through the VDR may suppress IL-2 in T-cells, induce defensin
and cathelicidin as local antimicrobial effectors, stimulate involucrin synthesis in the skin, and
CYP3A4 and p21 in epithelial cells such as in the colon, stimulate insulin secretion from the islet
cells of the pancreas, and promote cell differentiation and suppress proliferation in many of
these tissues7.

Figure 3.2 The classical and non-classical actions of the 1,25-(OH)2D-VDR complex. The classical calcium and bone-related actions are depicted as being the visible part of the iceberg,
while the non-classical actions are below the surface. (Reproduced from Haussler et al.7)
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The Physiological Functions of Vitamin D
Calcium and Bone Homeostasis
As depicted in Figure 3.2, the classical action of vitamin D is its role in the maintenance of
calcium, phosphorus and bone homeostasis. It has long been established that vitamin D,
provided either as vitamin D orally as in the form of cod liver oil, or through the UV irradiation
of skin, is essential to prevent the development of hypocalcaemia and rickets in infants and
children or osteomalacia in adults. The major role of vitamin D or more correctly that of 1,25(OH)2D is to ensure adequate calcium absorption from the intestine to meet the demands
of the growing skeleton in children and the mainly renal losses of calcium in the adult, thus
maintaining normocalcaemia.

Figure 3.3 The central role played by 1,25-(OH)2D in calcium and phosphorus homeostasis.
FGF23 = Fibroblast Growth Factor 23; PTH = parathyroid hormone; Pi = inorganic phosphate;
NPT2b = Na-dependent phosphate transporter 2b. (From Prentice A et al.8)
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Figure 3.3 highlights the central but complex role that 1,25-(OH)2D plays in maintaining normal
calcium and phosphorus homeostasis, and by so doing maintaining normal bone mineralisation and growth. A fall in serum calcium stimulates parathyroid hormone secretion which
activates renal 1a-hydroxyalse activity and the production of 1,25-(OH)2D, which in turn,
increases intestinal calcium and phosphorus absorption, thus elevating circulating calcium
concentrations. At the same time the elevated PTH increases renal calcium reabsorption and
together with 1,25-(OH)2D stimulate osteoclastic bone resorption which releases calcium and
phosphorus into the blood stream, helping to maintain serum calcium, but elevating phosphorus concentrations. The latter is controlled by the other action of elevated PTH concentrations
on the renal tubule, that of increasing renal tubular phosphate clearance, thus reducing serum
phosphorus concentrations8. Correction of serum calcium through the increased abosorption
of calcium from the gut and mobilisation of calcium from bone results in a negative feedback
reducing PTH secretion, a thus reducing renal phosphate loss.
Figure 3.3 also depicts a recently described additional loop for the control of serum phosphorus; that of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23). FGF23 was originally discovered as the factor
responsible for a rare form of hypophosphataemic rickets9. It is now thought that while PTH
might play a more acute role in phosphorus homeostasis, FGF23 probably has a more chronic
effect. FGF23 which is secreted by osteoblasts/osteocytes in bone osteoblasts, is stimulated
by elevated serum phosphorus and 1,25-(OH)2D levels. FGF23 increases renal phosphorus
clearance and reduces 1a-hydroxylase activity, thus providing a negative feed-back loop for
the control of 1,25-(OH)2D10.

Vitamin D and Immunity
The possibility that vitamin D might play a role in preventing or treating infection and modulate
immunity, has been considered for many years. According to Martineau et al.11, fish liver oil
was used in 1849 in the treatment of tuberculosis with reports of improvement in appetite and
strength, and in the 1930s pharmacological doses of vitamin D were used to treat cutaneous
tuberculosis. Further, in 1895 Niels Ryberg Finsen used UV light to treat tuberculosis of the skin
with excellent results12; this research earned him the Nobel Prize in Physiology in 1903. The development of TB sanatoria in mountainous regions of Europe became fashionable so that sufferers could be exposed to the beneficial effects of UV radiation from sunlight.
In young children, rickets is associated with an increased incidence of respiratory and diarrhoeal diseases13. The proneness to respiratory infections could possibly be explained on the
thoracic cage abnormalities and muscle weakness associated with rickets, however these abnormalities cannot explain the higher prevalence of diarrhoea. Defective neutrophil mobility
and impaired phagocytosis, which were documented in vitamin D deficiency In the 1970s14,15,
and more recently the now well-known role of 1,25-(OH)2D in modulating immune function16
provide more rational explanations for the increased incidence of infections. Monocytes/
macrophages, when activated by bacterial LPS, are able to synthesise and release 1,25(OH)2D into the pericellular fluid, thus activating VDR in surrounding cells, inhibiting T cell proliferation and indirectly B cell immunoglobulin production. 1,25-(OH)2D appears to modulate
the T cell phenotype by suppressing T-helper cells (Th1) thus favouring T suppressor cells (Th2).
These findings suggest that vitamin D (1,25-(OH)2D) might play important roles in suppressing
autoimmune diseases and inducing tolerance in host-graft rejection17. (Figure 3.4) As both
macrophages and dendritic cells contain 1a-hydroxylase (CYP27B1) and are thus able to con74
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vert circulating 25(OH)D to 1,25-(OH)2D, they are seen as being central in the control of the
immune response at local sites of inflammation.
CYP27B1 (1a-hydroxylase) in extra-renal sites is not under the control of PTH, serum calcium or
serum phosphorus, and thus does not appear to have a negative feedback system. As a result
the amount of 1,25-(OH)2D produced by these extra-renal tissues is dependent on the amount
of activated tissue (the number of activated macrophages) and the serum concentration of
the substrate for CYP27B1, 25-OHD. Thus in certain situations hypercalcaemia due to extrarenal synthesis of 1,25-(OH)2D has been reported. Examples of hypercalcaemia due to the
excessive production of 1,25-(OH)2D by activated macrophages in granulomatous diseases
include conditions such as sarcoidosis, neonatal fat necrosis, Crohn’s disease, chronic bacterial
and fungal infections (tuberculosis, leprosy, histoplasmosis and coccidiomycosis), and neoplastic diseases (B cell lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease, dysgerminoma)17.
It appears that Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play an important role in mediating the innate immune
response to microbiological ligands. TLRs are present in polymorphonuclear cells, monocytes
and macrophages18.

Figure 3.4 Regulation of immune function by 1,25-(OH)2D. 1,25-(OH)2D suppresses adaptive
immunity (A) by inhibiting the maturation of dendritic cells, reducing their capacity to present
antigen to CD4 cells, by inhibiting the proliferation of CD4 cells into Th1 and Th17 cells, and by
promoting the production of Th2 and Treg cells. 1,25-(OH)2D promotes innate immunity (B) by
stimulating VDR and 1a-hydroxylase in activated macrophages and stimulates the
production of cathelicidin. (Reproduced from Bikle18)
Recently, Liu and co-workers19 have described the important role of TLR2/1 in monocytes and
macrophages in triggering vitamin D mediated synthesis of cathelicidin and the intracellular
killing of Mycobacterium tuberculosis through the upregulation of the VDR gene and CYP27B1.
25-OHD is essential for the activation of the TLR-cathelicidin pathway by mycobacterial lipoprotein. Of interest, the same workers using either serum from African American or Caucasian
individuals in an in vitro study were able to show that cathelicidin mRNA induction was
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significantly lower in the monocyte system using African American serum than when Caucasian serum was used. The impaired cathelicidin production in the cell system using African
American serum could be normalised by supplementing the serum with 25-OHD to achieve
levels similar to those found in Caucasian serum. This in vitro study does provide a possible explanation for the higher prevalence of tuberculosis among African Americans than American
whites in the USA and could possibly be one of many reasons for the high prevalence of TB
among the ‘mixed race’ community in the Western Cape, as UV synthesis of vitamin D is limited
during the winter months in the Western Cape20. However this hypothesis needs to be tested
before firm conclusions can be drawn.

Vitamin D and Tuberculosis
As mentioned earlier, vitamin D has been used over many years in the management of tuberculosis. With the development of specific anti-tuberculous drugs, the use of vitamin D fell into
disrepute, but a number of studies have used vitamin D in conjunction with anti-tuberculous
chemotherapy. Martineau et al. in 200711 reviewed prospective clinical studies using vitamin
D in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. One randomised controlled study, using vitamin
D 1 000IU/daily for two months in one arm in addition to isoniazid, rifampicin and streptomycin,
did not find any clinical difference in response to therapy between the two groups. The other
two randomised trials did not report on the effect of vitamin D. There were ten case series,
and all reported on the effect of vitamin D on the course of the disease. In four of the studies
(all reported over 40-60 years ago), an inflammatory reaction one to four weeks after initiation
of therapy was noted in 4-21% of patients, however it is unclear whether or not these reactions
could be ascribed to vitamin D. The reaction was reported to consist of worsening pulmonary
symptoms, weight loss, pyrexia, an increase in pulmonary infiltrates and in those with skin disease, a worsening of the cutaneous inflammation. These reactions were seen more commonly
in patients taking high doses of vitamin D (>100 000 IU/day), and improved on stopping the vitamin D, which could be started at a lower doses without an exacerbation of the symptoms.
In one of the RCTs, hypercalcaemia was reported in 19 of 30 patients at doses of between 400
and 3 800 IU/day; the elevation was noted first after 15 days of therapy and settled after six
months despite continuing the vitamin D. Hypercalcaemia was also note in three of the ten
case series, and occurred in between 1% and 11% of patients (all were receiving at least
600 000 IU/week). It is of interest to note that many of the case studies reported during the
1950s and 60s used doses of vitamin D which would now be considered to be dangerously
high (varying from 50,000 IU/d to 600 000 IU/d for varying periods of time).
With the recent advances in the understanding of the role of vitamin D sufficiency in modulating immune responses, there has been a renewed interest in a possible role for vitamin D in
the prevention and treatment of tuberculosis. A recent study of vegetarian Asians with TB living
in London, severe vitamin D deficiency (<10 nmol/L) was associated with a high risk of tuberculosis (odds ratio of 9.9), while vitamin D deficiency had a 2.9-fold increase in risk21. The same
study also suggested that polymorphisms of the VDR gene might contribute to susceptibility
to tuberculosis. Recently, Martineau and co-workers22 assessed in a double-blind study the
effect of a single dose of vitamin D (2.5 mg or 100 000 IU) given to adult TB contacts in the UK
on an in vitro assay of anti-mycobacterial activity (using the BCG-lux assay) six weeks after the
single dose. The vitamin D dose increased the subjects’ 25-OHD concentration by 91% and
corrected vitamin D deficiency in all subjects at six weeks. There was also a statistical reduction
(p=0.03) in BCG-lux bioluminescence at 24 h but not 96 h in the assay. These results are
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encouraging, but it is possible that the effects might have been greater had better circulating
25-OHD concentrations been obtained with vitamin D supplementation as values only
reached a mean of 67 nmol/l and there are suggestions that values greater than 75 nmol/l
should be obtained. A similar study employing UV radiation to increase serum 25-OHD
concentrations from 11.2 ng/ml (28 nmol/l) to 20.4 ng/ml (51 nmol/l) in eight normal subjects
was unable to show any change in whole blood functional assays for anti-mycobacterial
immunity associated with the increase in 25-OHD levels23. In an attempt to define the level of
vitamin D supplementation required to achieve vitamin D sufficiency, the effect of a single
dose of 2.5 mg (100 000 IU) vitamin D2 on serum 25-OHD concentrations was assessed at one
and eight weeks post dose in TB patients. Although there was a marked rise in 25-OHD values
at one week post dose, the levels had returned to levels <75 nmol/l at eight weeks in nearly all
the patients24. This study indicates the need for continued vitamin D supplementation in order
to maintain adequate vitamin D status in subjects who are not exposed to adequate sunlight
or who live in temperate climates where UV radiation is reduced during winter (>40° N or S
latitude). It also should be borne in mind that there is some evidence that the pharmacokinetics of intermittent vitamin D2 treatment is different from that of vitamin D325, 26, with serum
25-OHD3 concentrations after vitamin D3 administration being maintained for longer than
25-OHD2 levels after vitamin D2 administration.
A number of commentaries on the role of vitamin D status in the prevention and management
of tuberculosis have indicated the need for new randomised controlled trials to assess the
efficacy of vitamin D supplementation on the prevalence and severity of tuberculosis. A
recently published study, using the same dose of vitamin D as was used in the studies listed
above (vitamin D3 100 000 IU at zero, five and eight months), randomised tuberculous patients
to received vitamin D as an adjunct to therapy from the onset of treatment27. Reduction of TB
score, sputum smear conversion rates and mortality did not differ between the two arms.
Although this negative outcome is disappointing, it is possible that the dose of vitamin D used
was too small to correct vitamin D insufficiency in between the dosage times28. This contention
is supported by a double-blind controlled study from Indonesia, which used 10 000 IU vitamin
D daily29. The authors reported 100% sputum conversion in the vitamin D group as compared
to 76.7% in the placebo group and more marked radiological improvement in the vitamin D
group. A similar result was noted in a paediatric study. However, the dose of vitamin D given
is not known (abstract only available)30.
Thus, although there is some promising evidence to suggest that vitamin D might play a role in
reducing the risk of tuberculous infection and that it might also assist in the recovery of infected
patients on treatment, there are a number of unanswered questions: what is the optimal level
of serum 25-OHD required to confer protection, what dose of vitamin D is required to achieve
that concentration and what is the optimum method of administration? In the South African
situation, very little is known of the vitamin D status of populations, especially of those communities most at risk of tuberculosis, and this needs to be established before recommendations
can be made about whether or not vitamin D supplementation might be an appropriate
adjunct to therapy and an efficacious preventative strategy.
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Vitamin D and HIV
Because of the suggested role of vitamin D in both the innate and adaptive immune
responses, there has recently been considerable interest in its role in HIV. A number of studies
have found a high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency among infected subjects in developed
countries31, (however when using the same definition of vitamin D deficiency the prevalence
among non-HIV infected controls is similar)32, but few have assessed the prevalence in developing countries where the scourge of HIV is highest. In one such study conducted in pregnant
women in Tanzania, ‘low levels’ of vitamin D were found in 39%, but the cut-off value for defining hypovitaminosis D was set at a high level of <80 nmol/l33.
There is some evidence that antiretrovirals may affect vitamin D metabolism and thus may
influence 25-OHD and 1,25-(OH)2D concentrations. In vitro studies indicate that protease
inhibitors (PIs) inhibit 25- and 1a-hydroxylase activity in a dose dependent manner, but the
effects on vitamin D metabolism are unclear in the in vivo situation. Non-nucleosidase reverse
transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) such as efavirenz may reduce 25-OHD concentrations
through their stimulatory effect on 24-hydroxylase. This effect has been substantiated in clinical
studies34.
Low bone mass has increasingly been considered a risk in HIV-infected patients. In one study,
23% of subjects were found to have osteoporosis. Factors found to be important included low
body mass index, time on PIs and time on tenofovir, and the current use of PIs35. Whether or
not these effects could be influenced by vitamin D supplementation is unclear at present.
There is evidence that low vitamin D status is associated with increased morbidity and mortality
related to HIV in both developed and developing countries36, 37. In the Tanzanian study, vitamin
D status was not associated with T-cell numbers, but was inversely related to HIV disease
progression, all-cause mortality and the development of anaemia. Randomised trials are
urgently required to assess the role of vitamin D supplementation on morbidity and mortality
in HIV-infected patients, as it is unclear whether or not these reported positive effects of
vitamin D are as a consequence of more ill patients being less exposed to sunlight or having
a diet lower in vitamin D.

Assessment of Vitamin D Status
Vitamin D Requirements
As mentioned earlier, humans have two sources of vitamin D; that obtained in the diet and
that formed in the skin under the influence of UVB radiation from sunlight. In South Africa, few
foods contain significant amounts of vitamin D, as few are fortified with vitamin D (for example,
(infant milk formulas, and some powdered milks, yogurts and margarines) and it is only oily fish
and possibly egg yolks that contain naturally occurring vitamin D in reasonable amounts. Thus
the majority of South Africans are dependent on sunlight exposure to ensure vitamin D sufficiency, unless taking regular vitamin D supplements. A number of factors influence vitamin D
formation in the skin, these include the amount of UVB radiation reaching the skin, which is
dependent on the latitude, season, time of the day, cloud cover and atmospheric pollution;
the surface area of skin exposed, the duration of UVB exposure, the use of sunscreen products
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and the degree of melanin pigmentation in the skin38. Figure 3.5 depicts the seasonal in vitro
vitamin D3 production by sunlight in Cape Town and Johannesburg. It is clearly shown that
UVB radiation is sufficient throughout the year in Johannesburg to ensure vitamin D formation,
however in Cape Town, due probably to cloud cover and reduced UVB radiation reaching
the earth during the winter months because of the greater latitude of Cape Town, vitamin D
production during the winter months from March through September is markedly reduced20.
The impact of the reduced UVB radiation on the vitamin D status of individuals during the winter
months in Cape Town is unknown as there is little information on the vitamin D status of different
communities and age groups in South Africa, however it might be an explanation for the high
prevalence of infantile rickets reported from Cape Town some 50 years ago39. Further it must
be considered one of many possible factors accounting for the high prevalence of tuberculosis in the Western Cape.

Figure 3.5 Seasonal variation in in vitro vitamin D3 synthesis by sunlight in Johannesburg and
Cape Town. Vials containing 7-dehydrocholesterol were exposed to sunlight on one day a
month over a year. The conversion of 7-dehydrocholesterol to vitamin D3 was quantitated by
HPLC. Conversion to vitamin D3 occurred throughout the year in Johannesburg, but little synthesis occurred in Cape Town during the winter months from April through September. (Reproduced from Pettifor et al.20)
With the increasing awareness of the widespread actions of vitamin D in multiple different
tissues, there has been a renewed interest in appropriately defining vitamin D sufficiency. In
November 2010, the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies of Science in the USA
released its draft report on the dietary reference intakes (DRIs) for calcium and vitamin D40,
which had been commissioned by the US and Canadian governments in response to increasing pressure to reassess the DRIs drawn up over ten years previously. Not only did the committee make recommendations on the DRI for vitamin D but it also made recommendations on
the assessment of vitamin D sufficiency. The committee confirmed the use of serum 25-OHD
as a measure of vitamin D exposure (a combination of dietary intake and skin production),
and was able to recommend a concentration that it considered to protect 97.5% of the
population from the skeletal effects of vitamin D deficiency. The committee was unable to
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provide any recommendation on the serum 25-OHD concentration that would optimise many
of the proposed non-skeletal effects of vitamin D, such as on the immune system, cancer prevention, autoimmune diseases and diabetes, as it felt that although there was some evidence
of association between vitamin D and the prevention of these diseases, there was a lack of
good prospective clinical trial-based evidence that consistently supported the proposed nonskeletal beneficial effects of vitamin D. The committee concluded that a serum 25-OHD concentration of 40 nmol/l (16ng/ml) was the desired level for a population median, while a
concentration of 50 nmol/l (20 ng/ml) would cover nearly all the population40. Based on these
recommendations the committee has provided estimated average requirements (EARs) and
recommended dietary allowances (RDAs) for all age groups, except infants, for whom an average intake (AI) was calculated (Table 3.1). It should be noted that these dietary intakes are
based on the assumption that negligible amounts of vitamin D are produced in the skin, so as
to remove the marked variability in skin production of vitamin D due to latitude, sunlight exposure, etc.

Table 3.1 Vitamin D dietary reference intakes by age group according to the Institute
of Medicine40
Age
group

0-6
6-12
months* months*

EAR

1-3
years

4-8
years

Adolescents
and adults

>70 years Pregnancy/
of age
lactation

400 IU

400 IU

400 IU

400 IU

400 IU

600 IU

600 IU

800 IU

600 IU

4 000 IU

4 000 IU

4 000 IU

RDA/ AI
(infants)

400 IU

400 IU

600 IU

UL

1 000 IU

1 500 IU

2 500 IU 3 000 IU

*= Adequate intake rather than RDA; EAR = Estimated average requirement; RDA = Recommended dietary allowance; AI = Adequate intake; UL = Tolerable upper intake level; 40 IU =
1µg vitamin D

A number of studies have assessed the dietary intake of vitamin D in South African communities
(both adults and children) and all have found median intakes below 200 IU/day41-44, confirming
the low vitamin D content of typical South African diets. There are however little data on serum
25-OHD concentrations in the same communities. Several studies have been conducted in
Johannesburg, the first being reported in 1978, in which 285 children between one and 17
years of age living in the ‘coloured’ Western Township in Johannesburg were investigated45.
Mean 25-OHD in pre-teenage children ranged from 30-34 ng/ml (75-85 nmol/l). Values fell over
the teenage years to a mean of 22.7 ng/ml (56.7 nmol/l) by 17 years of age. In a more recent
study of 10-year old black and white children from the birth-to-twenty cohort, mean 25-OHD
concentrations in the black and white children were 93.3nmol/l (37.3 ng/ml) and 120 nmol/l
(48 ng/ml) respectively46. White children showed a seasonal variation in 25-OHD, which was
not seen in the black children. Thus the limited data we have, suggest that the vitamin D status
of children in Johannesburg is good, however whether the same holds true for children living
in less climatically mild areas of the country is unknown. Personal observation indicates that
inner city infants and toddlers living in the high-rise over-crowded flats in central Johannesburg
are at risk for vitamin D deficiency, as these children are regularly seen at a clinic at the
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Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital with bone deformities and active rickets,
which respond to vitamin D supplementation. Similarly, little is known of the vitamin D status of
at risk groups such as breastfed infants who might not be exposed to sunlight as much as older
toddlers and children, and ill children, who do not get outside. However, a study of non-ambulatory children with quadriplegic cerebral palsy living at a residential care centre in Gauteng
found a high prevalence of rickets and fractures in the children, who responded dramatically
to vitamin D supplementation47.

Laboratory (Biochemical) Assessment of Vitamin D
Dietary and cutaneous vitamin D is carried in the plasma on a specific alpha-globulin and hydroxilated in liver microsomes to 25-hydroxyvitamin D, 25(OH)D, which has a relatively stable
concentration in blood. It circulates at about 1 000 times the concentration of the active
metabolite (1,25(OH)2D) and has a half-life of approximately two weeks. Vitamin D status can
therefore be assessed by measuring serum or plasma 25(OH)D, using a variety of laboratory
methods, such as: radio-iodinated tracer assay (after extraction of all hydroxylated metabolites using acetonitrile), radio-immunosorbent assay or immunoenzymometric assay. Automated immunodiagnostic systems (reagents and analysers) are available for 25(OH)D assays.
There are a number of concerns related to the measurement of 25(OH)D by different assay
techniques: various methods may not detect the metabolites of vitamin D2 and D3 equally,
the interassay variation between different assay methods is large, and until recently there has
been no gold-standard against which the various assays could be judged. The measurement
of plasma or serum 1.25(OH)2D is also possible, but does not indicate vitamin D status. It is a
specialised investigation, not recommended for routine assessment of vitamin D status.
Although there is considerable discussion about the cut-offs indicative of deficiency and
sufficiency, the following are recommended values for plasma (serum) 25(OH)D:
• < 25 nmol/L indicates deficiency;
• 25-50 nmol/L indicates low or borderline status;
• > 50 nmol/L indicates normal vitamin D status.
However, whether these recommendations are appropriate for the possible non-classical
actions of vitamin D (involving immunity, cell differentiation, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
etc.) is unclear, and further studies are required before conclusions can be drawn.
Information on the vitamin D status of adults in South Africa is even less well documented. A
study conducted some 30 years ago indicated that elderly patients admitted with hip fractures
in Johannesburg had a high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency (defined as <25 nmol/l)
varying from 14-21.5% depending on the season48. In a more recent survey of a randomly
selected cohort of elderly female residents (>60 years of age) in Soweto, 46% had a 25-OHD
<20 ng/ml (50 nmol/l). The high prevalence of obesity in the adult is likely to adversely influence
the vitamin D status of the adult population49. However, a small study of the vitamin D status of
black mothers and their babies living in the Eastern Cape found that 25-OHD values were in
the normal range50.
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Dietary sources of vitamin D are limited, and in South Africa few foods are fortified with vitamin
D. Those fortified are usually processed foods such as some margarines. However, as mentioned
below, much more information on vitamin D status of South Africans is necessary before specific recommendations for fortification (such as the mandatory fortification of maize meal and
bread flour) can be made.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The recent studies suggesting that vitamin D might have important effects in a number of nonskeletal systems, including possible effects on the immune system, raise exciting prospects that
vitamin D supplementation may be a cheap and effective way of reducing morbidity and
mortality associated with HIV and TB. However, before such an intervention can be recommended, randomised placebo-controlled trials need to be conducted in a variety of situations
to assess the effectiveness of such treatment at different stages of the diseases and in different
age groups. Further optimal 25-OHD concentrations need to be determined and the most appropriate means of achieving these levels assessed. There is also an urgent need for the vitamin D status of communities within South Africa to be determined. This is particularly so in those
age groups or communities particularly at risk of tuberculosis, such as miners who work underground and specific communities in the Western Cape. There are also other communities
which are not exposed to sufficient sunlight and are thus at risk for vitamin D deficiency such
as the elderly and women who cover their bodies because of religious or social customs.
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Introduction

F

olate (folic acid) is regarded as one of the water-soluble vitamin B group. Folate metabolism is complex, with at least ten known folate-dependent reactions. Folates act as coenzymes in 1-carbon transfer reactions of purines and pyrimidines for DNA synthesis, in
the biosynthesis of methionine, serine and glycine and in the initiation of protein synthesis.
With a role in many fundamental biological reactions, adequate amounts of functioning folate
are essential for sustaining almost all forms of life. A detailed consideration of the metabolic role
of folate is beyond the scope of this review. The review will therefore focus on the role of folate
and folate deficiency in health and disease. It will further evaluate and summarise the different
methods in use to assess folate nutritional status. Concerns about the folate status of South
Africans, especially women in rural areas, have motivated mandatory food fortication of staples
in South Africa with inter alia, folate. The limited information on folate status of South Africans
and preliminary outcomes of the food fortication programme will be briefly reviewed.

Role of Folate in Health and Disease
Inadequate functioning of folate may result from dietary deficiency, polymorphisms in the
genes coding for folate co-enzymes, or drugs which interfere with folate metabolism. Many
genes involved in folate metabolism are polymorphic. There is some evidence that several
single nucleotide polymorphisms, encoded by variant genes, may modulate the risk for a
range of diseases. Dietary folate can interact with these proteins and confer protection against
the disease. In considering the role of folate in health and disease, folate deficiency, excess
intake and the possible impact of gene polymorphisms are all relevant.
The most important polymorphisms are in the enzymes methylenetetra-hydrofolate reductase
(MTHFR), methionine synthase (MTR), methionine synthase reductase (MTRR), and thymidylate
synthase (TS). MTHFR is a key enzyme in the folate cycle, irreversibly converting 5,10-methylene
tetrahydrofolate to 5-methyl-tetrahydrofolate, the circulating form of folate, and MTHFR polymorphisms have received the most attention. The substrate is vital for DNA synthesis, and the
product provides methyl groups for the synthesis of methionine. Several polymorphisms in the
MTHFR gene may occur, the commonest being C T at nucleotide 677, leading to an alanine
to valine substitution in the protein, and an A C in exon 7, causing an alanine to glutamate
protein change. These variant alleles may be associated with instability and reduced enzyme
activity in vitro. There is considerable ethnic and geographic variation in the frequency of
these polymorphisms, the C677T variant ranging from 1% in black populations in sub-Saharan
Africa to 8-20% in white populations in Europe and the US1.
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A possible role for folate in humans has been investigated in numerous conditions. Many
relationships reported are controversial and the evidence is conflicting. In these areas, this
review will focus on the most recent publications. To establish a role for folate in a disease, it is
necessary to prove a consistent increased prevalence associated with folate deficiency (or
folate polymorphisms), as well as consistent reversal by folic acid supplementation. Folate has
been implicated in the following conditions.

Haemopoietic
In DNA synthesis, folate in the form of 5,10 methylenetetrahydrafolate provides the methyl
group that converts deoxyuridine monophosphate to deoxythymidine monophosphate. This
reaction is impaired in folate deficiency, resulting in bone marrow megaloblastosis (many large
immature and dysfunctional red blood cells) manifest in the peripheral blood by macrocytic
anaemia, neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. Sub-clinical deficiency may occur as macrocytosis without anaemia, and neutropenia and thrombocytopenia are seen usually in severe
deficiency only. The anaemia, if left untreated, may be fatal. The administration of folic acid
reverses all the haematological effects of folate deficiency.

Developmental Defects
Neural Tube Defects
Second only to its role in the development of megaloblastic anaemia, folate is best known for
the prevention of neural tube defects (NTD). The foetal brain and spinal cord develop from
the neural tube and NTD (spina bifida, anencephaly and encephalocoele) result from incomplete closure of the neural tube early in pregnancy, with severe mental and physical disability.
NTDs are the second most common birth defects in the US. Periconceptual daily maternal folic
acid supplements reduce both the recurrence, as well as the first occurrence of NTD. A metaanalysis of trials estimated a 70% reduction in NTD with periconceptual supplementation with
folic acid. The mechanism by which folate produces this effect is not known, but current theory
is that folate deficiency ultimately leads to depletion of the methyl pool, leaving critical genes
unmethylated. It is not known if folate gene polymorphisms per se may result in NTD. In a recent
study in Malaysia, the MTHFRC677T genotype was absent in both patient and control groups2.

Congenital Heart Defects
Congenital heart defects (CHDs) are defined as the structural, functional or positional defects
of the heart in isolation or in combination, present from birth, but may manifest at any time
after birth or may not manifest at all. CHDs are the most common serious group of birth defects.
There is evidence suggesting that the risk of CHDs may be related to maternal folate status,
as well as genetic variants in folate-related genes. Folic acid supplementation prenatally may
reduce CHDs in offspring. An association between the polymorphism MTHFRA1298C and
conotruncal heart defects was reported from the US3, and a study in China found that the
variant genotypes of MTHFRc.1793GA/AA were associated with a significantly decreased risk
of CHDs4. The maternal 677T allele may be associated with an increased occurrence of CHDs
in children with Down syndrome (DS)5. However, in the largest to date study reported, there
was little evidence of a relationship between left-sided cardiac defects and folate-related
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genes6. Mandatory folate food fortification in Canada was followed by a decrease in the birth
prevalence of severe congenital heart defects; supporting the hypothesis that folic acid has
a preventive effect on heart defects7.

Down Syndrome
Down syndrome (DS) is a congenital disorder, caused by the presence of an extra 21st chromosome, in which the affected person has mild to moderate mental retardation, short stature,
and a flattened facial profile. In Brazil, a case control study reported an increased risk of having
offspring with DS in mothers with the combined genotype 677CT or TT and 1298AA and a borderline significant association for the C677T polymorphism5. Further evidence for an association
of folate polymorphisms with DS was provided by a case control study in China which reported
that MTHR677C>T and MTRR66A>G are two independent risk factors for DS pregnancies in
young Chinese women8.

Preterm Birth
Preterm birth is the birth of a baby of less than 37 weeks’ gestational age. Folic acid supplementation during pregnancy may reduce the rate of preterm births, as was shown originally
in a study in South Africa9. This observation has been confirmed in many subsequent studies,
most recently one from Hungary10.

Orofacial Clefts
A small but significant decline in the prevalence of orofacial clefts in the US followed the
implementation of folic acid fortification11. However, orofacial clefts showed no significant
decline following folic acid fortification of food in South Africa12.

Cardiovascular Disease
An association between elevated levels of homocysteine (Hcy) and vascular disease was
recognied many years ago in children with inherited homocyteinuria, and a similar association
has been reported in some, but not other subsequent studies in adults. As folate is required for
the methylation of Hcy to methionine, raised levels of Hcy occur in folate deficiency. Folate is
probably the most important dietary determinant of plasma Hcy levels, which are consistently
lowered by daily supplementation of folic acid.
The evidence for an association of dietary folate intake with risk of cardiovascular disease is
conflicting. Data published in 2007 from eight randomised trials suggested that folic acid
supplementation can effectively reduce the risk of stroke in primary prevention13. In a subsequent study in Japan, high dietary intakes of folate were associated with reduced risk of
mortality from stroke, coronary artery disease (CAD) and heart failure14, and in a large prospective study in Sweden folate nutritional status was strongly associated with the risk of myocardial
infarction15. The administration of folic acid in patients with CAD was associated with significantly lower all-cause mortality in patients with elevated Hcy levels, but not in patients with
lower levels16. A recent review concluded that there is evidence that long-term supplementation with folate was effective in secondary stroke prevention in all patients17.
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There is, however, much evidence to the contrary. The recently reported results of the three
large, randomised clinical trials (SEARCH, WENBIT, WAFACS), in combination with those previously reported (Chaos-2, VISP, NORVIT, HOPE-2), effectively rule out the possibility of a large effect of folic acid on risk of CAD, stroke and all-cause mortality18. In the WENBIT study from
Norway, folic acid showed no beneficial effect on the angiographic progression of CAD and
might even have promoted more rapid progression19. A meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials to assess the efficacy of folic acid supplementation in the prevention of stroke
concluded that supplementation did not demonstrate a major effect in averting stroke20. A
Cochrane review21 to assess the clinical effectiveness of Hcy lowering interventions, such as
folic acid, included eight randomised clinical trials involving 24 210 patients. It was concluded
that Hcy lowering agents did not reduce the risk of non-fatal or fatal myocardial infarction,
stroke or death by any cause, suggesting that there is no evidence to support the use of folic
acid to prevent cardiovascular events. In a recent report from the US, folic acid supplementation was not associated with a decrease or increase in either cardiac or stroke mortality in
haemodialysis patients22.
It appears then that despite its ability to lower plasma Hcy levels, folic acid supplementation
fails to exert significant effects on cardiovascular risk.

Neuropsychiatric
The possible role of folate in neuropsychiatric diseases has been reviewed recently17. As in the
case of cardiovascular disease, it is the secondary elevation of plasma Hcy in folate deficiency
(or with folate polymorphisms) that has been incriminated in a number of studies of the genesis
of neuropsychiatric disorders. The literature, however, is conflicting as other studies have failed
to show a relationship between folate and neuropsychiatric disorders.

Impairment of Cognitive Functions
In the FACIT trial, folic acid supplementation for three years significantly improved the cognitive
functions that tend to decline with age23. Decreased cognitive ability has been reported in
folate deficiency. An association of cognitive impairment with poor serum folate (SF) concentration was found in elderly people in Malaysia24, and the results of a study of subjects in rural
Korea suggested that folate nutrition influences neuropsychological function test scores
significantly25. However, in a study in the US, dietary folate intake and supplemental folic acid
were unrelated to the incidence of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease (AD)26. A recent review
concluded that there is evidence that low levels of folate pose a risk for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia, and supplementation with folic acid has beneficial effects for
patients with MCI or AD; however, in the light of several negative results, further and long-term
studies are necessary to reconfirm previous positive study results17.
Attempts have been made to link maternal folate status with neurodevelopment in their
offspring. Folic acid supplement use in pregnant women was associated with improved neurodevelopment at four years of age in their children in Spain27, and higher maternal folate
concentrations during pregnancy predicted better cognitive ability in children in India28.
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Depression
Folate and homocysteine have been implicated in depression but the results of epidemiologic
studies on this issue have been inconsistent. A recent study of Japanese men concluded that
low SF may be related to an increased prevalence of depressive symptoms29 and another
reported that decreasing and low levels of SF were associated with greater risk of depressive
symptoms in older Chinese adults30. One recent review reported that about one third of
depressive patients show low levels of folate and in the majority of published results, folate
deficiency favours depression and folic acid improves the efficacy of antidepressant drugs17.
However, a Cochrane review concluded that there was limited evidence that adding folic
acid to other antidepressants may be helpful31.
Today, B vitamins and Hcy are often regarded as past topics that have lost their eligibility in
the treatment and prevention of neuropsychiatric disease17.

Cancer
A role for folate in carcinogenesis is predicated on the DNA damage from the incorporation
of uracil in place of thymidine into DNA and aberrant patterns of DNA methylation resulting
from inadequate folate supply. Folate deficiency has been reported to be associated with an
increased risk of cancer, and a high intake of folate with a reduced risk. In addition, folatepathway gene polymorphisms have been implicated in several cancers, particularly polymorphisms of the enzyme MTHFR, which regulates influx of folate for methylation reactions for DNA
synthesis and repair.
Paradoxically, a high intake of folate has been implicated in accelerating the growth of cancer cells, and folate antagonists are used extensively in the treatment of acute leukaemia.
There is thus a potential complex relationship between folate and neoplasia. Folate has been
reported to be associated with a number of cancers and leukaemia.

Colorectal Cancer
This cancer has received the most attention in relation to folate nutrition, but the results of
recent studies are almost all negative. A large European prospective multicentre study did not
show an association of colorectal cancer (CRC) risk with folate status nor with MTHFR polymorphisms32. Colorectal adenomas are an established surrogate biomarker for the risk of CRC,
and trials of folic acid supplementation have provided no evidence of benefit in terms of the
prevention of adenoma recurrence33-36. However, positive results continue to be reported, as
in women in Korea where a significant relationship between higher dietary folate intake and
reduced risk of CRC was found37.

Breast Cancer
Most recent studies have focused on a possible relationship between folate enzyme polymorphisms and breast cancer. In Sweden, there was a positive association between dietary folate
intake and breast cancer in MTHFR677C/TT-1298AA women but an inverse association in 677CT1298AC women38. Further results suggest an association of high plasma folate concentration
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with increased risk of postmenopausal breast cancer in carriers of the MTHFR677T allele39. In
the US, there was increased risk of breast cancer among postmenopausal women with the
MTHFR67TT genotype, the most pronounced among women with the lowest intakes of dietary
folate, with no significant risks among women with higher intakes40. In China, a significant
inverse relationship between folate intake and breast cancer risk was observed41.
Contradictory reports have been published. Dietary intake of folate and genotypes of MTHFR
had no overall association with breast cancer risk in Japanese42 or Brazilian women43. However,
increased risk was observed in women with the MTR2756GG genotype and in premenstrual
women with high folate intake43. A meta-analysis strongly suggested that methionine synthesis
reductase polymorphism (MTRR A66G) is not associated with breast cancer risk44.

Prostate Cancer
There are limited data on a possible association between folate status and prostate cancer.
A study reported from the US supports an inverse association between dietary folate intake
and prostate cancer risk, primarily of high-grade prostate cancer45. A meta-analysis suggests
that known common folate pathway single nucleotide polymorphisms do not have significant
effects on susceptibility to prostate cancer46.

Other Cancers
The results of studies of pancreatic cancer have been inconsistent. In studies in the US, total
folate intake was inversely associated with pancreatic cancer risk47 and there was an association between higher folate intake and decreased risks of pancreatic cancer in women, but
not in men48. However, the results of a study in the Netherlands do not support a protective
association of folate intake on the risk of pancreatic cancer49.
A meta-analyses on gene polymorphisms concluded that individuals homozygous for
MTHFR677T are significantly at higher risk of gastric cancer50. In a single report, patients with
MTR2756AG or GG genotypes displayed an increased risk of laryngeal cancer51. Supraphysiologic plasma folate concentrations in the post-US folic acid fortification era were associated
with a significantly lower risk of cervical intraepithelial neoplasm in premenopausal women52.
Following mandatory folic acid flour fortification in Canada, no significant change was seen
in the incidence of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, brain cancers or embryonal cancers
among children age 0-9 years53. Folate supplementation in pregnancy reduced the risk of
childhood central nervous system tumours54.

Leukaemia
It was suggested in a study from Western Australia that maternal folic acid supplementation
during pregnancy might reduce the risk of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)55.
However, a subsequent large study of Australian children with ALL found only weak evidence
of a protective effect before pregnancy, and none during pregnancy56. A meta-analysis
including this and two other studies, but not the study that raised the hypothesis, also found
little evidence that folate supplementation during pregnancy protects against ALL.
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Studies of a potential etiologic role of genetic variation in folate metabolism in childhood
leukaemia have yielded conflicting results. Based on the results of 14 studies, it was concluded
that it is plausible that polymorphisms in the MTHFR gene 677C<T and 1298A>C are associated
with a decreased susceptibility to childhood ALL in non-Asian populations57. A significant
association between MTHFR CT/TT and reduced risk of ALL was reported in Serbian children58
and the prevalence of ALL in adult female Chinese was significantly lower for joint MTHFR genotypes 677CC/1298AC than in controls59. In a study in the UK of the association between
polymorphisms of six key folate metabolism enzymes, including MTHFR677C>T and 1298A>C,
in childhood cases of ALL and acute myeloid leukemia (AML), and in their mothers, no
evidence of an association with MTHFR677 was observed for ALL or AML, either in children
or their mothers60. However, in children, an increased risk of ALL was observed with MTR2756
genotype, suggesting that genetic variation in methionine synthetase could mediate risk of
childhood leukaemia.

Miscellaneous
Folic acid supplementation was claimed to cause subjective improvement of hot flushes in
postmenopausal women61 in a single yet to be reproduced study.

Folate Food Fortification: Benefits and Possible Deleterious Effects of SupraPhysiological Folate Intake
No consideration of the public health implications of folate nutrition would be complete without
reference to folate food fortification (FFF). Following surveys of folate nutritional status in various
population groups in South Africa, a series of studies in the 1970s demonstrated that folate
fortification of maize meal and flour was feasible and the added folic acid was biologically
active62-66. The aim of FFF at that time was to reduce the prevalence of folate deficiency in the
population, particularly in most vulnerable group, pregnant women. An approach to the milling
industry for voluntary fortification was rejected. The demonstration in the 1990s that folic acid
supplementation in early pregnancy reduced the prevalence of NTD provided the stimulus to
revisit FFF, and in the US folic acid fortification of grain products was mandated by January 1998.
Many other countries have followed this lead, including South Africa, when mandatory fortification of maize meal and wheat flour was introduced in October 2003.
Mandatory FFF has produced health benefits including a declining prevalence of NTD and
folate deficient anaemia67. In South Africa, fortification has raised mean levels of folate intake
above the recommended nutrient intake68, and has been followed by a significant decline of
30.5% in the prevalence of NTDs12.
However, the wider potential benefits anticipated in the prevention of cardiovascular disease,
neoplastic disease and neuropsychiatric disorders in the population have not been realised.
Mandatory fortification raises concerns in that it results in total populations consuming increased amounts of folic acid. In the US, intakes of folic acid from fortified foods are more
than twice the level originally predicted69, but adults who do not consume supplements or
who consume an average of <400 µg folic acid/day from supplements are unlikely to exceed
the tolerable upper intake level for adults of 1 000 µg/day70. The form of folate added to food
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is pteroylmonoglutamic acid (PGA), a synthetic folate that is not a normal metabolite, and
there is concern at the possible harmful effects of long-term exposure to this form of folate. A
post fortification study of older subjects in the US detected circulating unmetabolised PGA in
about 33% 71. The evidence that the increased intake of folic acid might have caused harm
in some people has recently been reviewed72. The concerns include the following:

Interaction with Vitamin B12 Deficiency
The concern most commonly raised is that high folate concentrations may mask the haematological signs of vitamin B12 deficiency and lead to missed diagnosis and subsequent serious
neurological complications, but this is likely to be very rare. There are now data from the US
which demonstrate that rates of B12 deficiency, without anaemia, have not increased since
fortification was mandated in 1998. Furthermore, macrocytosis, the earliest haematological
sign of B12 deficiency, is not affected by varying concentrations of serum folate73. However,
there is a single report that the presence of detectable circulating unmetabolised folic acid
was related to lower cognitive test scores in elderly subjects with B12 deficiency71.

Increased risk of colorectal cancer and accelerating the growth of existing
cancers
This subject has been considered above. The results of an as yet unpublished pooled analysis
of all the randomised control trials to date, combining the results of 35 000 individuals who participated in studies of high-dosage folic acid supplementation around the world, revealed
that folic acid had no effect on cancer risk. This included risk for prostate and colorectal cancer. This study is the highest quality analysis extant, and provides the best evidence that there
is no increase in cancer risk with high doses of folic acid.

Impairing Therapy with Antifolate Drugs
Antifolate drugs are used in the treatment of neoplastic disease, rheumatoid arthritis, bacterial
infections, malaria, psoriasis, ectopic pregnancy and epilepsy. There is justifiable concern that
high plasma folate levels may impair the action of antifolate drugs. Many antimalarial drugs
are antifolates and there is evidence that folates might modify the response to therapy by
antifolate drugs74. A recent review of the possible benefits versus harmful effects of folic acid
supplementation of children in malarious areas75 informed the recommendation by the WHO
that folic acid should not be included in suplementation of children in these areas.

Increasing Twinning Rates
There has been much debate about whether or not the periconceptual use of folic acid supplements increases the likelihood of twin pregnancies, with public health implications related
to both infant and maternal mortality and morbidity. There is an increase in twins resulting from
assisted reproduction methods, but not for normal pregnancies.
After 12 years of mandatory FFF, there is no substantial evidence to suggest that the higher
intake of folic acid may harm the public, with the exception of the already mentioned WHO
recommendation against routine supplementation of children in high malaria areas.
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Assessing the Functionally Significant Folate Status of Individuals and
Populations
Haematology/Microscopy/Blood Smears
The defective DNA synthesis resulting from folate deficiency affects primarily tissues with rapid
cell turnover, such as the bone marrow. This leads to both quantitative and morphological
changes in the peripheral blood and the marrow. The quantitative changes in the blood
include macrocytic anaemia, neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. Morphologically there is
red cell anisopoikilocytosis, oval macrocytosis, and neutrophil hyperlobation. The methods of
peripheral blood analysis are robust and reliable, but the findings are not specific, in that identical changes may occur in vitamin B12 deficiency and in patients receiving chemotherapy.
Furthermore, these changes can be confused with those of myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)
by operators with less experience in blood cell morphology. Specificity is improved by history
taking to exclude drug-induced changes, and measurement of serum vitamin B12 concentration to exclude B12 deficiency. Peripheral blood analysis is labour-intensive and thus expensive,
and is applicable to assessing folate status in individuals, but not populations. In assessments
at the population level, measurement of haemoglobin concentration is of value when combined with other indices of folate nutrition, as an indication of the prevalence of folate deficiency severe enough to cause anaemia.
The bone marrow counterpart of these changes in the blood is megaloblastic erythropoiesis
and abnormally large granulocytic precursors, often with bizarre morphology. As with the
peripheral blood, these changes are not specific for folate deficiency. Bone marrow biopsy
and examination is an invasive procedure that requires highly skilled operatives, and the cost
is exorbitant. It is applicable to the individual only, and is seldom performed today to assess
folate status, as it is not an essential component to confirm the diagnosis of folate deficiency.
These haematological changes are late manifestations of folate deficiency and are not of
value in the detection of depleted folate stores that predate the haematological changes.

Serum Folate (SF)
Measurement of SF is usually by a competitive binding assay using milk folate binder. The assay
is robust and reproducible, provided there is pre-analytic protection of the sample from heat
and light. The assay is affordable in that analysis of large batches can be run, but the reagents
are expensive. SF is dependent on intake and falls rapidly into the deficient range during
deprivation, and is the earliest indicator of folate imbalance, before depletion of folate stores
and any morbid effects of deficiency are manifest. The value of SF on its own is to detect
deficient folate intake at either individual or population level, rather than establish nutritional
status. Furthermore, the value of SF assay as an index of nutritional status has been compromised by the introduction of mandatory folate food fortification in many countries. The ingestion of folate fortified foods will raise SF concentration, but whether these small amounts
correct existing deficiency is not known. Thus measurement of SF should always be accompanied by red cell folate (RCF) assay to provide optimum information of folate nutritional status.
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Red Cell Folate (RCF)
When the red cell is formed, its folate content reflects available vitamin at that time, and remains constant throughout its 120-day lifespan. RCF is not affected directly by current folate
intake, and will fall following the onset of folate deficiency only when a new population of red
cells is produced. Measurement of RCF is performed in the same way as SF, but the red cells
are lysed before analysis, and the assay is carried out in the presence of relatively large
amounts of free haemoglobin. Variable amounts of folate may bind to haemoglobin and are
not measured in the assay, thus rendering the technique less robust and reproducible than
measurement of SF. It is of concern that in samples from patients with significant anaemia, folate deficiency could remain undetected, as the low haemoglobin concentration would ‘lock
up’ less of the folate for assay. Despite these reservations, measurement of RCF remains the
best index of folate nutritional status. It is a better index of tissue folate levels than SF and can
be applied to the assessment of folate status both at the individual and population level. The
extensive assessments of folate nutritional status in populations in the US as part of the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) are carried out by combined measurement
of both SF and RCF.
The relative sensitivity of the haematological changes and SF and RCF as indices of folate
nutritional status was demonstrated in a classic example of self-experimentation76. On a diet
that was virtually free of folate, SF was subnormal after three weeks, neutrophil hypersegmentation occurred after seven weeks, macroovalocytosis after 18 weeks, subnormal RCF after
four months and anaemia after four and a half months.

Total Serum Homocysteine (tHcy)
As folate is required for the conversion of homocysteine to methionine, total homocysteine
concentration in plasma is usually raised in folate deficiency. Measurement of tHcy is robust
and reproducible, providing the specimen is drawn after an overnight fast, and the assay is
carried out within three hours. Specificity is poor, in that hyperhomocysteinaemia may occur
in many conditions other than folate deficiency, including vitamin B12 deficiency, pyridoxine
deficiency, certain metabolic disorders, and is affected by renal function and lifestyle factors,
such as smoking and coffee consumption. This lack of specificity renders measurement of tHcy
as an index of folate deficiency of limited value. Significant folate deficiency is unlikely in the
absence of raised tHcy, and the assay is of value in the individual patient with borderline folate
levels and in folate deficient patients with normal serum folate. The assay is expensive.

Detection of the C667T Variant of 5,10-methylene Tetrahydrofolate Reductase Gene
Functioning folate status may be affected not only by folate deficiency, but also by variation
of genes that code for folate-dependent enzymes, and particularly by the interaction of these
two factors. The commonest polymorphism in the folate enzymes is variant 5,10-methylene
tetrahydrofolatereductase (MTHFR). In the assessment of the functionally significant folate
status in the individual, detection of this defect may be of importance. The technique is a
molecular one, and though robust and reproducible, it is expensive. Its value in assessing the
folate status at the individual and population level is yet to be demonstrated.
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The role of these various techniques in the assessment of folate nutritional status is summarised
in the table.

Table 4.1 Methods for the assessment of folate nutritional status

Method

Robustness

Reliability

Affordability Informative

Applicability

Haematology

Good

Only in
skilled
hands

Good

Poor sensitivity Individual
and
only
specificity

Serum folate

Good

Good

Good

Index of
folate intake

Individual
and
Population;
levels <
7nmol/L
(3 g/ml)
reflect
deficiency

Red cell

Reasonable

Reasonable

Good

Index of
folate
stores

Individual
and
Population,
levels >225
nmol/L
(100 ng/ml)
normal

Total
homocysteine

Good
Fasting
specimen
required

Reasonable

Expensive

Non-specific
To exclude
deficiency

Individual
only

Factors Affecting the Interpretation of Serum and Red Cell
Folate Concentrations
Age and Sex
Reference values for SF and RCF are regarded as independent of age or sex. SF, and to a
lesser extent, RCF, fall in pregnancy, and return to normal after delivery. It is not clear how
much this reflects a physiological phenomenon, and how much is due to reduction of maternal folate stores due to the demands of the foetus. However, the interpretation of low SF and/or
RCF in pregnancy should not differ from that in non-pregnant women.
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Intercurrent Illness
Many illnesses are associated with reduction in appetite and food intake. As SF falls as early
as three weeks following reduced food intake, it may be low in any intercurrent illness and in
patients who remain in hospital, from whatever cause, for a prolonged period. SF may be low
during both acute and chronic inflammation, and RCF may be low in chronic inflammation.
This probably reflects true deficiency. Infection is of relevance to the interpretation of tests of
folate nutritional status at the individual level, and at the population level also when the infection is widespread. This could apply to infections, such as HIV and tuberculosis.

HIV Infection
In a study of HIV-infected individuals in France, SF and RCF were significantly decreased in 64%
and 57% of the subjects’ respectively77. Lower SF levels were reported in pregnant women in
Zimbabwe78, in lactating mothers in South Africa79 and in HIV-infected patients with anaemia
in Brazil80, but SF was normal in HIV-infected children in the US81. Impairment of folic acid
absorption in patients with HIV infection has been reported82. While a direct effect of infection
by the virus is possible, it is likely that the fall in folate levels in HIV infection is due to a combination of deficient intake and malabsorption of the vitamin. In population studies, the inclusion
of significant numbers of HIV-infected subjects could increase significantly the number of low
SF, and possibly, low RCF as well. At the current state of knowledge, it is appropriate to interpret
the results of these tests in HIV-infected patients as in non-infected subjects.

Tuberculosis
There are almost no published studies of tests of folate nutrition in TB patients, and none in
recent years could be found. In a study of 68 patients in the UK reported in 196683, SF was subnormal in 35%. RCF was subnormal in 33% of a small, unselected proportion of the patients
tested. This high incidence of abnormalities awaits confirmation in further studies. It is likely that
subnormal SF and RCF in patients with TB reflect deficient dietary intake and/or true deficiency,
and as with HIV patients, the results of the tests should be interpreted in the same way as
non-infected patients.

Folate Intakes and Status of South Africans
Limited information is available on the folate status of South Africans. Ad hoc studies indicated
that folate intakes in both rural84 and urban84, 85 Africans are low, not meeting the 400 µg per
day recommended for adults (600 µg in pregnancy and 500 µg in lactation). Low folate status
has been reported for an elderly South African population86. The low intakes and status have
been addressed by the mandatory food fortification of maize meal and bread flour in South
Africa, and preliminary indications are that folate intake68, and folate status87 have improved,
and that neural tube defects have declined12.
The current practice in South African public health service is to provide a supplement of 5mg
(5 000 µg) folic acid daily to pregnant women88, which is much higher than the recommended
intake of 600µg per day and five times the upper level of 1 000µg per day. Concerns about increased circulating unmetabolised folic acid masking the haematological signs of vitamin B12
deficiency72, as well as an association with lower cognitive test scores in persons with B12 deficiency71 ,and impaired immune function89 have been expressed.
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Summary and Conclusions
1

Folate is required for the synthesis of DNA and in the provision of methyl groups via the
conversion of homocysteine to methionine. Inadequate functioning of folate results in
defective DNA synthesis, reduction in the available methyl pool accumulation of homocysteine.

2

Folate deficiency may result in megaloblastic anaemia, which, if untreated, may be fatal.
Folate supplementation pre, peri-conception and during pregnancy reduces the risk of
neural tube defects, low birth weight and possibly congenital heart defects in the infant.
There is some evidence that maternal supplementation may also improve neuropsychiatric development in the offspring.

3

It has been hypothesised that folate plays a role in cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric
disease via the associated hyperhomocysteinaemia. The evidence for this is conflicting.
While folic acid reduces the concentration of plasma homocysteine, it has no consistent
effect in reducing morbidity or mortality from these diseases, with the possible exception
of stroke.

4

As DNA synthesis is defective in folate deficiency, attempts have been made to incriminate folate in carcinogenesis and in leukaemia. The evidence is again conflicting, but
the current consensus is that there is no such role for folate.

5

Mandatory folate fortification of staple foods has been introduced in many countries, including South Africa, and has led to a reduction in folate deficient anaemia and in the
incidence of neural tube defects. After 12 years of fortification in the US, there is no substantial evidence to suggest that the higher intake of folic acid may harm the general
public, all of whom are exposed to a higher folate intake.

6

The assessment of folate nutritional status in the individual is by standard haematological
tests together with measurement of both serum and red cell folate concentrations. At
the population level, measurement of both serum and red cell folate concentrations are
required, serum folate to assess the prevalence of inadequate folate intake, and red cell
folate the prevalence of folate deficiency. Doing both tests in tandem is particularly important in countries with mandatory folate food fortification. These tests are in general
robust, reliable and affordable.

7

Tests of folate nutrition may be affected by any intercurrent illness that is associated with
prolonged reduction in food intake. Abnormal tests probably reflect the development
of folate deficiency rather than a direct effect of the illness.

8

There are many genetic polymorphisms of the folate enzymes involved in metabolic reactions. These polymorphisms are usually associated with reduced function. There is evidence that some of these polymorphisms in the mother may confer an increased risk of
Down syndrome in their offspring. Association of these polymorphisms with other diseases
are inconsistent.
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Introduction

S

elenium (Se), a non-metallic element with properties similar to that of sulphur, was only
shown to be an essential nutrient in the late 1970s. It has four natural oxidative states
and combines with other elements to form selenides, selenites, selenates, oxides,
oxyacids and selenoproteins. Se exerts its antioxidant biological effects as a constituent
of at least 30 selenium proteins in humans. In this chapter, the chemistry, bioavailability,
absorption and metabolism of Se, markers for Se intake and Se status, the role of Se in the
immune system, interaction with other nutrients, factors influencing recommendations for
intakes, as well as what is known about selenium intakes and status in South Africa and elsewhere in Africa, will be briefly reviewed. In the light of a possible lower Se status in HIV-infected
persons, recommendations for the need for large-scale surveys of selenium status in African
countries, as well as risk maps indicating areas of deficiencies are recommended at the conclusion of the chapter.

Chemistry
Selenium, a non-metallic element with four natural oxidative states, combines with other
elements to form organic selenides and with oxygen to form oxides and oxyacids. Selenium
replaces sulfur to form organic selenium compounds, such as selenocysteine.

Functions
Selenium has an essential role in several metabolic pathways, such as in antioxidant defence
systems, thyroid hormone metabolism, and redox control of enzymes and other proteins1.
Selenium influences these metabolic pathways through selenoproteins, all containing selenocysteine at the active site1. These include: at least five glutathione peroxidases which catalyse
reduction of hydrogen peroxide and organic hydroperoxides, thus protecting cells from
oxidative damage; three types of iodothyronine deiodinases which catalyse activation and
inactivation of the thyroid hormones; the thioredoxin reductases which catalyse NADPH-dependent reduction of oxidised thioredoxin; and also other enzymes (selenophosphate
synthetase 2, selenoprotein P and selenoprotein W) which may be involved in the regulation
of selenium homeostasis, in transport of selenium and in muscle metabolism repectively1.
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Absorption and Metabolism
Absorption of Se compounds takes place in the duodenum and is in general a very efficient
process. Various studies have shown similar Se-absorption fractions from food: absorption of
selenite is assumed to be >80%, and absorption of selenium methionine (SeMet) and selenocysteine (SeCys) over 90%1-3. Absorption is, however, not similar to bioavailability for the body;
conversion of the absorbed Se to metabolically active forms is the limiting step3. Organic forms
are supposed to be re-used by the body more efficiently than inorganic forms4. SeMet itself
shows no catalytic activity and is not available for functional forms until it is catabolised and
converted into SeCys1.
Inorganic forms of Se are highly soluble and absorbed by passive diffusion. However, storage
of selenite and selenate in tissues is low, and due to excretion via urine a relatively low level of
inorganic Se is available after consumption. SeMet is absorbed in the same way as methionine
(Met)1. This means that it is actively transported through the intestinal membranes and accumulated into tissues, e.g. muscle and liver. Little is known about the absorption of SeCys.
Absorption studies show that organic and inorganic Se are absorbed independently5, but possible active transport systems for SeCys have not yet been identified. For bioactivity of the element, Se must be present as an intermediate (selenide) that can be incorporated in SeCys
residues at the active site of selenoproteins. Selenide is more readily formed from inorganic
than from organic Se. Selenite in the bloodstream is taken up by erythrocytes and reduced
to selenide by glutathione4,6, whereas selenate is taken up by the liver and reduced in the hepatocytes.
The metabolism of organic Se compounds into selenide is more complex, as they are converted to selenide through cleavage of the C-Se binding bond by lyase reactions. SeMet has
to be converted to SeCys before it can enter the Se pool and be converted into selenide6.
Despite this extensive metabolism, organic forms are preferred in interventions because of their
lower acute toxicity7. Absorbed SeMet will be present in glutathione peroxidase (GSHPx) after
conversion to SeCys, but can also be incorporated into other proteins, like haemoglobin and
plasma albumin, without being distinguished from Met. These proteins contribute to the body
reserve of Se and can be used in conditions of oxidative stress when Se requirement is
increased. Proteins including SeMet are called Se-containing proteins, whereas proteins
including incorporated SeCys are called selenoproteins1,6. Studies with stable isotopes showed
that the size of the functional Se pool responds to changes in dietary Se intake. This pool does
not include the protein-bound Se in SeMet, which is considered to be a storage pool8.

Markers of Selenium Intake and Status
A series of functional markers of Se status is available, but choice of the marker depends on
which specific function of Se is being investigated. When assessing Se status in relation to disease risk, possible interactions with other antioxidants in the body should be considered.

Plasma and Whole Blood Total Selenium
For international comparisons of Se status, concentration of Se in plasma is used most often
and reflects short-term changes in dietary Se intake. Since these values have large variations
among countries, no universal normal reference ranges have been defined for plasma Se
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concentrations. Whole blood Se concentration is an index of long-term Se intake, corresponding with the 120-day lifespan of erythrocytes, and is relatively constant over time. Studies
allowing comparisons of Se concentrations of plasma and whole blood showed that plasma
Se concentrations are 75-80% of Se concentrations in whole blood2,9.
Only a maximum of 15% of blood Se is incorporated in GSHPx. The major part of Se is in the
form of SeMet incorporated into haemoglobin, which can be seen as a Se storage pool. The
relation of blood Se with intake is complex. Responses on low Se diets or on supplementation
are shown after a period of months, as incorporation into erythrocytes requires a long time
period. There are several factors influencing both plasma and whole blood Se concentrations,
such as pregnancy, disease state and genetic factors. Possible effects of age, gender or race
on whole blood Se concentrations are still points of discussion, partly because the analysis of
erythrocyte Se is difficult. Changes observed in erythrocytes due to change of dietary intake
are in the same range as changes in plasma Se1,10,11.

Selenoproteins (Enzymes) as Markers of Selenium Status
Se forms an integral part of selenoproteins in the human body4. Among the 20-30 selenoproteins, a distinction can be made between different families of Se-containing enzymes:
• The first group, including GSHPx, is involved in control of tissue concentrations of highly
reactive oxygen-containing species (ROS) and is therefore essential for maintaining cellmediated immunity against infections. GSHPx is present in blood cells and blood
platelets. The activity of GSHPx enzymes decreases rapidly in the early stages of Se
deficiency3.
• A second group of selenoproteins includes thioredoxin reductase, a major component
of redox systems, which are, amongst others, involved in disposal of products of oxidative metabolism and regulation of enzyme transcription factors and receptors. Thioredoxin stimulates expression of a subunit of the interleukin-2 (IL-2) receptor: IL-2 is a
cytokine responsible for an early clonal expansion of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes4,12,13.
Supplement-ation with Se resulted in a significant increase in the number of high affinity
IL-2 binding sites14, whereas Se deficiency has the opposite effect14.
• A third group of selenoproteins is that of the iodothyronine deiodinases. Se deficiency
reduces the activity of the deiodinase enzymes, which are responsible for the production of triiodothyronine (T3), the active thyroid hormone, from thyroxine (T4). Thyroid
hormone is involved in processes of growth, development and metabolism. Co-occurrence of Se deficiency and iodine deficiency has been suggested to be causal for
myxoedematousmyxedematous cretinism15,16. A third factor, thiocyanate overload,
could also be involved in this17.
• A fourth selenoprotein is selenoprotein P, which is necessary for Se transport and distribution and is suggested to play a role in cell membranes. Selenoprotein P possibly participates in antioxidant defence18.
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Other Markers
Other markers of Se status are urinary Se since homeostatic regulation of Se is controlled by
excretion in the urine; blood GSHPx and selenoprotein P; and hair and toenail Se concentrations, which are both indices of long-term Se status1,10. However, the use of hair samples is
limited because of selenium-containing shampoos.

Effects of Selenium on the Immune System
Se has an effect on several cells of both the innate and the acquired immune system. Se
deficiency impairs macrophage activity, leading to decreased intracellular killing of pathogens.
Se deficiency also influences antibody production, resulting in decreased maturation of T-lymphocytes and natural killer cell activity. Supplementation with Se has a positive effect on these
cells. In general, it can be stated that the effect of Se on immune cells is dependent of dose13.
There appears to be a Se threshold below which Se deficiency results in a weakened immune
system and less efficient protection against HIV infection18. Whole blood Se concentrations
>85 µg/L (≈ 1.08 µmol/L) are considered to be adequate for functioning of the immune system,
whereas Se deficiency is defined as a Se concentration below this value19-21. However, selenium
concentrations were inversely related to immune activation in 244 HIV-infected patients in the
USA despite their adequate Se status22, suggesting that optimal concentrations of Se in whole
blood might be well above the currently recommended threshold.
Se can up-regulate expression of IL-2 receptors on the surface of activated lymphocytes and
natural killer cells. Low IL-2 levels hinder the maturation processes of lymphocytes in the thymus,
resulting in a lack of replacement of T-cells23. Since CD4+ T-cells form a key component in stimulating B-cells to synthesise antibodies, this may explain the stimulatory effects of Se on antibody production. Se supplementation could partially reverse age-related decreases in
cell-mediated immunity by increased responsiveness to IL-2. Increased T-cell response due to
Se supplementation, results in reduced oxidative stress-induced damage to immune cells24.
Activated T-cells show an improved selenophosphate synthetase activity7, which is a crucial
precursor for synthesis of selenocysteine (SeCys) during selenoprotein synthesis25.

Interaction between Selenium and Other Nutrients
Se is not the only element that is important in antioxidant defence. Interaction with other
nutrients is of great importance to the immune system. The following interactions have been
identified26-27:
• Se functions in close relationship with vitamin E and it is often the case that a combination of these two nutrients achieves the most optimal effect, as both elements are important in maintaining the efficiency of antioxidant systems.
• Maintenance of glutathione status is affected by pyridoxine (vitamin B6) and riboflavin
(vitamin B2). Vitamin B6 is a co-factor in cysteine-synthetase and is thus a limiting factor
for glutathione biosynthesis; vitamin B2 is a co-factor for glutathione reductase.
Deficiencies in these two vitamins will produce functional disturbances in the immune
response.
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• GSHPx-activity is further affected in a negative way by deficiencies in iron, zinc, copper
and magnesium. Zinc is able to up-regulate gene expression of GSHPx. Zinc and copper
interact with Se in antioxidant defence by conversion of superoxide to oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide which in turn can be reduced by GSHPx.
• Se absorption and its erythrocyte concentration are decreased in magnesium-deficient
individuals, leading to a lower bioavailability of Se40. Increased vitamin A and ascorbic
acid levels, however, promote absorption of Se.

Other Factors Affecting Se Function
The antioxidant role of Se can further be affected by factors that increase oxidative stress,
such as smoking2, high intake of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) and extreme exercise10.
Requirements of antioxidants – including Se – are increased under these conditions. In addition
to that, smoking is shown to be associated with inadequate dietary intake of Se1,10. Low dietary
intake, increasing age, and diseases other than HIV can all be factors that result in low Se
levels1.

Recommendations for Selenium Intake
Total body values of Se show a wide range of 3 mg (New Zealanders) to 14 mg (some Americans)3. Se is distributed throughout the body with 30% of total body Se stored in the liver, 15%
in the kidneys, 30% in muscle and 10% in blood plasma27.
Since soil concentrations of Se differ between (and within) countries, realising a certain intake
can be a challenge in one and not difficult at all in another country. Se recommendations
can be linked to full expression of GSHPx activity, but for human health two-thirds of full activity
is assumed to protect against oxidative stress28. A formal Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RDA) Committee sets recommendations for Se intake based on intervention trials designed
to estimate Se requirements for maximal GSHPx activity. After adjustment for body weight,
RDAs for healthy adults (>14 y) were set at 55 µg/day28. The Scientific Committee for Food recommends 40 µg Se/day for the European Community, and a recommended 30 µg Se/day
should be sufficient for women. This proposed intake was based on results showing that 41 µg
Se/day was adequate to express two-thirds of GSHPx activity in healthy men with an average
body weight of 60 kg27.

Bioavailability Studies in Humans
Only a few metabolic Se studies in humans have been published, mostly involving small samples. Below is a short summary of some studies of which results contributed to our understanding
of Se bioavailability:
• Xia et al. 29 found that in Se-deficient subjects with an average Se intake of 10 µg/day,
supplements in the form of SeMet led to maximum plasma GSHPx activity at a dose of
37 µg/day. In case of selenite supplementation a dose of 66 µg/day of selenite was
required to express GSHPx completely, almost twice as much as compared to SeMet
supplementation.
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• Assumed low Se availability from fish was confirmed in a study on 32 healthy subjects.
After six weeks of consumption of wheat, fish or control diet, the ‘wheat group’ showed
a significant increase of 17% in serum and 30% in whole blood Se level, whereas the ‘fish
group’ only showed small insignificant increases in Se levels. The amounts of Se in wheat
and fish were similar30.
• In a Dutch study31 with 28 participants, differences between the effects of a nine-week
intervention with wheat bread rolls, minced meat or low-Se bread (control) were determined. Based on whole blood Se levels, bioavailability of Se from bread and meat was
similar. Moreover, increases in GSHPx activity were similar for both bread and meat and
were significantly different from the control group31.
• In a similar study32 from Finland with 50 participants, supplementation with both Se-rich
yeast and wheat for 11 weeks resulted in a significant rapid increase of GSHPx activity.
Se availability from these sources was higher than that of selenate, considering plasma
and whole blood Se concentrations as endpoint. After supplementation had ended,
wheat and yeast were better in maintaining GSHPx activity as compared to selenate32.
• Bioavailability of Se from milk was reported to be reasonable in a rat model33, as well as
in pre-school children34.

Selenium Intake in sub-Saharan Africa
Almost all Se in foods occurs in proteins. Due to protein malnutrition in sub-Saharan countries,
Se intake in Southern Africa can be assumed to be low. However, at present, data that relied
on the South African Food Composition Tables should be interpreted with care, since the
selenium content of some foods are questionable.
Assessment of micronutrient intake in 249 HIV-infected women and 239 uninfected control subjects in Manguang (Free State, South Africa)35 showed that the median intake of all subjects
was lower than the recommended dietary allowances (RDA) of 55 µg/day. About half of the
subjects consumed less than 67% of RDA. Consumption of maize products as staple foods,
which are assumed to be poor sources of Se, might contribute to this deficient Se intake35. In
another study36 it was shown that levels of dietary Se intake in 35 HIV/AIDS patients in the
African community of Bloemfontein (Free State, South Africa) were on average higher than
the RDA, but median Se intake among women was less than the RDA. Almost half of the
women had a Se intake <67% of the RDA36.
Results of the South African National Food Consumption Survey of 1999 showed that Se intake,
assessed by a 24-hour recall to measure consumption levels of children, was constantly low in
all age groups and all provinces: 60% of all children had an intake of less than 50% of the RDA.
The Northern Province, Free State and Mpumalanga showed the lowest Se ingestion level37.
A report from Malawi indicated that 43% of children aged four to six years had a Se intake
below the RDA (20µg/day)38.
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Blood Concentrations of Selenium in sub-Saharan Africa
Characterisation of antioxidant micronutrient status among 500 adults from Malawi showed
that 88% of all subjects was Se deficient (plasma Se concentration <0.89 µmol/L). Non-significant differences between 370 HIV-infected and 130 non-infected subjects were shown.
A study done in 29 black South Africans in Soweto (Gauteng Province) with chronic pancreatitis as clinical endpoint showed Se deficiency in patients (mean plasma Se concentration
0.85 µmol/L), but healthy controls had an adequate Se status (mean plasma Se concentration
1.33 µmol/L)39. Jaskiewicz et al.40 showed that Se deficiency occurs in South Africans living in
Ciskei and Transkei (Eastern Cape), but not in inhabitants of Cape Town (Western Cape).
Combs2 reported on blood Se concentrations in 69 countries to get an impression of Se inadequacy in the world. Most of the data were obtained from healthy adults. Data from Burundi,
Zambia, Nigeria, Niger and South Africa showed mean serum or plasma Se concentrations
ranging from 15 -117 µg/L; Se deficiency was found in half of the African populations included.
In Zaire, serum Se concentrations were shown to be adequate in Bas-Zaire (80-120 µg/L), suboptimal in the regions of Badundu and Kasai (55-80 µg/L), and inadequate in Kivu, Haut-Zaire,
Equateur and Shaba (< 55µg/L)41. Apparently, Se adequacy and inadequacy go hand in hand
in Africa and both can occur within a single country, dependent on the target population.
Larger scale surveys should indicate exactly how widespread the problem of Se deficiency is.

Risk Maps of Selenium Deficiency in South Africa
‘Risk maps’ reflecting Se status in sub-Saharan Africa could be helpful to determine areas
where Se intake is inadequate. Van Ryssen42 has compiled data on Se status of grazing herbivores in South Africa to get an impression of Se status in South African soil and plants42.
Unfortunately, the selenium content is not known for all foods produced and eaten in South
Africa43. In general, human blood Se levels are comparable to those of livestock in the same
region27. Deficient regions were defined as areas with whole blood Se concentrations below
50 µg/L, but Se concentrations of 50-80 µg/L blood (‘marginally deficient’) are included in
‘deficient areas’ as well. Adequate levels include Se blood concentrations of 80-120 µg/L.
Although no information on Se status could be found for North-Eastern KwaZulu-Natal and its
coastal areas, North-West Province, Limpopo and the southern part of Eastern Cape, enough
data were gathered from other areas to compile a map of Se distribution. Gauteng Province,
Mpumalanga and Northern Free State showed variable status between sufficient and deficient, as well as the south-western coastal part of Western Cape and the south of the Kruger
National Park. Se status in the upper part of the Kruger National Park appears to be adequate,
just as the main part of the Northern Cape and central Karoo (northern part of Western and
Eastern Cape). Coastal regions in the Western Cape and a dominating part of KwaZulu-Natal
show Se deficiency42.

Methods of Analysis of Selenium in Body Fluids
Since reliable dietary assessment of selenium intakes in South Africa is not possible at present,
selenium in body fluids must be measured to assess selenium status. There are many possible
analytical methods available44-47 and the choice of method will depend on available infrastructure and available body fluid samples. The methods range from atomic absorption
spectrometry44, cell mass spectrometry45, neutron activation46 and mass spectrometry47.
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Dietary Sources of Selenium
As mentioned, the selenium content of food depends on the selenium content of the soil in
which plant foods are grown and the selenium content of animal feed. Therefore, selenium
status of populations can be influenced and changed by importing foods high in selenium.
The major dietary sources of selenium are sea food, organ meat (liver, kidney, lungs, heart),
muscle meat, poultry, eggs and grains (cereals). Fruit and vegetables are low in selenium1.

Recommendations
The limited information on Se intake and status of South Africans, as well as the risk map of
possible Se deficient areas, and the lower values found in HIV-infected subjects, suggest
that Se deficiency amongst groups of South Africans (and also other populations in Africa)
is prevalent. It is recommended that research on intake and status, and effects of selenium
supplementation are urgently needed. The data on selenium content of foods is also limited.
The most recent South African Food Composition Tables43 does not show Se values. Intakes
should be assessed by measuring total plasma and/or blood Se as biological marker, while
assessment of functional markers of Se status will depend on the specific function of Se being
investigated. Large-scale surveys of Se intakes and status, leading to ‘risk maps’ for South
Africa (and the whole of Africa) will be useful to plan necessary interventions. More research
on the Se content of South African foods, as well as Se requirements of vulnerable groups
(such as HIV-infected people, and those with increased antioxidant needs) is indicated.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that “as the window for safe intakes is relatively
narrow, having a clear understanding of status, by population group in relation to different
dietary patterns is of great importance where interventions are indicated and any intervention requires adequate monitoring and evaluation”48.
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Introduction

I

ron deficiency, with or without anaemia, is the most prevalent micronutrient deficiency
globally. It affects people in both developed and developing countries, making anaemia
worldwide a significant public health problem1. Anaemia has its effects at all stages of life,
although the severity may differ for different age groups. Young children and pregnant
and lactating mothers are the most severely affected2. Developing countries have a higher
prevalence than developed countries. A South African study3 reported a prevalence rate
of 40% for anaemia (Hb<11g/dl) and 67% for low iron stores (serum ferritin <12 µg/l) in 6 to 12month-old infants, while the national prevalence of anaemia (Hb<11 g/dl) was estimated at
24.1%4. These differences probably reflect differences in prevalence in different groups of the
population and also by region. The effect that anaemia and iron deficiency have in reducing
productivity of individuals as well as cognitive development and performance of children,
and increasing risk of morbidity and mortality, warrants the need for effective mechanisms of
monitoring iron status and alleviating iron deficiency in populations.
Anaemia has remained highly prevalent despite numerous efforts in many countries to prevent
iron deficiency, probably because other important contributing factors to anaemia and iron
deficiency are ignored1. These include infectious disease, parasite infestation, interactions with
other micronutrients and adiposity, which influence inflammation and iron absorption. The increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity in countries experiencing a nutrition transition
necessitates that this be considered a factor that may increase the prevalence of anaemia
in affected populations5.
A World Health Organisation/Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (WHO/CDC) expert
consultation group identified the lack of international agreement on how to assess the iron
status of populations as a limitation to addressing anaemia1. They agreed on three main iron
status indicators for populations, namely, haemoglobin, ferritin and transferrin receptor levels
in blood and serum. It was agreed that serum ferritin was the best indicator of response to intervention, but it was recommended that haemoglobin concentration should also be measured in all programme evaluations. However, in view of the fact that ferritin is an acute-phase
protein, it was agreed that it was equally important to assess if the identified indicators would
be practically useful under field situations and to determine to what extent they would be subject to interference by infection for population assessment. The WHO was to coordinate a
working group which would evaluate the usefulness of these indicators of iron status (ferritin,
haemoglobin, transferrin receptor) in combination with acute-phase proteins, particularly
C-reactive protein (CRP) and alpha-1 glycoprotein (AGP) in order to make recommendations
on ways of taking inflammation into account in the determination of iron status in populations1.
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In the light of these developments, the objectives of this chapter are to:
• review iron physiology and patho-physiology in order to evaluate the usefulness of available
indicators of iron status for South Africa and other African countries facing similar challenges;
• review the type and quality of information available on iron status in South Africa;
• formulate recommendations on which indicators may be most suitable at population and
individual level within the South African context;
• recommend additional work that needs to be done to allow for more effective monitoring
of iron status and possible gains of intervention programmes.

An Overview of Iron Physiology
Functions of Iron
Iron has several functions in the body, summarised by Gallagher6 and MacPhail7 as follows:
• Iron forms part of haemoglobin and myoglobin molecules. Haemoglobin is the oxygen
carrier in red blood cells, and is made up of four polypeptide chains. Each polypeptide
chain has a proptoporphyrin group with one iron II ion (Fe2+) in the centre, forming the
haemgroup. It is this structure which is central to the function of iron in oxygen transport.
Oxygen binds to the iron of the haem group in a reversible reaction that allows for the
oxygen to be released in tissues requiring oxygen. Iron similarly forms part of the structure
of myoglobin found in muscle tissue where it plays a role as an oxygen reservoir for
muscle function.
• Iron is a component of haem and non-haem containing enzymes, such as those
involved in mitochondrial respiratory reactions, for example, the cytochromes and catalase, a haem-enzyme, which converts hydrogen peroxide in cells to oxygen and water.
• Iron plays an important role in cognitive development and performance. Exactly how
it does this is still a subject of much research.
These functions illustrate that iron is a component of many enzymes with a complex array of
possible functions in the body, involving equally complex metabolic processes. Iron deficiency
would therefore affect the body at many different levels.

Requirements of iron
Iron requirements vary according to age, gender and physiological state (Table 6.1). Infants,
growing children and adolescents have higher requirements because of rapid growth rates.
Women of child-bearing age also have higher requirements because of increased losses
of iron through menstruation and increased requirements during pregnancy and lactation to
provide sufficient iron for the growing foetus and later during breastfeeding for the infant. These
groups of the population with either increased requirements or increased losses become highrisk groups for iron deficiency anaemia. Any assessment of required dietary intake should also
take into account the type of iron sources as this affects the bioavailability of iron. Because
of the chemical structure of haeme iron in foods from animal origin, iron absortion is more
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complete in these foods. The structure of non-haeme iron from plant food sources on the other
hand results in partially inhibited absorption. This is one of the many reasons why exclusive
breastfeeding is recommended during the first six months for all infants. Cereal and legume
products both contain phytates which limit the bioavailability of the non-haem iron further.
This makes it difficult to combat iron defiency and anaemia in populations that consume predominatly plant-based diets without specific interventions.
The influence of iron status on infection and the latter’s role in determining iron requirements
are not clear. A recent study involving Kenyan children has suggested that iron deficiency may
protect against acute infection in children8, perhaps mediated by evolutionary pressure.
Another study involving postpartum HIV-infected Zimbabwean women also reported increased
morbidity and mortality in the women who had higher iron stores9. This study, however, qualifies
the results by reporting that the negative effects were observed only at serum ferritin levels
above those consistent with adequate nutritional status. The fact that serum ferritin is an acutephase protein further complicates the interpretation of the observations that were made.
Nonetheless, these studies indicate that there may be an important gap of knowledge in terms
of correct or prudent levels of iron requirement in situations where infection is prevalent.

Table 6.1

FAO/WHO guidelines for iron requirements and intakes

Population
category

Age
Requirement
(years) (absorbed Fe),
µg/kg/day

Recommended intake for different
levels of % dietary iron
bioavailability (mg/day)*
Low: 5%

Moderate:
10%

High: 15%

0.25 – 1

120

21

11

7

1–2

56

12

6

4

2–6

44

14

7

5

6 – 12

40

23

12

8

Boys

12 – 16

34

36

18

12

Girls

12 – 16

40

40

20

13

Menstruating

43

48

29

16

Post-menopausal

18

19

13

6

Pregnant and
lactating

24

26

13

9

18

23

11

8

Children

Adult women

Adult men

*Plant-based diets with non-haem iron would have iron of low bioavailability; animal proteins
have mostly haem iron with higher bioavailability. (Adapted from MacPhail7)
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Iron Metabolism and Homeostasis
Iron exists in two oxidative states, Fe2+ or Fe3+, and iron in these two forms readily takes part in
redox reactions. Because of this reactivity which is potentially damaging to cells through
oxidation, iron is generally bound to proteins in the body both for storage and transport. The
level of iron in the body is tightly controlled by regulating the amount of iron absorbed from
the digestive tract according to need. While the bioavailability of non-haem iron can vary
from 5-10 %, that of haem iron can be 25 % or more when the need for iron is high, such as
when a person is anaemic. In addition, ferrous (Fe2+) (animal) iron is more bio-available than
ferric iron (Fe3+) (plant)6,7.

Iron Absorption
Four phases of iron absorption are recognised6,7. The first is the luminal phase taking place in
the lumen of the digestive tract. In this phase the haem group is released from haemoglobin,
myoglobin and other haem containing proteins in food through digestion. Non-haem iron must
be digested free from plant sources before it can be absorbed. The second phase is the
mucosal phase which takes place at the brush border of absorbing duodenal mucosa cells.
Here the haem is absorbed through the formation of endocytic vesicles into the mucosal cells.
Also at the brush border, duodenal cytochrome B converts Fe3+ to Fe2+ and a different membrane transport protein, the divalent metal transporter, transports non-haem iron into the cells
by facilitated diffusion. Once inside the mucosal cells in the intracellular phase, both iron from
haem and non-haem can either be combined with apoferritin to form ferritin for storage
or passed on to the basolateral membrane where in the release phase an active transport
mechanism releases the iron into the portal circulation. This release of iron into the portal
circulation is tightly controlled through the hormone hepcidin. Hepcidin is produced by the
liver according to the body’s need for iron. Hepcidin inhibits release of iron from mucosal cells
and its production is down-regulated when the need for iron is high.

Iron Transport and Absorption into Tissue Cells for Use or Storage
Iron transport, absorption into tissue cells, its use and storage may be summarised as follows6,7.
Once released into the portal circulation, Fe2+ binds to transferrin, the main transport protein
for iron in circulation. Very little iron is found free in circulation. Serum transferrin saturation with
iron can be used as a measure of iron status. Low serum transferrin saturation correlates with
low iron status.
Tissue cells that need iron have transferrin receptors expressed on their cell membranes.
Transferrin carrying iron binds to the transferrin receptors triggering absorption into the cells
through a receptor mediated absorption process. When there is low iron status in the circulation the expression of trasferrin receptors is up-regulated in order to increase the efficiency of
iron absorption. With an increased expression of transferrin receptors on cells, some transferrin
receptors enter the circulation. The concentration of transferrin receptors in the circulation is
thus inversely correlated to iron status.
The iron that is absorbed into cells is used for the various functions already mentioned. The liver
is the main storage organ for excess iron where it is stored as ferritin. Other storage sites include
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macrophages in the liver and spleen. Ferritin is also present in the circulation and can be
measured in serum as an indicator of iron stores. A small amount of iron is also stored as
haemosiderin in the liver.
More than 60% of body iron is found in haemoglobin. Iron is used in the synthesis of haemoglobin during erythropoiesis, mainly in the bone marrow, but in certain disease states also in the
liver and spleen. It is incorporated into protoporphyrin forming the haem group of haemoglobin in a closely regulated process10. A deficiency of iron results in iron deficient erythropoiesis
which may be identified either by elevated levels of protoporphyrin or the incorporation of
zinc in place of iron in protoporphyrin, forming what is commonly termed zinc protoporphyrin11.
Additonal indicators of iron deficient erythropoiesis are the production of microcytic and
hypochromic red blood cells.

Iron Homeostasis
In summary, the main compartments of body iron include:
• iron in storage in mucosal cells of the digestive system awaiting release into portal
circulation;
• iron in transport in the circulation;
• iron in storage in the liver and spleen;
• iron in haemoglobin of red blood cells in circulation and in bone marrow;
• iron in tissues including myoglobin, haem-enzymes and other iron containing molecules
in other body tissues.
Iron homeostasis is primarily focused on conservation of iron by recycling iron from red blood
cell break-down in the liver and the reticulo-endothelial system and control of absorption from
the small intestine. The control of absorption from mucosal cells is mediated through hepcidin,
a hormone produced by the liver. The amount of hepcidin produced is up-regulated or downregulated according to need. A good iron balance would be a situation where there is enough
dietary iron to maintain good stores of iron in the liver for use should iron intake become deficient.
When iron stores are low, the amount of hepcidin produced is down-regulated to increase absorption from the digestive tract, but with high iron stores it is up-regulated to reduce absorption.
An additional mechanism that has been described contributing to regulation of iron absorption
involves duodenal crypt enterocytes which can take up iron from plasma for storage. As the
crypt cells migrate upwards to become absorptive cells of the duodenum the increased intracellular iron concentration results in reduced iron absorption via a complex mechanism involving
carrier proteins. The extent to which this process contributes to iron homeostasis is not clear. The
body does not have an excretion mechanism for excess iron. Much of the iron required by the
body is obtained from iron recycled from the breakdown of senescent red blood cells in the
liver. The smaller balance still required is obtained from the diet. But because the body has no
excretory mechanisms for excess iron, this balance is tightly controlled through adjusting the
amount of iron absorbed. Significant amounts of iron can, however, be lost from the body
through bleeding (as in injury, menstruation, gastro-intestinal ulceration and worm infestation)
and increased loss of mucosal cells in different disease conditions6,7,12. Figure 6.1 summarises iron
turnover and homeostasis in the human body.
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Figure 6.1 A schematic diagramme of iron turnover and homeostasis (Adapted from Gallagher, 2008)

Iron Deficiency, Iron Deficiency Anaemia and Anaemia
When the body goes into negative iron balance as a result of not enough iron being absorbed
from the gut to keep up with demand, iron stores in the liver gradually become depleted.
A gradual progression of iron deficiency can be observed ranging from an initial moderate
depletion of iron stores with no dysfunction, severe depletion of iron stores with little or no
dysfunction, severe depletion with dysfunction, and finally anaemia as indicated by the various
cut-off points of haemoglobin according to age, gender and physiological state. Blood measurement of the various iron-containing biological molecules involved at different levels of iron
metabolism has been used with varying levels of success under different conditions to indicate
iron status. It should be mentioned that certain other micronutrient deficiencies (vitamins A,
riboflavin, B6, B12, folic acid, copper, zinc, calcium and vitamin C) are associated with
anaemia, emphasising the importance of assessing the status of these micronutrients together
with that of iron.
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Indicators of Iron Status
As indicated in the introduction, the WHO/CDC1 evaluated the various indicators used to
assess iron status. This expert committee recommended the use of haemoglobin, ferritin and
transferrin receptor for iron status of populations, while serum ferritin together with haemoglobin
was recommended as indicators of response to intervention. The limitation of ferritin, particularly in areas with endemic infection, was noted and additional investigation of its use in
combination with acute-phase proteins such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and Alpha-1 acid
glycoprotein (AGP) was recommended. Table 6.2 shows the indicators considered by the
WHO/CDC working group1 including additional information based on Raiten et al.13. The three
which were selected for use have been listed first in the shaded rows of the table.

Pathophysiology of Iron Metabolism
The danger of excess body iron is not common because of the tight control of absorption at
the mucosal level. However, because of the lack of mechanisms to excrete excess iron it is
possible to reach levels of body iron that can cause iron overload. A number of situations
where iron overload can take place have been identified6,7.
Some individuals may have a high risk of iron overload. This increased risk can be as a result of
rare heritable genetic abnormalities that result in poor control of iron absorption. Excessive iron
absorption in these conditions, such as hemochromatosis, leads to accumulation of iron stores
in tissues. Another group at risk is people who need frequent blood transfusions as in thalassaemia. In this group, frequent transfusions may lead to accumulation of iron from breakdown
of senescent red blood cells14.
It may also be possible to get iron overload from excessive ingestion of iron as has been
reported in some African settings where food and traditional beer prepared in cast-iron pots
and iron drums are consumed regularly7. A recent South African study reported that the iron
intake of individuals who consumed one litre of beer per day could reach twice the recommended intake15. However, traditional beer is low in alcohol concentration, thus consumption
of much higher volumes are not uncommon, increasing the risk of iron overload in exposed
susceptible individuals. There is now research that suggests that some of the iron overload
observed in African populations, as a result of traditional beer consumption, may also be due
in part to a genetic predisposition to iron overload14.
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Table 6.2 Different biological indicators of iron status and associated advantages
and disadvantages
Indicator

Test sample

Units

Condition
indicated

Haemoglobin Whole blood;
dry blood
spots

g/dl

Anaemia
Different cut
off points by
age, gender
and physiological state

Ferritin

Transferrin
receptor

Serum or
plasma

Serum or
plasma

µg/l

µg/l

Iron stores
Iron
depletion:
< 12µg/l

Balance
between iron
requirement
and supply

Advantage(s)
Low cost

Disadvantage(s)
Low sensitivity and
specificity

Widely used
Possibility of
using dry blood
spots and simple
field equipment

Does not detect
mild and moderate
iron deficiency
which can have
functional outcomes.

Good indicator
of iron status
especially
depletion

Increases with
inflammation
sub-clinical infection,
some cancers

Standardized
assays
availlable

No clear guidelines
for populations
with high disease
prevalence

Semi-quantitative measure
of iron
deficiency
even in
presence of
inflammation

Influenced by
factors affecting
erythropoiesis
Inflammation effect
not clear
further validation
and consensus
needed

Red cell
distribution
width

Whole blood

%

Abnormal
range of
RBC size

Can indicate
type of
anaemia

Small:
< 11.5%

Whole blood g/l
reticulocytes

Hb concentration in
new RBCs

May be affected
by inflammation
Influenced by
thalassaemia

Large:
>14.4%
Reticulocyte
Hb concentration

Expensive
equipment

18 – 36 hours
old RBCs sensitive to recent
deficiency
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Indicator

Test sample

Units

Condition
indicated

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Serum/
plasma iron

EDTA free
serum/
plasma

µg/dl

Iron bound
to transferrin
in circulation

Measure of iron
supply to tissues
including bone
marrow

Diurnal variationPostprandial
variationLow in
chronic diseaseSusceptible to sample
contamination

Erythrocyte
protoporphyrin

Whole blood µg/dl
whole
and dried
blood
blood spots
or RBCs

Reduced
iron supply
for erythropoiesis

Increases with
Useful for
inflammation and
assessing children Advantage lead-poisoning
of using dry
blood spots

Zinc protoporphyrin
(ZnPP)

Reduced
Whole blood µmol
/mol Hb iron supply
and dried
for erythroblood spots
poiesis

Useful for assess- Increases with
inflammation and
ing children
lead-poisoning
Can use dry
blood spots

Total iron
binding capacity (TIBC)

Serum or
plasma

µmol/l

µg/dl
µmol/l

Capacity of Increased with
iron deficiency
circulating
transferrin to
bind iron

Large overlap of
values in deficiency
and normal iron
status
Low in inflammatory
conditions

Transferrin
saturation

Serum or
plasma

%

Saturation
of transferrin

Proportion of
iron bound to
transferrin

Iron deficiency erythropoiesis:
< 16%

Diurnal variation
Postprandial
variation
Low in chronic
disease
Susceptible to
sample contamination

Body iron
stores
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Serum or
plasma

mg/kg

Iron body
status

Measure of full
range of iron
status and has
been validated
by adult phlebotomy studies

Same limitations as
for component
parts, ie, transferrin
receptor and
ferritin
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Indicator
Hepcidin

Test sample

Units

Condition
indicated

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

Serum,
plasma and
urine

ng/ml

Status of
regulation
of iron absorption

Diminished levels still need standard
when iron stores methods &
consensus on
are depleted
usefulness or
Potential for
interpretation
non- invasive
affected by
urine measureinflammation
ment

(Adapted from WHO/CDC1; Raiten et al.13; RBC: Red blood cell; Hb: Haemoglobin)
Excessive alcohol consumption in itself has been shown to predispose people to iron overload.
A South African study has reported that alcohol consumption doubled the number of individuals in positive iron balance for both men and women in the study16. Men had higher alcohol
intakes and a higher percentage of individuals in positive iron balance than women. In addition, iron overload was most likely to be found in individuals with the highest alcohol consumption levels. Similar findings have been reported by others17 and it has been suggested that
regular alcohol consumption may induce a disruption of normal iron metabolism. This may
lead to iron overload in about one third of alcoholic individuals18. In more affluent population
settings, iron overload may also occur with excessive iron supplementation, particularly in
individuals with an undetected genetic susceptibility to iron overloading.
The body generally counteracts iron overload by producing more hepcidin to reduce iron
absorption at the mucosal level. In addition to inhibiting iron absorption, hepcidin also inhibits
mobilisation of iron from liver stores and the recycling of iron by macrophages. People with
hemochromatosis have been shown to produce low levels of hepcidin resulting in the excessive iron absorption observed in this condition19.

Status of Iron Research Information in South Africa
South African studies have used a variety of available indicators, which often include ferritin,
haemoglobin and transferrin receptor levels, to report on iron status. Many publications also
report dietary intake data. Table 6.3 shows the spread of iron status indicators reported in
selected South African publications, as well as the extent to which acute-phase proteins have
been taken into account to try and control for inflammation. The latter is important, especially
with the high HIV/AIDS-prevalence rates and possible parasite infestation, particularly in
children. Although the number of publications given is limited it serves to indicate a need for
the incorporation of acute-phase protein response markers to improve the interpretation of
iron-status data. Interpretation of ferritin results is often deficient in that no attempt is being
made to interpret discrepancies.
Where inflammation has been considered, the information has been used in different ways to
correct for inflammation, ranging from exclusion of subjects with inflammatory markers above
a certain level of inflammation20, incorporation of information in regression analysis21, or mention of inflammation as a possible confounding effect. Where acute-phase proteins are taken
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into account, it is important to include a standardised manner of interpreting data along with
any additional information of interest to the researchers, in order to facilitate comparison of
data at the national level. This is necessary to develop a realistic picture of trends of iron status
in relation to inflammatory effects in the population and allow for more effective monitoring
of intervention programmes. Recent indications that adiposity can influence iron metabolism,
possibly through its inflammatory effect5 also need some attention in South Africa because of
the increasing rates of obesity, both among children and adults, as a result of the nutrition
transition that is taking place.
Against this background of variation in the manner researchers are handling iron status information, South Africa implemented a National Food Fortification Programme (NFFP) in 2003.
Maize meal and wheat flour are fortified with 13 micronutrients including iron. Elecrolytic iron
is used as a fortificant at the rate of 35 mg/Kg22. Thus far no national survey since the 2005
National Food Consumption Survey-Fortification Baseline23 has been conducted, to monitor
or evaluate the possible effect of the fortification on iron status or the other micronutrients
included but some smaller studies have reported mixed trends in iron status24,25,26. The trends
from these studies are however difficult to interpret because of the variation in the way the
iron status indicators have been handled. It is therefore, necessary to have national recommendations on how the indicators should be handled for comparison across studies in the
country.
South African research on micronutrient stutus in general including iron is biased in favour of
low socio-economic population sub-groups. While much research is needed in these subgroups due to the higher risks for micronutrient deficiencies, it is however noted that the entire
South African population is exposed to the NFFP and in this regard it is essential that the full
spectrum of the population is monitored over time.
The information presented here points toward a number of areas that require research attention in South Africa. Because a lot of the challenges that South Africa faces are also faced by
other African countries, the work that may be done here will also benefit the other countries.

Assessment of Iron Status and Influencing Factors
The different methods that can be used for assessment of iron status and influencing factors
are summarised in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 Assessment of iron status
Method

Remarks

Dietary intakes: Usual intake methods plus
special short questionnaires available for
iron

SA food composition tables give values for
iron of all food sources; computer programme give haem and non-haem iron separately. Reference intakes in Table 6.1

Haematology: Red cell distribution width

Indicates type of anaemia. Expensive equipment; for individuals

Laboratory (biochemical) methods

Low sensitivity and specificity; cut-points
available; low cost; widely used. Suitable for
population assessment; does not pick up
mild and moderate iron status

Haemoglobin

Laboratory (biochemical) methods

Good indicator of iron status; cut-points
available; increases during inflammation;
suitable for both individuals and populations

Serum ferritin
Laboratory (biochemical) methods

Semi-quantitative measure of iron deficiency
even in presence of inflammation. Indicates
the balance between iron requirement and
supply

Serum transferrin receptor

Laboratory (biochemical) methods

Measures iron bound to transferrin in circulation and indicates iron supply to tissues; diurnal and post-prandial variation; low in
chronic disease; susceptible to sample contamination

Serum or plasma iron

Other methods

Often expensive equipment needed. Suitable for individuals and research

Red cell distribution width

May be affected by inflammation and
thalassaemia

Reticulocyte haemoglobin concentration

Sensitive to recent deficiency; expensive
equipment needed

Erythrocyte and zinc protoporphyrin

Useful in children; increased with inflammation and lead poisoning

Total iron binding capacity (TIBC)

Measures capacity of circulating transferrin
to bind iron; increased with iron deficiency
but values overlap with those during normal
status

Transferrin saturation

Low in chronic disease; postprandial variation
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Table 6.4 Iron status indicators and acute-phase proteins reported in South African
research
Year of
publication
2007

2005
1999

2004
2005
2007

Authors

Indicators

Acutephase
proteins

Correction for
infection/
inflammation

Comment

Faber and
Benadé,
(2007)20
Labadarios et
al., (2005)27

Hb, serrum
ferritin

CRP

Hb, dietary
data

No

Subset analysis
with high CRP
excluded
No

Faber and
Benadé,
(1999)28
Faber (2004)3

Hb, serrum
ferritin

No

No

Dietary
intake

No

No

Smuts et al.,
(2005)21
Faber (2007)29

Hb, ferritin

CRP, AGP

No

Hb, dietary
intake
Hb, ferritin

No

No

CRP, AGP

Hb, ferritin
serum iron,
transferrin,
TIBC, hematocrit, %iron
saturation
Hb, ferritin,
MCV, MCH,
MCHC, RDW,
transferrin,
TIBC, hematocrit, % transferrin
saturation

Yes

Yes analysis
both with
and without
correction for
inflammation
No

Did not attempt
to interpret
discrepancy
from expected
trend
AST, ALT, LD
measured to
reflect tissue and
cell damage

No

No

Describes differences between
HIV positive and
HIV negative
children, and
challenges of
result interpretation because of
inflammatory
effects

2007

Papathakis et
al. (2007)30

2004

Vorster et al.,
(2004)31

2002

Eley et al.,
(2002)32

2007

Choma and
Alberts,
(2007)15

WBC count as
indication of
infection

CRP
Yes
Used combinaFerritin, Hb,
tions of iron
TIBC, % transstatus indicators
ferrin saturaand CRP
tion
ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; Hb: haemoglobin; LD: lactate
dehrydrogenase; MCH: mean corpuscular haemoglobin; MCV: mean corpuscular volume;
MCHC: mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration; RDW: red blood cell distribution width;
TIBC: total iron binding capacity; WBC: white blood cell; CRP: C-reactive protein; AGP: Alpha-1
acid glycoprotein
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Recommendations for Research to Assess Iron Status in
South Africa and Africa
The following recommendations emanated from the information presented. They are aimed
towards effective monitoring and interpretation of iron status data in South Africa and Africa,
ensuring that the entire spectrum of the population is adequately assessed for the design of
suitable interventions.
• Research results that show discrepancies in trends of iron-status indicators, even after
taking into account acute-phase proteins, need to be scrutinised to try and find possible
reasons for such discrepancies. This type of scrutiny may in time lead to better ways of
interpreting iron-status data under challenging situations.
• The manner in which the acute-phase response is taken into account when interpreting
iron-status data needs to be standardised to facilitate the comparison of data across
studies. This is necessary in order to form a realistic picture of trends of iron status, especially with respect to the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS and other infections within the
South African and wider African context.
• The possible influence of adiposity on the prevalence of anaemia in children and adults
warrants research attention, especially in view of the nutrition transition resulting in increased prevalence of obesity and non-communicable diseases.
• Research should take into account the diverse nature of the South African population
and ensure that the full spectrum of the population is addressed. This is especially necessary because all population groups are affected by the NFFP – and should therefore all
be monitored.
• The extent to which iron overload may be a problem and the factors that increase the
risk for iron overload in the different population sub-groups need to be clearly documented. This is necessary to ensure appropriate and effective monitoring of the iron status
of South Africans.
• Possible differences in the cut-off levels of iron-status variables across different ethnic
groups represented in South Africa should be investigated to ensure the adoption of
appropriate monitoring processes across the South African population.
• The amounts of traditional beer consumption and the circumstances under which the
beer is produced, may predispose individuals to iron overload, and should be investigated to be able to provide appropriate guidelines.
• A deliberate coordination of research effort is necessary towards more effective/efficient
interpretation of iron-status data within the African context.
Since many of the challenges that South Africa faces are also faced by other African countries, ways of encouraging research cooperation among these countries, towards shared
solutions, should be explored. This would facilitate the accumulation of relevant research
information in the region to the benefit of all.
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Introduction

Z

inc (Zn) is required for the activity of multiple enzymes involved in major metabolic pathways in the human body. Zinc deficiency affects functions such as normal growth and
reproduction, skeletal development, immune competence and neuropsychological
function1. High nutritional demands during periods of growth and development make
children particularly vulnerable to zinc deficiency2. Dietary intakes of SA children indicate mostly
adequate energy and protein intakes, but low micronutrient intakes include low zinc intakes3.
At-risk groups for suboptimal zinc intakes include children aged 1 to 6 years and women throughout the reproductive years. There is evidence that low intakes of foods rich in bioavailable zinc,
such as meat, and high intakes of foods rich in inhibitors of zinc absorption, such as maize, can
lead to zinc deficiency4. Clinical manifestations of zinc deficiency are nonspecific, and it is difficult to assess marginal zinc deficiency, but severe zinc deficiency is characterised by diarrhoea,
infections, delayed growth and physical development, skin lesions affecting mainly the perimucosal regions and the extremities and impaired taste acuity5. The zinc status of individuals,
communities or populations is important for public health policy and programmes, yet there is
not a single, sensitive, specific and generally affordable indicator of zinc status. Currently, plasma
or serum zinc concentration is the most widely used indicator of zinc status5.

Review of the Physiology of Zinc
Zinc is necessary for the activity of more than 300 enzymes involved in major metabolic pathways involving synthesis or degradation of macronutrients. Zinc acts as a structural component
of several proteins, such as metallothionein, as well as bone and functions as an intracellular
signal in brain cells. Metallothionein functions as an intracellular reservoir to donate zinc ions
and may have a redox role that reduces oxidative stress. Zinc plays a role in osteoblastic
activity, formation of bone enzymes and bone calcification. This trace mineral is also involved
in transport, immune function and expression of genetic information. Zinc stabilises ribonucleic
acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) structure in the nucleus and is involved in
transcription and replication. Zinc deficiency therefore affects multiple functions, such as
normal growth and reproduction, skeletal development, immune competence and neuropsychological function1,6,7. Several zinc-dependent enzyme systems are involved in haemoglobin
synthesis. Aminolevulinic acid dehydrase mediates a step in haem synthesis, whereas thymidine kinase and DNA polymerase are involved in DNA synthesis8. Zinc-finger transcription factor,
globin transcription factor 1 (GATA-1) is essential for normal erythropoesis9. Zinc induces
increases in plasma insulin-like growth factor-1 levels, which also contributes to the stimulation
of haematopoiesis10,11.
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Distribution of Zn in the Body and its Possible Regulation and
Homeostasis
The human body contains about two to three grammes of zinc, mostly concentrated in the
liver, kidney, pancreas, muscle and bone, but also in skin, hair and nails. Zinc functions primarily
in enzymes within the cells. Zinc absorption involves a carrier mechanism, as well as passive
diffusion from high to lower concentrations. Most zinc is transported by albumin in the blood,
but also by transferrin and a2-macroglobulin. Most of the zinc in blood is incorporated in
erythrocytes and leukocytes. Plasma zinc levels fluctuate according to a diurnal pattern and
are also affected by dietary intakes. Plasma zinc concentration may decrease by up to 50%
in response to injury or inflammation. Zinc is almost entirely excreted via the faeces, but in
certain disease states, such as nephrosis and hepatic cirrhosis, zinc-binding amino acids are
excreted in the urine and urinary zinc loss increases7.

Pathophysiology and Consequences of Zinc Deficiency
Zinc deficiency is an important cause of morbidity in developing countries, particularly among
children12. Human zinc deficiency was first noted in the 1970s in patients with acrodermatitis
enteropathica, an inborn error of metabolism characterised by zinc malabsorption and associated with impaired growth and increased susceptibility to infections1.
Prasad et al.13 described clinical signs of zinc deficiency in young Egyptian boys with short
stature, hypogonadism, mild anemia and low plasma zinc levels associated with a diet of
unleavened breads with a high phytate content. In populations with a considerable prevalence of stunting and with low zinc intakes, zinc deficiency is likely to exist14. Zinc deficiency is
associated with short stature and an increase in height and food intake occurs after zinc
supplementation. Stunted children respond with a greater increase in height after zinc
supplementation than non-stunted children15. Children on a high-phytate diet are at risk,
especially if they have repeated infections and diarrhoea, due to their increased zinc requirement for growth14. Several studies have indicated that a low zinc:energy-ratio in the diet is
associated specifically with a diminished rate of growth of lean body mass, although adipose
tissue may still be deposited. There are indications that zinc supplementation is associated with
an increase in lean body mass, but not in fat mass of undernourished children16.
The mechanism for this favourable response is probably an increase in insulin-like growth
factor-1 after zinc supplementation15,17. Although zinc supplementation may increase lean body
mass in previously undernourished children, plasma zinc concentration was not associated with
total body water (an indicator of lean body mass) in zinc-repleted overweight and obese preschool Chilean children from low socio-economic communities18. Low adult height is, however,
not only an indicator of poor zinc status, but also an indicator of long-term energy deficiency in
people in developing communities, because people who were poorly fed and had repeated
infections grow poorly in childhood and achieve a smaller adult height. Short stature may be
associated with reduced work capacity and economic productivity in these adults19.
Clinical manifestations of zinc deficiency are nonspecific, but severe zinc deficiency is characterised by alopecia, diarrhoea, infections, anorexia, and skin lesions on the extremities20.
Mild zinc deficiency may be associated with impaired taste (hypogeusia) and poor wound-
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healing20,21. Suboptimal zinc status results in down-regulation of the immune system, with
atrophy of the thymus, lymphopenia, reduced cell-mediated responses and increased
susceptibility to infection21. Patients with severe zinc deficiency may die from infections and
diarrhoea. Even mild zinc deficiency can reduce immune function, associated with anergy
and diminished natural killer (NK) cell activity without lymphopenia7. Severe zinc deficiency
may also cause impaired neuropsychological function and less severe deficiency impairs cognitive performance in children17. Repletion with zinc and other micronutrients had beneficial
effects on neuropsychologic performance of Chinese children17. Zinc in the diet may interfere
with iron absorption, but such interactions are only likely to be important at levels of intake
achieved by the use of supplements22.

Pathophysiology of Zinc Deficiency in Individuals with
Tuberculosis and HIV Infection
According to a WHO Consultation on Nutrition and HIV/AIDS in Africa23, “HIV/AIDS is affecting
more people in Southern Africa than the fragile health system of the countries can treat,
demoralising more children than our educational systems can inspire, creating more orphans
than communities can care for, wasting families and threatening food systems”. Evidence suggests that zinc deficiency may increase HIV replication, impair cellular immunity and accelerate apoptosis of cells involved in the immune response. As discussed earlier, suboptimal zinc
status results in down-regulation of the immune system, with atrophy of the thymus, lymphopenia, reduced cell-mediated responses and increased susceptibility to infection. Acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is one of the disease states associated with zinc deficiency, which may be aggravated by malabsorption due to recurrent diarrhoea24. Zinc deficiency is more common in South African HIV-infected breast-feeding mothers than in
HIV-uninfected mothers (45% versus 25% respectively)25. There is still a lack of information on
the impact of zinc status on mucosal immunology, viral defense mechanisms, acute-phase
responses and incidence of infection. Further research is needed to determine the timing and
extent of immune system repair with zinc supplementation. In the HIV-infected patient,
diarrhoea is of particular concern, because diarrhoea causes zinc loss, but also results from
zinc deficiency, creating a cycle of diarrhoea and deficiency24.
Available data from studies in children show no association between serum zinc concentration
and disease progression, and little benefit of supplementation on indicators of immunity. Excess
zinc supplementation may be harmful to both children and adults23,26. Well-designed trials to
assess zinc bioavailability in HIV-infected children and adults, the prevalence rate and consequences of zinc deficiency in HIV-infected patients and the effects of zinc supplementation
on markers of the immune response critical to HIV infection need to be done26.

Zinc Deficiency in South Africa
National data of children one to nine-years old indicate biochemical zinc deficiency in 45%
of the children27 and a large proportion of the population had low zinc intakes3. In secondary
analysis of existing study data, the effect of fortification was evaluated by substituting fortified
foods in the diet of adults for the unfortified products. Fortification of maize meal and wheat
flour (bread) considerably improved mean intakes of zinc, iron and most B vitamins28. Despite
these increased intakes from fortified staple foods, national data of children collected during
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2005, two years after the start of national fortification, still indicated zinc deficiency in almost
half of the children. The mean serum zinc concentration of the children remained constant
with increasing age as did the proportion of children with serum zinc concentration <65µg/dL27.
A study in rural KwaZulu-Natal among six to 12-month-old infants showed that 47% of the infants
had zinc deficiency29, whereas 32% of urban infants in the Western Cape had zinc deficiency
(serum zinc concentration <65µg/dL)30. Low zinc intakes, associated with low intakes of animal
protein foods, as well as low zinc bioavailability from the maize staple diet of the South African
population may contribute to marginal zinc status. A study in preschool children in informal
settlements near Bloemfontein indicated adequate protein intakes, but low zinc intakes, as
well as low intakes of several other micronutrients31. More than 20% of the children were
stunted. No association between zinc intakes and height-for-age was found, possibly due to
the small sample size in this study31.
Oldewage-Theron et al.32 showed in a random sample of elderly participants in Gauteng that
most participants had a diet with maize meal as staple food and more than half had Zn intakes
lower than two-thirds of the RDA, which is close to the International Zinc Nutrition Consultative
Group (IZINcG)5 estimated average requirement (EAR). More than three-quarters of the
participants had a serum zinc concentration <70µg/dL. These results may be typical of the zinc
status of the elderly in low socio-economic status urban areas in South Africa32.

Assessment of Zinc Deficiency
The zinc status of communities or populations is important for public health policy and programmes while individual zinc status is important for the clinical management of the individual.
There is currently not a single, sensitive, specific and low-cost indicator of zinc status.

Biochemical Assays of Zinc Defiency
Rationale for Using Serum/Plasma Zinc Concentration as an Indicator
of Zinc Status
Plasma or serum zinc concentration is currently the best and most widely used indicator of zinc
status in populations and has been jointly recommended by the World Health Organisation
(WHO), United Nations Childen’s Fund (UNICEF), the International Atomic Energy Association
(IAEA) and IZiNCG33. Serum zinc concentration declines within days or weeks after restriction
of dietary zinc intake and rises when zinc supplements are taken34. However, serum Zn concentrations change during infection, inflammation, chronic disease, liver disease, pregnancy
and malnutrition, or other stress conditions, unrelated to zinc status. It is, however, still recommended to measure serum/plasma zinc concentration of people in communities in developing countries20,35 as part of national nutrition studies.

Reference Data for Serum Zinc Concentration
Gibson36 recommends a cut-off point of plasma or serum zinc concentration of <10.71 µmol/L
(<70µg/dL) for fasting blood samples and <9.95µmol/L (<65µg/dL) for non-fasting blood samples as an indication of zinc deficiency, together with measurement of dietary zinc intakes.
The IZiNCG5,37 suggested lower cut-off points for serum zinc concentration by age group, sex,
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time of blood collection and time since the last meal (Table 7.1). Zinc concentration can be
measured in plasma or serum, but for simplicity IZiNCG technical briefs37 use serum zinc to refer
to both plasma or serum. When the prevalence of serum zinc concentration below these
cut-off points is >20% in a community or population, the risk of zinc deficiency is elevated and
of public health concern37.

Table 7.1 Suggested lower cut-offs for serum zinc concentration (µg/dl)* by age
group, sex, time of blood collection and fasting status37
Time of blood collection and
fasting status

Morning, fasting for at least 8 hours

Time of blood collection and fasting status
Suggested lower cut-offs for serum zinc
concentration (µg/dL)
< 10 years

>/= 10 years

Male and
female

Male

Non-pregnant
female

Not available

70

74

Morning, non-fasting

65

66

70

Afternoon, non-fasting

57

59

61

*Divide by 6.54 to convert to µmol

Serum zinc data of subjects free from infection on the day of blood collection in the NHANES
II study have been used to derive these cut-offs for low serum zinc concentrations and to identify potential confounders on serum zinc concentration. The four major confounding variables
were age, sex, time of day of blood sampling and fasting state of the subjects. During childhood, up to the age of 10 years, boys had lower serum zinc concentrations than girls38.
Garenne et al.39 also reported that boys and girls, aged six to 30 months, responded differently
to zinc supplementation, with a faster linear growth velocity in girls who received zinc supplementation than in control girls, but not in boys. A lower cut-off for serum zinc concentration of
65µg/dL (9.94µmol/L) for morning non-fasting blood samples was proposed for children (boys
and girls) younger than ten years. The lower cut-offs of fasting morning serum zinc concentration for males older than ten years are 74µg/dL (11.3µmol/L) and for females, 70µg/dL
(10.7µmol/L). Data on fasting blood samples were not available for children younger than 10
years. Factors associated with significantly lower serum zinc concentrations, but independent
of zinc status included sex (boys < girls), serum albumin concentration (positive association),
pregnancy, oral contraceptives and current diarrhoea (lower serum zinc in boys only). Morning
serum zinc concentration is used as a marker of zinc status, but the factors mentioned should
be taken into account and treated as confounding variables38.
Systemic infections that produce an acute-phase response caused decreased plasma zinc
concentrations40. Serum zinc concentration may thus not be a useful indicator of zinc status in
populations with a high prevalence of infections. However, in community-based cross-sec142
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tional studies of children no association between the presence of infection and plasma zinc
concentration was found41, possibly because the infections in the children were less severe
than in the adults studied. Despite a high prevalence of childhood infections in low-income
countries, plasma zinc concentration remains a useful indicator of population zinc status for
these children35. Droke et al.42, however, found lower plasma zinc levels in low-income children
with infection, indicated by elevated C-reactive protein and leukocyte counts.
The appropriateness of serum zinc as an indicator of zinc status is confirmed by the response
of initial serum zinc concentrations to severe dietary restriction and zinc supplementation.
Serum zinc concentrations reflect dietary zinc intake and also predict functional responses to
zinc interventions, but may not be a reliable indicator of individual zinc status34,43. Reference
data are also available for most age and sex groups.

Technical Issues Regarding Blood Sample Collection and Laboratory
Analysis
Several important technical issues must be considered regarding sample collection, laboratory
analysis and interpretation of serum zinc concentrations. The concentration of zinc in serum is
very low and can be dramatically altered by any contamination.
IZiNCG37 describes strict step-by-step procedures to collect, prepare and store samples, as well
as technical advice on sample analysis and necessary precautions to avoid zinc contamination of the samples. These include inter alia the following:
• All needles, syringes, collection and centrifugation tubes, pipettes and storage vials must
be zinc-free. The IZiNCG37 protocol describes the necessary steps to avoid contamination of the samples with external zinc, also from air and water or contact with the analyst. Haemolysis of samples must be avoided.
• A strict protocol should be followed at blood collection. Information on time of the day,
age, sex, time since last meal, presence of infection, and other possible confounding
factors must be recorded. Measurement of some acute-phase proteins is recommended.
• Blood samples should be stored in a cool box or refrigerator until centrifugation.
• Serum or plasma may be stored in screw-top vials under refrigeration for a few days, or
frozen for longer periods until analysis.
• Zinc concentration can be measured by flame atomic absorption spectrometry,
graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry, inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectrometry and neutron activation analysis, depending on availability and
level of precision desired37.
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Interpretation of the Results: Reference Values and Cut-offs for Serum
Zinc Concentration
For population or community-based studies, serum zinc results should be presented as means,
range and % subjects below the appropriate cut-off values for the population and for selected
sub-groups. The serum zinc concentration of an individual can be compared to appropriate
reference data for age, sex, time of blood collection and fasting state (Table 7.1). Ideally, Creactive protein (CRP) or a-1 acid glycoprotein (AGP) should be measured as acute-phase
proteins indicative of infection or underlying inflammation, which reduces serum zinc concentration. When elevated acute-phase protein levels are found, serum zinc values may be adjusted statistically. If values for all subjects with increased CRP or AGP are excluded from
analysis, selection bias may be introduced37.

Other Biochemical Indicators of Zinc Status
Due to fluctuation in serum zinc concentrations during the day and after meals, alternatives,
such as enzymes, zinc-binding proteins (metallothionein), and hair analysis have been investigated, but a convenient reliable assessment tool has not been identified43,44. Metallothonein
is the most abundant, non-enzymatic zinc-containing protein, thought to have a role in zinc
absorption. Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to measure metallothionein synthesis and function, as well as exchangable zinc pools, holds promise as a future zinc
biomarker. Currently serum zinc is the only biochemical indicator of zinc status that meets the
criteria of reflecting dietary intake, responding to supplementation and having available
reference data37.

Dietary Zinc Intakes and Sources
Estimated Average Requirements for Zinc
Although there are limitations to nutritional assessment using dietary intakes, assessment of dietary zinc intakes remains an important component of the assessment of zinc status of populations. The prevalence of inadequate zinc intakes can indicate the risk of zinc deficiency in
the population. Dietary deficiency is the most likely cause of zinc deficiency. The IZiNcG37 revised the estimated average requirements (EARs) for zinc and developed EARs appropriate
for international use (Table 7.2). The estimated physiological requirement for adults adequately
predicts zinc status as determined by serum zinc and/or zinc balance studies. The reported
prevalence of low serum zinc concentrations and the estimated prevalence of inadequate
zinc intakes predict similar levels of risk of zinc deficiency, especially in women (pregnant or
non-pregnant). There is less conformity between the two indicators for children. If the prevalence of inadequate zinc intakes in a population is greater than 25%, the risk of zinc deficiency
is elevated in that population45.
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Table 7.2 IZiNCG36 estimated average requirement (EAR) for zinc by life-stage
and diet
Age/life-stage

Sex

Reference
body weight
(kg)

IZiNCG EAR for zinc (mg/d)

Mixed/refined
plant-based
diets

Unrefined
plant-based
diets

6 – 11 months

M+F

9

3

4

1 – 3 years

M+F

12

2

2

4 – 8 years

M+F

21

3

4

9 – 13 years

M+F

38

5

7

14 – 18 years

M

64

8

11

14 – 18 years

F

56

7

9

Pregnancy

F

-

9

12

Lactation

F

-

8

9

> 19 years

M

65

10

15

> 19 years

F

55

6

7

Pregnancy

F

-

8

10

Lactation

F

-

7

8

Bioavailability of Zinc
Endogenous factors influencing zinc bioavailability include the efficiency of digestion and absorption of food, gut transit time and the presence of gastrointestinal disorders. In developing
countries plant-based diets have a low zinc content and a high content of phytate that significantly inhibits zinc absorption. About 60-75% of a zinc supplement taken with water on an
empty stomach may be absorbed, whereas only 30% of the supplement will be absorbed if it
is taken with a typical Western diet. The percentage absorption will be even lower with a diet
high in phytate content, such as a maize staple diet46. Phytic acid (inositol hexaphosphate) is
a normal constituent of unrefined cereals and interferes with intestinal zinc absorption47. Iron
and zinc are found in the same food sources, with animal protein foods the best sources of
both. Dietary factors associated with low-serum zinc concentration in children from low-income households are high intakes of sweetened beverages, whereas consumption of more
than 15g meat per day is positively associated with serum zinc concentration48. The EAR cutpoint method was used in a study among pregnant women from subsistence households in
Ethiopia and showed a 100% prevalence of dietary zinc inadequacy, using the IZiNCG EAR.
The women had low animal protein intakes and subsisted on staple foods high in phytates49.
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Maize and bread, the staple foods in South Africa, have high phytate contents. Maize samples
tested in a Guatemalan study46 contained 763mg phytate per 100g dry maize meal. The study
showed that eating low-phytate maize for 10 weeks was not associated with significantly better
zinc absorption than from high-phytate maize in children. However, if variables could be controlled better, it may be possible to demonstrate differences between zinc absorption in groups
with different phytate intakes.

Steps to Assess the Adequacy of Zinc Intake in a Population
Determine the Survey Design
Design the study to estimate the prevalence of inadequate zinc intake in a population or to estimate the mean zinc intake in a population. The distribution of usual zinc intakes by a population
should be described to estimate the probability of inadequate zinc intakes in the population37.

Select a Representative Population Sample
The sample size for the dietary survey must be large enough to detect inadequate zinc intakes
with the desired degree of precision. If data on zinc intakes are not available, an indirect
estimate derived from food balance sheet data can be used5.

Select a Food Intake Measurement Method
Measure food intake by weighed food records, 24-hour recalls or food frequency questionnaire. Choose the method that would be most appropriate for the specific circumstances.

Assess the Intake of Absorbable Zinc in the Diet
Intakes of both zinc and phytate can be calculated from food intake data. The next stage is
to calculate the phytate:zinc molar ratio of the diets of each individual to provide an estimate
of zinc absorption using the formula: (mg phytate per day/660)/(mg zinc per day/65.4). This
ratio may be used to classify diets as having low or average zinc bioavailability. Choose the
most appropriate EAR to assess the prevalence of inadequate zinc intakes by life-stage and
diet type as shown in Table 7.2.

Estimating the Prevalence of Inadequate Zinc Intakes
The process will depend on the survey design chosen. Gibson50 and Gregory et al.51 have
descibed the process in detail.

Stable Isotopes and Zinc Bioavailability
Analysis of zinc-stable isotope kinetics can provide answers about bioavailability of zinc from
foods. There are five naturally occurring stable isotopes of zinc of which three have a natural
abundance of less than 20%. Simultaneous oral and intravenous administration of two different
isotope tracers can be done to study zinc kinetics in human subjects. Stable isotope studies
are labour intensive and expensive and can only be done in studies with small sample size44.
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A dual-isotope tracer ratio technique that uses urine enrichment with zinc-stable isotopes administered intravenously and orally was used successfully to measure fractional absorption of
zinc during the third trimester of pregnancy in low-income pregnant women in Ethiopia52.

Functional Indicators of Zinc Status
Stunting
Height-for-age is the easiest technique to measure adverse outcome of zinc deficiency in populations. A prevalence of stunting among children younger than five years in a community or
population >20% indicates a public health concern33. The WHO child growth standards53 should
be used to assess the growth of children, because these standards adopt a prescriptive
approach to describe how children should grow.
Zinc deficiency is, however, not the only factor influencing a child’s growth. Dietary zinc intake
and serum zinc levels can be used to confirm the prevalence of zinc deficiency in high-risk populations33. The change in population mean serum zinc concentration before and after intervention can be used as an indicator of the successful delivery of zinc supplements in children15.

Motor Development
Motor development may be delayed in zinc deficient infants and children. However, zinc supplements given daily for a year did not improve the growth or motor development of 5-11
month old infants in Zanzibar54.

Interpretation of Zinc Assessment Data of Zinc in Populations
When the prevalence of low serum/plasma zinc concentrations, and/or rate of stunting
among children younger than five years in a community is >20% and/or the prevalence of
inadequate zinc intakes is >25%, zinc deficiency is a public health concern in such a community. Inadequate intake is defined as a usual intake below the EAR5. Ideally, all three types of
indicators should be used together to obtain the best estimate of the risk of population zinc
deficiency. The indicators can also be used to identify specific subgroups with increased risk
and to indicate the need for zinc interventions. The impact of interventions may be evaluated
by measuring changes in the prevalence of low serum zinc and inadequate zinc intakes12.
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Recommendations for Assessment of Zinc Status in South
Africa
• Although ideally all three types of indicators should be used together to obtain the best
estimate of the risk of population zinc deficiency, it may not be practical and affordable.
Because drawing, processing and analysis of blood samples place a burden on limited
human, financial and physical resources, generally a combination of rate of stunting
among children younger than five years and prevalence of inadequate dietary zinc intakes may be appropriate for assessment of zinc status in South Africa, provided that all
the precautions already mentioned are taken into account. All of these make it difficult
to include serum zinc concentration in national studies in developing countries, but serum
zinc may be measured in subsamples of the population under rigorously controlled conditions as described.
• Among pregnant and non-pregnant women the estimated prevalence of inadequate
zinc intakes predicts similar levels of risk of zinc deficiency to the reported prevalence of
low serum zinc concentrations45, although in some studies intake data overestimated a
biochemical deficiency46.
• Conformity between intake and serum zinc data is inconsistent in children. It is therefore
recommended that serum zinc concentrations of children should be measured45.
• Assessment of zinc status should as far as possible be included in existing public health
programmes. The benefits of increased zinc intakes on child growth and overall morbidity
in populations with low zinc status have been proven, indicating that action is warranted
when high prevalence of zinc deficiency is confirmed.
• Population assessment of zinc status should be repeated periodically to monitor changes
in the risk of zinc deficiency and response to intervention programmes, such as fortification of staple foods37.
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Parasitic infestations and their influences on particular micronutrients are mentioned in the
relevant chapters. The focus of this chapter is on new information regading the beneficial
microbiotica effects on micronutrient status

Introduction

A

n issue in nutritional assessment is the contribution of bowel microorganisms to the
nutrition of the human host, and particularly whether that contribution is in essence
a kind of constant that can be ignored or discounted in clinical terms, or whether
it varies sufficiently in individuals at different times or in different circumstances, or
between people, to become a factor that needs evaluation or quantitation. This topic has
become a matter of increasing interest in recent times, as methods to characterise the component organisms of the microflora improve and their previously vaguely presumed roles in digestion, chemical transformations and immune functioning become better understood and
quantified. The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the contribution of the bowel microflora
to micronutrient status in humans, with special reference to nutritional assessment and
responses to supplementation regimens.

Physiology
The canonical view of gut physiology in relation to nutrition and diet is that the small bowel
predominates in highly efficient, liquid-phase digestive and absorptive functions. The large
bowel, by contrast, absorbs mainly water from indigestible and unabsorbable residual contents, in a progressively more solid-phase medium resulting in the formation of semi-solid or
near-solid faeces. In addition, there is a large mass of living and dead microorganisms in the
large intestine (between 1.5 and 2 kg in an adult human) which are involved in the biotransformation of many biologically active, unabsorbed endogenous and exogenous compounds
in the intestinal contents. Most but not all of these resulting in inactivation or detoxification, as
well as the fermentation of residual carbohydrates that escape digestion in the small intestine,
including resistant starch, dietary fibre, fructo-oligo-saccharides, inulin and galacto-oligosaccharides. Fermentation of the carbohydrates is associated with inter alia the generation of
short-chain fatty acids (acetic, butyric and propionic acids)1.
From the point of view of micronutrition of the host, there have been vague ideas for many
years about absorption of small but possibly significant amounts of provitamins and/or vitamins
in the large intestine, either through reflux of digestive residua into the ileum from the caecum,
or through poorly defined processes in the colonic mucosa itself. Vitamins K and B12 have been
most prominent in these models, often based mainly on clinical observations2. For the rest, the
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notion that in a species which has often been under severe micronutrient nutritional pressure,
an extremely large potential source of most vitamins (released by dead microorganisms and
not yet reabsorbed by their living compatriots) is regularly present in the healthy human large
bowel, just beyond the reach of the absorption systems in the small bowel, has simply presented to thoughtful observers further evidence of the ‘missed opportunities’ of evolution.
Recent work on the microbiota colonising human intestines has begun to point to much
greater complexity in the intestinal digestive and absorptive systems3. The gut microbiome
comprises 100 times more cells than there are somatic and germ cells in the host body, and
probably 100 times more genes coding for protein products. It represents a kind of self-sustaining ’organ‘ symbiotically added to those of the host, with different cell types able in complex
ways to communicate with each other and the host, consuming and generating energy, and
carrying out vast numbers of chemical transformations, some of which generate products
which enter and are further metabolised by host tissues and may even be excreted in the
urine4. The previous view that these microorganisms are ‘commensals’ (benefiting by their
location but not benefiting their host) has now shifted to one of ‘mutualism’(both partners benefiting). The large bowel contents are now seen as a specialised bioreactor, largely anaerobic,
that degrades large quantities of host-indigestible polysaccharides, including plant-derived
cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and resistant starches1.
Many kinds of microorganisms are present in the bowel contents, including eukaryotes like
fungi and protozoa, as well as viruses that are only now being investigated5. Bacteria vastly
predominate and achieve very high cell densities, amongst the highest known in any ecosystem3. They are nearly all drawn from only two of the 55 bacterial divisions, compatible with
highly selective colonisation mechanisms. The genus called Bacteroides and the genera called
Clostridium and Eubacterium constitute the majority of the organisms. There appear altogether
to be at least 7 000 strains of bacteria, many representing closely similar relatives. Because
many of the individual bacterial species cannot be cultured and isolated and characterised
in vitro, information about them has come mostly from ‘brute force’ methods like ‘next-generation’ sequencing of short DNA sequences from mixed intestinal samples, called metagenomic
sequences6, and more recently as putative reference genomes of about 180 specific bacterial
species, most from the gut7.
Important preliminary generalisations can already be made about the microbiota of the
human large bowel. Newborns have virtually sterile intestines, colonisation begins soon after
birth, and adult patterns are attained by the age of two years. The organismal composition
differs between individuals, and groups of individuals4; it varies from time to time in the same
individual, adapting to different dietary regimens; and it is subject to change imposed by certain external interventions, such as the administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics. The intestinal mucosa exerts subtle controls on gut microorganisms through a variety of compounds
released into its adhering mucus layer8, and the bacterial populations in turn affect mucosal
immune processes9. An average of about 10% of food energy is generated through largebowel fermentations, mostly in the form of short-chain fatty acids, on which the colonic
mucosa is wholly dependent for its continued vitality. This value varies considerably, however,
contributing to the notion that the de facto caloric densities of ingested foods are not necessarily the same in different people.
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The subject of interest to this report is the extent and significance of the absorption of micronutrients generated by microorganisms in their intestinal bioreactors. Estimates suggest that the
small intestine, especially the ileum, contains a diverse selection of the typical bowel microorganisms, at a density of about 1X104 to 1X108 per ml, while the colon has 1X1012 organisms
per ml as indicated by Gibson and Rastall10. The transit times affecting these densities in these
two locations generally differ by ten-fold, 2-3 hours in the small intestine, and 24-72 hours in
the large intestine. The organisms use both food constituents and mucus as feedstocks. These
data clearly indicate that microbiota in the distal small intestine can generate small-molecule
products, amongst which can be vitamers (provitamins, vitamins and co-enzymes), that can
be absorbed by specific carrier-mediated processes in the mucosal walls. There is no need for
reflux of large-bowel organisms from the caecum to achieve this host ‘benefit’, although it
may also occur and may also be significant.
Extensive work on the bacterial genomes present in human intestines has revealed specific
enrichment of clusters if genes involved in the biosynthesis of deoxyxylulose 5’phosphate (DXP)
and isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP)11. These pathways lead to the formation of a number of
vitamins, and their enrichment may signify evolutionary pressure to supply vitamins or their
precursors to their hosts, as well as to their own rapidly dividing progeny.
Recent findings extend this picture by identifying and characterising specific transporters in
the large intestinal mucosa for a variety of water-soluble micronutrients, including thiamine,
folate, riboflavin, biotin, and pantothenic acid12. Transcriptional control mechanisms exist,
pointing to physiological control of the processes concerned. Clinically significant mutations
have been observed in experimental animals. The authors conclude that “water-soluble vitamin absorption occurs in the large intestine, involving regulated and specific mechanisms,
interference with which can lead to deficiency. The large intestine is capable of absorbing
water-soluble vitamins that are synthesised by the normal microflora”. It should be noted that
the mucosa of the large intestine is a rather large ‘organ’ by mass in its own right, and it is possible that some of the absorbed nutrients (as in the case of butyrate) are utilised by the epithelial cells and not translocated to the portal circulation for whole-body use.

Deficiencies or Depletion States
The assumption has often been made in clinical practice that deliberate partial sterilisation of
the bowel (before certain types of abdominal operations) or as a significant side-effect of the
administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics for infections elsewhere, influences the micronutrient status of the patient concerned. Vitamin K or multi-vitamin preparations are often given
to such patients as a precaution. Re-population of the bowel with orally administered ‘desirable’ microorganisms (‘probiotics’) after depletion is also widely practised, sometimes accompanied or replaced by nutrients that are supposed to support the growth of desirable bacteria
(‘prebiotics’). A massive retail industry has also grown up around the supposed health benefits
of ‘probiotics’ and ‘prebiotics’ in the absence of any prior depletion of microbial flora10. All of
this has been done in the virtually complete absence of any quantitative information about
the mass or nature of the actual microflora in the situation concerned.
It has become possible to compare metagenomic sequences of bowel organisms isolated
from faecal samples obtained from different people, as mentioned above. The availability of
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reference genomes of about one-fifth of the bacterial species commonly found as commensals in human intestines (See above) may also soon permit more specific characterisations to
be performed. This may also permit the proper testing of the outcomes of interventions involving ‘probiotics’ and ‘prebiotics’ in clinical practice and in private health promotion.
Recent studies by members of the Metagenomics of the Human Intestinal Tract (MetaHIT)
Consortium of the European Union found evidence of three stable clusters, each with a main
‘driver’ genus, Bacteroides (Enterotype 1), Prevotella (Enterotype 2) and Ruminococcus (Enterotype 3)6. The dynamic nature of these clusters has not been established, but it is clear that
advanced age, vegetarianism, administration of antibiotics, and obesity are associated with
marked changes in at least some members of the microbiota13.
A detailed study of faecal samples from individuals varying in age and geographic/cultural
locations (USA, Venezuelan Amazon jungle and Malawi) revealed similar developmental features in early childhood in all groups, including age-associated increases in the bacterial
systems for vitamin synthesis and metabolism14. Both the childhood and adult microbiomes of
the US group could be clearly distinguished from those of the other geographic groups, however. Particularly relevant were differences in genes representing different vitamin-related
processes at different ages in the different groups, some of them possibly correlating with
nutritional status of the groups concerned.
What future possibilities offer that are relevant to nutritional assessment will mainly lie in biomarkers and measurable parameters that accurately reflect the activities of bowel microorganisms in relation to nutrient metabolism. Li et al.4 have shown through an approach based
on ‘functional metabolomics’ that certain ultimate end-products of microbiotal metabolism
may be readily detectable and measurable in the urine and related to the presence in the
gut of particular organisms. This may lead to ways of assessing the contribution of the microbiota to host metabolism in individual people, including micronutrient supply and distribution.
A variant approach would be to assess the impact of various degrees of micronutrient or
‘probiotic’/‘prebiotic’ supplementation on the patterns of excreted compounds.

Recommendations
1. We recommend that the local biomedical community carefully monitors the growing
literature on intestinal microorganisms, particularly that which deals with the measurement of a variety of bacterial metabolites in the urine, and most particularly that which
will permit the assessment of bacterial cell mass in the small and large intestines, qualitative aspects of the populations present, and quantitative aspects of the metabolic contribution of the microflora to the nutritional status of their hosts.
2. We also recommend that deliberate attempts should be made to develop and extend
local expertise in the field of the human microbiome and its importance in health and
disease.
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Introduction
The objectives of this consensus study on six selected micronutrients were to examine:
• how modern developments in our understanding of the physiology and pathophysiology of these micronutrients have influenced developments to improve assessment of
their status;
• which of the methods recommended will give maximum information on nutritional and
actual depletion/repletion status;
• which methods are sufficiently reliable and affordable as to have the ability to be used
in different settings and mass application; and
• which factors will influence the application of the methods and interpretation of the
information they produce.
These objectives were formulated to assist in the development of recommendations that will
improve the assessment of micronutrient malnutrition in individuals and populations. The six
micronutrients chosen were shown in a previous consensus study1 to contribute to the malnutrition epidemic in South Africa, with a potential to impact on the HIV/AIDS and TB pandemics.
In this chapter, the main findings of the previous chapters will be integrated, highlighting the
methods recommended, as well as the gaps in our knowledge and understanding of deficiency states.
The general findings and principles that collectively emerged from the different chapters will
be integrated first. This is followed by a discussion on micronutrient ‘balance’, based on a
model of a whole-body systems approach and response to vitamin intake. In conclusion, the
specific methods recommended for each of the six micronutrients will be summarised to
support the recommendations that are made in Chapter 10.
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General Findings and Principles regarding the Six
Micronutrients
Micronutrient Deficiency in South Africa
The first important finding is that despite the limited information available, there are indications
that the micronutrients chosen may be deficient in many groups of South Africans. This micronutrient malnutrition is possibly not confined to the previously perceived vulnerable groups
(infants, children, women of reproductive age and the elderly), but for various reasons may
also be prevalent in apparently healthy and often overweight and obese South Africans. The
reasons include poverty, food and nutrition insecurity, rapidly changing lifestyles and behaviours (the nutrition transition), as well as increased availability and affordability of energy-dense,
micronutrient-poor foods.

Roles in HIV/AIDS and TB
The second important observation is that as shown in the previous consensus study1 these
micronutrients may be directly or indirectly involved in the susceptibility to and/or development
of HIV/AIDS and TB, probably as a result of effects on the immune system. The precise role of
micronutrients in helping to maintain the immune system, and in helping the body to respond
adequately to environmental stressors to maintain homeostasis, is still not clear, however. In
some instances, for example iron, depletion of the micronutrient is associated with susceptibility
to HIV infection and progression of the disease, but the mechanisms and relationships of cause
and effect are not understood.
Despite our lack of knowledge about the mechanisms, it is clear that malnutrition in respect
of these micronutrients impacts on the development of HIV/AIDS and TB, and therefore has a
potentially important role in prevention and treatment. This emphasises the need to accurately
assess the status of these micronutrients in the population, as well as in affected individuals.

Non-classical or ‘New’ Functions of the Selected Micronutrients
A third general observation was that in addition to their well-established functions, related to
specific clinical symptoms and signs arising in depletion states, and their effects on immune
responses mentioned above, the selected micronutrients may also have a protective role
against the development of non-communicable diseases (NCDs), as well as in their treatment.
The mechanisms through which these micronutrients may protect against the development
of many NCDs, including diabetes, cardiovascular disease and some diet-related cancers,
are not clear. It could be related to anti-oxidant functions or to effects on the immune system.
The NCDs are all multifactorial in aetiology: a large variety of interacting environmental and
behavioural exposures collectively influence their development over long periods in genetically susceptible individuals. This makes it difficult to design studies in which the contribution
of a specific nutrient can be determined.
The new perception that micronutrients have additional benefits at intakes higher than those
required to prevent classical deficiency syndromes, has already impacted on micronutrient
recommendations2.
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The Use of a Combination of Methods
The fourth general observation was that it is often necessary to use more than one method to
assess micronutrient status. In some instances, for example in the case of vitamin D, one laboratory or biochemical method may in fact be sufficient to determine the status with respect
to a particular micronutrient. A combination of at least two or more types of methods is, however, recommended in the case of most micronutrients. As background for the recommendations in Chapter 10, a summary of the present state of the classes of nutritional assessment
methodology3-5 is given in Box 9.1.

Box 9.1 Summary of General Nutritional Assessment Methods
Nutritional assessment methods

Notes regarding use, interpretation

Nutritional assessment methods
Dietary and nutrient intake measurement
Using validated questionnaires, interviews
and recording methods to assess dietary
patterns, food and nutrient intake over specific times (habitually or shorter): 24-hour recalls; weighed food records, diet histories,
qualitative and quantitative food frequency
questionnaires (QFFQ), as well as short questionnaires for specific foods or groups of
food. For calculation of nutrient intake from
reported food data, acceptable food composition tables must be available. Assessment of sunlight exposure in the case of
vitamin D status assessment

The most non-invasive method
Low-cost, high through-put
Suitable in all settings
Have many limitations: under and over-reporting, impaired memory, etc
Values of recommended intakes for inter-pretation and comparisons must be available
Reported intakes can be verified by using biomarkers: metabolomic finger-printing of the
food metabolome, using spot urine samples,
may identify new biomarkers in the future*
Validated instruments and good food composition tables available in SA

Anthropometry
Measurement of physical dimensions and
gross body composition; usually weight
and height (for age), body circumferences
( waist, hip, mid-arm, etc) as well as 7 skin
folds (to calculate fat %). Several indices
and ratios are calculated from these measurements

Non-invasive and reliable
Cut-points and standards available
Low-cost, high through-put
Suitable in all settings, especially to monitor
growth of children and assess hospital patients
Indicative of past nutritional history
Standardised equipment should be used

Laboratory methods
Static and functional tests, using body fluids
(capillary blood, dried blood spots, venous
blood, serum, plasma, spot urine, 24-hour
urine or saliva). Tests can be behavioural,
physiological, biochemical, nutrient challenge tests, or using genomics and/or a
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Provide “unbiased” scientific data
May be too invasive
For some nutrients, cut-points and normal
ranges available
But may be non-specific (other contributing
and confounding factors influence results)
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metabolomics approach* to identify dietary May be difficult to interpret because of a lack
intake markers and/or markers of nutritional of standards and cut-points*
Often expensive equipment and ‘sophististatus
cated’ expertise needed
Clinical methods
Medical history and physical (clinical) exam- Suitable for all settings
inations looking for well-established signs Health professionals must be specially trained
and symptoms of micronutrient deficiencies to recognise symptoms
(skin, hair, tongue, eyes, etc.)

Ecological methods
Documenting all other factors known to
influence nutritional status

Non-invasive
Suitable for all settings
Non-specific

*Proof-of-principle has been provided that metabolomic technologies are successful in identifying markers for food intake, by using either a ‘targeted top-down’ or ‘untargeted bottomup’ approach to examine the food metabolome in spot urine samples5. Equipment to do
metabolite fingerprinting is expensive (flow infusion electro spray mass spectrometry and gas
chromatography-time-of-flight-mass spectrometry). Further developments that are necessary
before use of this method can be recommended include validation of the biomarkers concerned, establishment of cut-off values, development of rapid and inexpensive assays, as well
as testing their utility in different settings (cohort studies and dietary surveys)5.

Present Advantages and Limitations of Laboratory Tests
The fifth general observation was that laboratory tests have become preferred for reasons of
affordability, feasibility, reliability, relevance and conclusiveness. These tests have usually been
derived from a detailed understanding of the physiological phenomena underlying the
absorption, intravascular transport, organ metabolism and pre-excretory biotransformation of
the micronutrient concerned. In clinical settings, these tests should be used by physicians to
optimise diagnosis and treatment of patients.
As our knowledge increases, the tests available will undoubtedly become better and more
informative, and will include genetic assessments now in their infancy. In general, there is still
at present a lack of useful markers for the detailed micronutrient status of individuals. In general, complex and expensive tests that demonstrate functional deficits directly correctable
with vitamin administration or addition, are superior to simpler and cheaper ‘snapshot’ measurements of the levels in blood, plasma and/or urine of micronutrients or their metabolites.
There is no doubt that the ready availability of tests that are both accurate, informative, affordable and usable in field settings, is a high priority for South Africa, a country where ‘hidden
hunger’ (equivalent to functional deficiencies of one or more micronutrients) is very common.
Moreover, clinical research relies heavily on establishing valid inclusion criteria, baselines and
outcomes for nutritional interventions in chronic infectious diseases like HIV infection and clinical
tuberculosis.
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Different Levels of Depletion/Repletion
The sixth general observation was that for each of these micronutrients, there are different
levels or stages of depletion and repletion. The physiology that underlies these stages is discussed in the next section of this chapter. Of importance here is that these stages may need
different methodologies to assess the particular stage. Blood values of a micronutrient will not
necessarily reflect intakes or status. This is inter alia related to the fact that the body has wellco-ordinated, tightly controlled regulatory systems in place to protect blood levels of nutrients
within narrow ranges, as well as different storage mechanisms for different nutrients.
The stages of depletion and repletion and the suggested assessment methods are briefly
summarised in Box 9.2.

Box 9.2 Stages of Depletion/Repletion of Nutrient Status and Recommended Type
of Assessment Methods for Each (Adapted from Gibson3)
Depletion/repletion stage
1. Dietary inadequacy
2. Decreased level in reserve tissue store
3. Decreased level in body fluids
4. Decreased functional level in tissues
5. Decreased concentrations and activity of nutrient-dependent enzymes or mRNA for
relevant protein synthesis
6. Functional change
7. Clinical symptoms
8. Anatomical signs

Suggested assessment method for stages 1-8
1. Dietary intake
2. Laboratory: biochemical
3. Laboratory: biochemical
4. Anthropometry and/or biochemical
5. Laboratory: biochemical and molecular techniques (static and/or metabolic functional
challenge tests)
6. Physiological and behavioural
7. Clinical (e.g. anthropometry for growth)
8. Clinical (e.g. anthropometry for growth)
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Assessment of Individuals versus Populations
The seventh general observation was that assessment in individuals and populations requires
different approaches. Individuals are assessed for diagnosis to prescribe treatment, e.g. in hospital and clinical settings, where established protocols or algorithms are used. Populations are
assessed for screening as a basis for policy and large-scale interventions. The choice of an
assessment method will therefore be determined by the purpose. The results of applying specific methodologies should feed into and inform nutritional assessment systems3, such as surveys, surveillance, screening, interventions and in clinical settings. The emphasis should be on
selection of methodologies that are low-cost with high through-puts.
The interpretation of the measured variable may also differ for individuals and populations.
For example, to evaluate the adequacy of the diet of individuals, intakes should be compared
to the Individual Nutrient Level (INL98), previously known as the recommended dietary
allowance (RDA)6. To evaluate adequate intakes of the population or specific groups, also
calculating the proportion of people below or above recommended intakes, the average nutrient requirement (ANR)6 should be used. The ANR (as well as the upper nutrient level (UNL))
are derived from estimates of amounts needed for a specific physiological criterion such as
tissue stores, metabolic balance, or a biochemical function. The INLx is derived from the distribution of the ANR, where x is a percentile chosen which indicates the likelihood of meeting
an individual’s nutrient requirement, historically 98%. If two standard deviations of the requirement are added to the ANR, the likelihood of meeting an individual’s needs is 98%, meaning
that the risk of inadequacy is 2%6.

Interpretation of Test Results: Possible Confounders
The last (and eighth) general observation that emerged from the individual chapters is related
to the many possible confounders that should be considered when interpreting test results.
These include, for example, the presence of inflammation and catabolic states, which have
been discussed in detail in the respective chapters. The interpretation of measurement data
should be based on an understanding of the way the human body ‘handles’ micronutrients.
In the discussion secton below, this is explained, using vitamins as an example how conceptual
thinking should influence the interpretation of nutrient assessment data.

Discussion
In this section, our understanding of the paradigm of micronutrient turnover and how the body
responds to different levels of intake is described to serve as background for the interpretation
of measurement results. A living human body is a ‘system’ in respect of any given micronutrient:
• At any one time, the body has a total content or ‘whole body pool’ of the vitamin and all
its vitamers (defined as all compounds capable of being converted into physiologically
active forms of the vitamin).
• Additions are continually made to that ‘whole body pool’ by the intake of food containing
the vitamin and/or its vitamers, AND/OR as supplements or therapies taken either orally or
parenterally, AND/OR as biosyntheses effected in a few cases by the body itself body (Vit
D, B3) AND/OR by microbiota mainly located in the intestines.
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• Losses from the ‘whole body pool’ take place mainly in faeces, either as unabsorbed vitamins and vitamers originally derived from food (very little), or as inactive metabolic breakdown products, or as microbiotal residues in the faeces (very substantial); AND/OR in the
urine as vitamin/vitamer ‘surpluses’ (usually as a result of oral supplementation), or as inactive metabolic breakdown products (varying quantities).
Shifts in location of parts of the ‘whole body pool’ take place continuously:
(i)

from the intestines through the portal blood to the liver and then to other organs and
tissues; AND/OR

(ii)

from extra-intestinal synthesis sites (Vit D) or parenteral administration sites through the
peripheral circulation to all organs and tissues;

(iii)

from ‘stores’ in tissues capable of holding ‘surplus’ vitamin o vitamer (e.g. liver in respect
of Vit A, B12) through the blood to other organs and tissues; AND/OR

(iv)

from organs or tissues (all with individually varying steady-state content) through the
blood to other organs.

• A body is in balance in respect of a vitamin if the additions are equal to the losses over a
period of time, e.g. a day, a week or a month.
• The response of the body to a surplus of additions of a vitamin over a period of time is:
(i)

uptake and physiological ‘storage’ (non-toxic) in one or more organs if this option is
available; AND/OR

(ii)

increased catabolism AND/OR excretion from the body; AND/OR

(iii)

in some cases, uptake and progressively toxic accumulation in one or more organs and
tissues.

• The response of the body to a shortfall in vitamin balance over a period of time is:
(i)

decreased catabolism AND/OR excretion from the body; AND/OR

(ii)

decreases in stored vitamin/vitamers in physiological ‘storage’ organ(s) or tissue(s);
AND/OR

(iii)

a fall in the blood/plasma content of the vitamin/vitamers, further lowering catabolism
and lowering tissue utilisation if these are gradient-driven; AND/OR

(iv)

progressively depleting cells/tissues/organs of their vitamin/vitamer content, depending
on the relative ‘tenacity’ of each cell-type in retaining its content despite lowered supply/concentration in the immediate environment, which overall ‘tenacity’ also reflects
internal competition between binding components.

• Generally, detectable functional disorder arising from negative whole body balance will
first affect cells, tissues or organs with low relative ‘tenacity’, and in terms of intracellular
components with low affinity for the vitamin/vitamer concerned. This will be the mildest
and earliest level of clinical symptoms and signs, or there may be no detectable disorder
(sub or pre-clinical levels of deficiency).
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• Worsening of the imbalance will progressively affect cells, tissues and organs with higher
relative ‘tenacity’ for retention of the vitamin or vitamer, and inside them the components
with higher intracellular affinity for these compounds – this will be a more advanced (moderate) level of deficiency in terms of clinical symptoms and signs, but may still be sub or
pre-clinical.
• In both of the preceding (respectively mild and moderate) deficiency levels, there may already be a reduction in urinary and/or faecal excretion of the vitamin/vitamer or their
metabolites, and, if blood/plasma levels are not maintained from ‘storage’ sites and/or
from net tissue losses associated with the deteriorating condition of the subject, lowered
circulating levels of these compounds also; some tissues may have reduced mildly or moderately content as measured by biopsy analysis.
• Serious deficiency (heavily negative body balance of intake versus excretion) will be reflected by a frankly clinical, full spectrum of clinical symptoms and signs, perhaps dominated by some florid organ or tissue failures over others, as well as diminished urinary and/or
faecal excretion of vitamin or vitamer or metabolites, lowered blood/plasma levels of any
or all of these compounds, and also severely reduced tissue levels as measured by biopsy
analysis.
• In each of the above progressively worse deficiency states, the metabolic dysfunction associated with a shortfall in vitamin/vitamer (co-enzyme) supply may result in a measurably
significant increase or decrease in the concentration of a blood/plasma component,
and/or a urinary or faecal excretory component (which equals a ‘windfall’ phenomenon
in terms of a deficiency biomarker).
• In some cases, there may be another kind of ‘windfall’ phenomenon in the form of an administrable ‘challenge’ test that reveals a particular state of deficiency with respect to a
particular vitamin.
• It must be borne in mind that the microbiota (typically 1-2 kg in mass) are NOT part of the
‘whole body balances’ described above, excepting for their role in providing part of the
biosynthetic input to the body content or in (sometimes) creating catabolised compounds
in the faeces.
This general model for sequential stages of a negative whole body balance of a vitamin or
mineral can also be extended to progressively more positive balances, but this will not be
done here. However, in the individual chapters, possible positive balance (e.g. of iron) and
toxic intake levels (e.g. vitamin A) are mentioned.
The above model for increasing levels of vitamin deficiency can be used to map out the kinds
of detectable clinical symptoms and signs, and measurable parameters in urine/faeces,
blood/plasma and tissue biopsy, that would be associated with a refined capacity to characterise the precise status of any subject with respect to a particular vitamin. It would be particularly helpful in mapping the so-called sub or pre-clinical levels of deficiency. The model
may also guide the search for new tests or measures to probe these prevalent states, in terms
of secondary susceptibilities (e.g. to infection of the airways or intestines) or other clinical
significant epi-phenomena.
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An important background consideration is the unsatisfactory status of the working definition
of ‘health’. It has been argued that the WHO concept of ‘health equals well-being and the
absence of disease’ should be modified in favour of a more dynamic concept of ‘health =
ability to adapt to internal and external stimuli in order to limit the loss of homeostasis’7. The
main implication is that challenge-type tests are more indicative than snap-shots at any one
time. The above model can be adapted to accommodate this approach, and in fact agrees
with the notion that sub and pre-clinical vitamin deficiency states are best defined under challenge conditions.

Conclusions: Summary of Recommended Methodologies to
Assess Status of Each Nutrient
In conclusion, the reported findings regarding the assessment of the status of the six selected
micronutrients are briefly summarised in Tables 9.1 – 9.6 to serve as basis for recommendations.

Table 9.1 Assessment of Vitamin A Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intakes: 24-hour recalls; food frequency questionnaires; short questionnaires
specially for vitamin A and also other interacting nutrients

Reference intakes given in Table 2.1; SA food
composition tables use appropriate conversion factors to calculate vitamin A from
carotenoids in foods

Laboratory (biochemical) methods: retinol,
RBP, TTR, RBP:TTR ratio, in plasma, serum, dried
blood spots where overt deficiency is absent;
RBP measured with HPLC (or HPCE for dried
blood spots); most common method in absence of infection

Cut-points for normal ranges and for mild,
moderate and low status (overt deficiencies) given in Table 2.2; RBP also a negative
acute-phase protein and values must be interpreted with care; validation of the use of
dried blood spots ongoing

Retinol in breast milk: retinol palmitate using
3,4-didehydroretinyl acetate as internal marker

Levels < 27.9 micro mol/g fat indicative of individual and population risk of vitamin A deficiency

Retinoic acid: Limited use in routine measurements

Levels 1.25% of that of retinol

Clinical methods: Impression cytology and
dark adaptation

Used to assess overt vitamin A deficiency;
Special training of observers needed

Functional dose-response methods: Relative
dose response and modified dose response
methods available

Indirect methods to assess liver reserves;
Response >20% indicate deficiency

Stable isotope methods: Assess total body
pool size

Time consuming and costly; appropriate in
research settings
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Table 9.2 Assessment of Vitamin D Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intakes: not appropriate because of
endogenous synthesis

Only few SA foods fortified with vitamin D;
South Africans dependent on sunlight exposure to maintain status. Reference intakes
given in Table 3.1

Laboratory (biochemical) methods: serum or
plasma 25(OH)D with ELISA or other methods;
serum 1,25(OH)2D also possible but less informative of vitamin D status

Values of 25(OH)D < 25 nmol/L indicates deficiency; 25-50 nmol/L: low or borderline status; > 50 nmol/L indicates normal vitamin D
status

Table 9.3 Assessment of Folate Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intakes: Usual methods applicable

SA food composition tables give folate values of SA foods

Haematology

Robust, affordable, reliable (in good hands),
poor sensitivity and specificity, for individuals
only

Biochemical: Serum folate

Robust, affordable, reliable, index of folate
intake, suitable for individuals and population. Low in acute and chronic inflammation

Biochemical: Red cell folate

Reasonable robust and reliable, affordable,
index of folate stores, suitable for individuals
and population. Low in chronic inflammation

Biochemical: Homocysteine

Fasting blood sample required; reasonable
reliable, expensive, non-specific to exclude
deficiency, individual only
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Table 9.4 Assessment of Selenium Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intakes: Usual methods suitable. Recom- The SA food composition tables incomplete
mended intakes established (see Chapter 5)
regarding Se values of some foods: therefore at present not suitable to measure
intake in SA. Differences in soil Se content
can influence values
Laboratory (biochemical) methods:
Whole blood selenium
Plasma selenium
Functional markers of SE status: Blood GSHPx
and selenoprotein P

Plasma Se most often used; reflects shortterm changes in Se intake; reference values
not established. Choice of marker depends
on Se function being investigated. Hair and
toenail Se reflect long-term status, but Secontaining shampoos may be a confounding factor in hair analyses

Urinary Se
Hair and toenail Se

Table 9.5 Assessment of Iron Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intakes: Usual intake methods plus
special short questionnaires available for iron

SA food composition tables give values for
iron of all food sources; computer programme give haem and non-haem iron
separately. Reference intakes in Table 6.1

Haematology: Red cell distribution width

Indicates type of anaemia. Expensive equipment; for individuals

Laboratory (biochemical) methods

Low sensitivity and specificity; cut-points
available; low cost; widely used. Suitable for
population assessment; does not pick up
mild and moderate iron status

Haemoglobin

Laboratory (biochemical) methods
Serum ferritin
Laboratory (biochemical) methods
Serum transferrin receptor

Laboratory (biochemical) methods
Serum or plasma iron
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Good indicator of iron status; cut-points
available; increases during inflammation;
suitable for both individuals and populations
Semi-quantitative measure of iron deficiency
even in presence of inflammation. Indicates
the balance between iron requirement and
supply
Measures iron bound to transferrin in circulation and indicates iron supply to tissues;
diurnal and postprandial variation; low in
chronic disease; susceptible to sample contamination
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Table 9.4 Assessment of Selenium Status
Methods

Remarks

Other methods

Often expensive equipment needed. Suitable for individuals and research

Red cell distribution width

May be affected by inflammation and thalassaemia

Reticulocyte haemoglobin concentration

Sensitive to recent deficiency; expensive
equipment needed

Erythrocyte and zinc protoporphyrin

Useful in children; increased with inflammation and lead poisoning

Total iron binding capacity (TIBC)

Measures capacity of circulating transferrin
to bind iron; increased with iron deficiency
but values overlap with those during normal
status

Transferrin saturation

Low in chronic disease; postprandial variation

Table 9.6 Assessment of Zinc Status
Methods

Remarks

Dietary intake: Usual methods applicable.
Dietary patterns also need to assess bioavailability of zinc, because of inhibitors of absorption in many plant foods

Dietary deficiency is the most likely cause of
zinc deficiency. SA food composition tables
give zinc content of foods. The IZiNCG EARs
of zinc requirements are shown in Table 7.2

Laboratory (biochemical) methods: Serum or
plasma zinc

Serum or plasma zinc a good indicator of
zinc status. Reference values given in Table
7.1 and the many technical issues for sample
collection and also interpretation of data
given in Chapter 7 and should be followed

Functional indicators: Growth of children

Non-specific; Stunting has many causes, of
which one is a dietary deficieny of zinc
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Concluding Remarks
The summary and integration of the information from Chapters 1 to 8, confirmed the presence
of micronutrient deficiencies in South Africa, in particular deficiencies of the six selected micronutrients. From these chapters it can be concluded that, although not always optimal,
there are suitable methods available to assess the status of these micronutrients. It is also clear
that in many cases more precise methods are needed. The increased knowledge about the
metabolism and physiology of these micronutrients, especially their role in maintaining the immune system and protecting the body against both infectious and non-communicable diseases, should help to motivate and stimulate further research in the development of
appropriate new methods. Recent progress in using genetic, proteomic and metabolomic
technologies to identify suitable markers to assess intake, as well as status at all levels of depletion/repletion of micronutrient nutrition are promising.
To effectively address the malnutrition-poverty cycle in sub-Saharan Africa, Prof Alan Jackson8
pleads for “a balanced approach to food and farming policy and social protection policy.
For example, any food fortification policy has the potential for widespread direct and indirect
effects that may be both positive and negative. The ability to anticipate, recognise and address these outcomes in a timely way is potentially of very great importance, but the assurance
of effective integration of policies and opportunities represents a high level responsibility that
may not always be adequately recognised and protected. The penetration and impact of
policies in practice should be the subject of ongoing monitoring and evaluation. The special
role played by women in food systems should be explicitly acknowledged to ensure that they
are adequately enabled, empowered and appropriately educated. This has obvious implications for their health during pregnancy, the promotion of exclusive breastfeeding, reliable
infant and young child feeding practices. The problems of chronic disease related to early
child growth and the impact of early interventions which have been found to be effective
should be seen as direct benefits of the ability to assess nutritional status better”.
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In this chapter policy recommendations regarding the assessment of micronutrient status are
made. This is followed by general and specific recommendations for further research to refine
and develop the methodology for this assessment. An overarching recommendation is that
the findings and recommendations of this report are distributed widely to impact on health
policy and practice in South Africa.

Policy Recommendations for Assessment of Micronutrient
Status
Recommendation 1: Implementation of a regular nutritional
status surveillance system
Noting the limited information on micronutrient status of the South African population, and
that the selected six micronutrients reviewed have, inter alia through their effects on the immune system, important roles in optimising nutritional status and therefore in childhood development and in human resistance to diseases, including HIV/AIDS, TB, micronutrient deficiency
diseases, as well as chronic non-communicable diseases:
• South Africa should implement a nutritional surveillance system in which the nutritional status of the South African population is regularly (at least every five to ten years) monitored
and evaluated,
• the results of the surveillance should be used to formulate appropriate interventions and
to adapt existing programmes where necessary. As an example, evaluation of the outcomes of the present mandatory food fortification programme as part of the surveillance is needed to ensure that upper limits of intake of specific micronutrients, such as
vitamin A and folate, are not exceeded by some individuals or groups.
• A Task Team should be appointed to assist government in planning a nutritional surveillance
system.
• The biochemical methods (laboratory tests) that are used to assess nutritional status as
shown in this report should be used in tandem with dietary intake and anthropometry measurements (especially the growth of children), where applicable, to assess micronutrient
status as part of the surveillance.
•
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A data bank of information about changes in nutritional status over time should be established and shared with other countries in Africa (meaning that all surveillance and research
data should be properly dated and centrally stored).
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Recommendation 2: Routine assessment of micronutrient
status
Noting the importance of these six micronutrients in the treatment of both infectious and noncommunicable diseases in individuals, coupled to the different potential levels of deficiencies
ranging from pre-clinical, sub-clinical, and to overt deficiency, as well as the complexity of
interpretation of test results:
• The status of these six micronutrients should be assessed routinely in medical settings in
patients suspected of being nutritionally compromised.
• Laboratory methods as given in this report can be employed to assess status, since they
have been shown to be affordable, robust, reliable, capable of decentralised operation
and of mass application for individuals and populations.
• Standard procedures, protocols and algorithms should be developed to assist health personnel to assess different levels of deficiency and to interpret test results in situations of
infections and disease.
• Medical personnel should be better trained, informed and educated on how to assess nutritional status, and how to design appropriate nutritional interventions that will lead to better recovery and further prevention of disease,
• this training should include a food-based approach as first priority but also the development of expertise to address potential problems associated with overdosage with
supplements and fortified foods.

Recommendation 3: Improving the training of health personnel in the assessment of micronutrient status and improving
awareness of the importance of good nutritional status
Noting the far from optimal micronutrient status of South Africans (as could be judged from
the limited information available), the important role that nutrition plays in alleviating poverty,
and in addressing the HIV/AIDS and TB epidemics in our country:
• A central, government-appointed authoritative body responsible for nutrition should be
formed to improve the awareness of the importance of good nutritional status for a better
quality of life for all South Africans,
• such a body could be the already mentioned Task Team or a Committee of Experts and
could consist of members from the Nutrition Directorate of the Department of Health
(ND DoH), the Nutrition Society of South Africa (NNSA), the South African Medical Research Council (MRC), the Association for Dietetics in South Africa (ADSA) and the
Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).
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• The Task Team or Committee of Experts should promote improved nutrition training of all
health and medical personnel, as well as other nutrition professionals and should advocate
for training and employment of more public health nutritionists within all communities.
• The Task Team could take the responsibility for making evidence-based recommendations
regarding healthy eating and prevention of disease.

Recommendation 4: Developing expertise
Noting the growing perception that the microflora in the gut contribute to micronutrient status,
and noting the existing changes in traditional diets in South Africa, as well as the increased
usage of prebiotica and probiotica supplementation by sections of the South African population:
• Expertise to examine the contribution of the micobiotica to nutritional status should be developed,
• this can be part of research development and/or re-training of personnel in the National
Health Laboratory Services (NHLS).

Recommendation 5: Investing more in local nutrition research
Noting that most of the basic research quoted in this report comes from studies outside South
Africa, and noting the development in our knowledge about the impotant role of micronutrients in health and disease, as well as the recent developments in nutrigenomic, proteomic
and metabolomic methodologies to look for better markers of nutritional status:
• South Africa should invest more resources in research regarding nutrition in general and
specifically in the selected six micronutrients and the role of the bowel microflora in contributing to nutritional health.
• Local South African expertise in using modern technology to assess micronutrient status
should be encouraged and developed.
• It is accepted that many laboratories in South Africa have the available instrumentation
and expertise, but nutritional assessment should become a priority.
A corollary of these recommendations is that the NHLS should be in the vanguard of establishing best practice in the assessment of micronutrient status, and should seek to offer the most
informative tests as widely as possible and at the lowest possible cost.
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Recommendations for Further Research
Recommendations for further research are made in the individual chapters of this report. In
this section, the most important identified gaps in our knowledge that dictate specific research
efforts are reiterated:
1. All the policy recommendations made above regarding public policy and individual care
should be supported by more research. This would include epidemiological, clinical and
basic laboratory research to improve data collection and interpretation on the micronutrient
status of all South Africans. For example, the South African food composition tables should
be extended to include reliable data on the selenium content of all South African foods (taking into account that Se content may differ depending on the soil Se) and also on the
bioavailability of zinc in food sources. It would furthermore imply that nutrition research results
from the tertiary institutions that train nutritionists should become part of the South African
database for regular surveillance and assessment of nutritional status.
2. For most of these micronutrients, better biological markers of intake, and better markers of
the different levels of status should be identified. Expertise in the use of the rapid developing
technologies of nutrignomics, proteomics and metabolomics should be locally developed
to identify relevant markers of both intake and status. These markers should also be able to
assess human heterogeinty in responses to dietary and other medical interventions, should
be applicable in field, clinical and research settings, and provide results to inform design
and measurement of outcomes of individual and poplutaion programmes that aim to improve nutritional status. There is thus a need to develop more reliable, more informative,
robust and low-invasive, low-cost, high-throughput laboratory assessment methods.
3. One area that has not been covered in detail in this study is the issue of uncontrolled multivitamin supplementation and the possible disadvantages of this widespread mode of preventive practice. We need to establish the precise physiology and (possibly competitive)
pharmacokinetics of food-derived versus synthetic vitamin and/or mineral intakes/supplements, the latter singly or as multi-component preparations. There is a natural and well-tried
suspicion in medicine of poly-pharmacy and ‘shotgun’ approaches to therapy, yet many
manufacturers are marketing ‘multivitamins’ that contain an enormous variety of organic
and inorganic nutrients and other supplements, purportedly restoring lost energy, lost years,
and lost immune function, as the claim may be. The panel is of the opinion that the widespread use of these convenient but expensive supplements justifies investigations aimed
at detailed scientific understanding of the consequences of their regular ingestion. To quote
from the 2007 ASSAf report:
“Bioavailability is determined by comparing the effectiveness, in terms of a selected
measurable parameter(s), of vitamins present in different foodstuffs with synthetic/pure
compounds administered (usually singly) in the same amounts. Multiple-vitamin supplementation is complicated by the fact that the bioavailabilities of the component substances
may not equate to those determined individually; some may be lower because of competition for carriers, and others may be higher, for reasons of synergism in absorptive mechanism, for example. In addition, some supplements require additional components for
absorption (e.g. bulk fat for fat-soluble vitamins), and natural foods typically containing uncharacterised compounds that may also be nutritionally beneficial in as yet unknown way.”
The panel thus believes that attention has urgently to be given to finding out in some detail
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how synthetic vitamins are handled by human bodies in different situations and in different
contexts. This applies especially to the many components in commonly available (and
strongly promoted) multivitamins preparations. Are the consequences of self-administration
of multivitamin preparations properly understood in terms of interactions between constituent compounds and body constituents? Are the individual bioavailability patterns affected by bulk ingestion? Do different preparations differ in their effects/effectiveness? Are
measurable parameters of immune function altered when multivitamin preparations are
taken by uninfected persons? What about HIV-infected persons?
Dosage safety is a key consideration in many guidelines for nutritional supplementation,
especially in HIV-infected persons, and it is not easy to see how an injunction to take not
more than “one recommended dietary allowance or individual nutrient level (INL)98” of an
entire set of micronutrients can be followed by individuals also taking in the same materials
as mixes of vitamers in naturally occurring foods. Such persons may also be partaking of a
variety of drugs with which the metabolism of the vitamins concerned may intersect (by
becoming involved in drug interactions that attenuate the efficacy of therapies or that
enhance them by competing for shared disposal pathways and prolonging half-lives in
the body). Some persons may be showing signs of body ‘inflammation’ involving pro-inflammatory cytokines. In addition, the pre-history of an individual subject may include a
massive loss of tissue mass, altering the dynamics of micronutrient utilisation.
Consumption of multiple INLs of vitamins appears to be highly problematic in terms of what
our review of the available evidence has revealed. Everything mentioned above becomes
more cogent at higher and less well-controlled dosages, with enhanced risks of deleterious
hypervitaminoses and/or toxic states of trace element excess.
We need to understand all these possible risks much better, through appropriate research
efforts. We also need to understand the relationship between soil health and nutrient content
of foods and utilisation. But most importantly, we need to turn the knowledge thus gained into
optimised public policy and more effective individual care.
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List of Panel Members
(in Alphabetical Order)
1 Professor Tola Atinmo, University of Ibadan, Nigeria (PhD)
He is the Head of the Department of Human Nutrition, College of Medicine, University of
Ibadan in Nigeria, and also President of the Federation of African Nutrition Societies (FANUS)
and in this capacity also member of the Executive Committee of the (nternational Union of
Nutritional Sciences (IUNS). He is also a member of the International Council for Science (ICSU).
He is a public health nutritionist with an interest in undernutrition in mothers and children, and
with a good understanding of policies to prevent undernutrition.

2 Dr Namukolo Covic, North-West University (MSc, PhD
[Nutrition])
She is a Senior Lecturer of Nutrition at the Centre of Excellence for Nutrition at the North-West
University. She is actively involved in research involving micronutrients and cognition in children.
Her past work experience include being a lecturer and laboratory demonstrator at the University of Botswana and the Pan African Institute for Development – East and Southern Africa.
She has also done work for the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO)
in Rwanda, the Gambia, Tanzania and Zambia.

3 Professor Ali Dhansay, Medical Research Council (MBChB,
DCH, MMed [Paed], FCPaed)
He was Vice-President: Research and Acting President of the SA Medical Research Council.
He has reverted to his position as Director of the MRC’s Nutritional Intervention Research Unit
(NIRU). He was awarded a two-year MRC post-specialisation scholarship with the National Research Institute for Nutritional Diseases (NRIND), investigating lipid metabolism in kwashiorkor.
He has served or is currently serving on advisory committees for the SA provincial and national
Departments of Health such as: Paediatric Case Management Guidelines; Paediatric FoodBased Dietary Guidelines; Nutrition Advisory Committee; Vitamin A Supplementation Task
Team; Maternal, Child and Women’s Health Advisory Board; Deworming Task Team; and on
the Council of the Nutrition Society of SA. He is a member of the SA Paediatric Association,
the SA HIV Clinicians Society and the American Academy Of Pediatrics. He was on the Editorial
Board of the SA Journal of Clinical Nutrition and was Chair of the SA Committee of International
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Union of Nutritional Sciences, Member of the Advisory Board of South African Cochrane
Centre, Trustee and President of the International Life Sciences Institute in South Africa. He is a
founding member of the World Public Health Nutrition Association.

4 Emeritus Professor Wieland Gevers, University of Cape
Town (MBChB, MA, DPhil, DSc Hons Caus, FCP SA Ed Eundem,
MASSAf)
He is an Emeritus Professor at the University of Cape Town. He was the Executive Officer of the
Academy of Science of South Africa. He was Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University
of Cape Town, and Professor of Medical Biochemistry. He was (founder) President of the South
African Biochemical Society, President of the Royal Society of South Africa, and President of
the Academy of Science of South Africa from 1998-2004. He also directed MRC Research Units
at both the University of Stellenbosch and Cape Town using biochemical, cell-biological and
molecular genetics approaches to heart contractility, intracellular protein turnover and cholesterol metabolism. He was awarded two honorary doctorates, the Wellcome Gold Medal for
Medical Research, and the Gold Medals of the South African Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and the South African MRC. He is an elected Fellow of the Academy of
Sciences of the Developing World (TWAS) and a Life Fellow of the University of Cape Town.

5 Professor Salome Kruger, North-West University (MSc
[Diet], MPharm, PhD [Nutrition])
She is a full Professor and Programme Leader at the Centre of Excellence for Nutrition at the
North-West University. She is an expert in child nutrition and has published in the field of obesity,
nutrition, body composition and physical activity. To date she has published 82 papers in peerreviewed journals, is a NRF-rated scientist, and has delivered 31 research Masters’ students
and 8 PhD graduates. She has received awards for her research, including the John M Kinney
award for a publication in Pediatric Nutrition: the International Journal of Applied and Basic
Nutritional Sciences in 2005.

6 Professor Xikombiso Mbhenyane, University of Venda (MSc
[Dietetics], PhD [Nutrition])
She is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Academic at the University of Venda. She was previously
the Deputy Dean of the School of Health Sciences and the Head of the Department of Nutrition. She is an elected Member/Chairperson of the Professional Board for Dietetics. Her involvement in human nutrition research has been at various levels: supervision of Master’s and
doctoral research at the University of Venda and externally. Her research area of interest is indigenous foods, nutrition and prevention of disease and poverty, nutrition and hunger. She
has published 33 papers in accredited journals over a ten-year period. She was named the
2009 Businesswoman of the Year in the professional category by the South African Council for
Businesswomen.
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7 Professor Barry Mendelow, University of Witwatersrand/
NHLS (MBBCh, PhD, FCPath [Haem], FRSSAf, MASSAf)
He was previously Professor and Head of Pathology at the Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital
and founding Professor and Head of the Department of Molecular Medicine and Haematology. His other previous appointments include those of Assistant Dean (Research) at the Faculty
of Health Sciences and Executive Director (Research) of the University of the Witwatersrand.

8 Emeritus Professor Jack Metz, Royal Melbourne Hospital,
Australia (MB, BCh, MD, DSc[Med], FRCPath, FCAP, FRCPA,
FRS[SA], DSc Med Hon Caus)
Emeritus Professor Jack Metz is life-long Honorary Consultant Haematologist with the Royal Melbourne Hospital and consultant Haematologist for Dorevitch Pathology. He graduated from
the University of Witwatersrand, and his career highlights included Professor of Haematological
Pathology, University of Witwatersrand, Chairman of the School of Pathology, Director of The
South African Institute for Medical Research and after moving to Australia, Director of Haematology, Royal Women's Hospital, Director of Haematology Royal Melbourne Hospital and
Professorial Fellow University of Melbourne. His special areas of interest include nutritional
anaemia, flow cytometry, appropriate use of blood products, and folate food fortification.
He has published over 200 articles and has written over 20 book chapters. He has also received
numerous international awards for his work.

9 Emeritus Prof John Pettifor (Chairperson), University of
Witwatersrand/ Chis Hani Baragwanath Hospital/MRC Unit
(MBBCh, PhD[Med], FCPaed[SA], MASSAf)
He is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Paediatrics and Honorary Professorial Researcher
in the MRC/Wits Developmental Pathways for Health Research Unit of the University of the
Witwatersrand. He is an NRF A-rated scientist. His research interests are: paediatric bone
disease, vitamin D and calcium homeostasis. He is past President of the Nutrition Society of
South Africa and the College of Paediatricians of South Africa. He was awarded the Dr Charles
Slemenda Award for his contribution to children’s bone health by the International Conference
on Children’s Bone Health held in Sheffield, UK in 2002. He is on the Editorial Boards of the
Journal of Bone and Mineral Research, Bone, Calcified Tissue International and the European
Journal of Pediatrics. He has published 180 research articles and 30 chapters in books.

10 Professor Esté (HH) Vorster, North-West University (DSc
[Physiology], MASSAf)
She is a Professor of Nutrition and previous Director of the Centre of Excellence for Nutrition at
the North-West University. She started the Nutrition Research Group at this institution. She has
served as President of the Nutrition Society of South Africa (NSSA) and on the National Board
of the International Union of Nutritional Sciences (IUNS) and ICSU. She is a Member of the IUNS
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Task Force for the Nutrition Transition. She has served as invited expert and Chair of several
WHO/FAO expert consultation groups, including the WHO Nutrition Guidance Expert Advisory
Group (NUGAG) group that advises on dietary recommendations. She has conceptualised
nutrition research as a transdisciplinary but integrated action “from molecules to society” and
has brought together a group of scientists who are studying health outcomes as a consequence of how individuals, groups, communities and populations respond and adapt to
changing environments. She has published more than 300 research outputs. She is the first
woman who received the NSSA award for Outstanding Contributions to Nutrition Research (in
1996.) Her group was awarded the five-yearly Nestlé Nutrition Institute Africa (NNIA) award for
sustainable contributions to Nutrition Research in Africa in 2005 and she received the Havenga
Medal for medical research outputs from the SA Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns in 2007 and
the Nevin Scrimshaw award for services to nutrition from the African Nutrition Society in 2012.

11 Professor Michael Zimmerman, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
(MD, MSc)
He is Professor and Head of the Laboratory of Human Nutrition at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich. His research includes interactions of micronutrient deficiencies. He was
awarded the American Society of Nutritional Sciences 2004 Mead Johnson Award and the
2005 Pfizer International Award for published clinical research in the Journal of Clinical
Endocrinology and Metabolism (JCEM).
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ASSAf Consensus Study
Methodology
• The value of Academy-type studies is the provision of authoritative, objective and independent advice based on a particular methodology that is unique to academies. The consensus study methodology involves the assembling of expert panels that deliberate on a
topic and reach consensus on a set of strong recommendations based on the evidence
assembled. It yields a substantial consensus report which aims to influence policy and to
have a long-term impact.
• The panel of experts is chaired by an Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) Member
appointed by the ASSAf Council. Panel members are appointed on the basis of expertise
– ensuring a balance of perspectives, gender and race and absence (or clearly defined
and admitted in advance of the study) of a conflict of interest.
• Their main task is to review available evidence, conduct further research (should there be
a need) and seek agreement (consensus) on the major questions or concerns in the area
of inquiry. To reach consensus, a panel should have opportunities to gather information in
public and to deliberate in private. Consensus is usually expressed as findings, conclusions,
and/or recommendations in publicly released statements, reports, or brief advisory documents.
• Before the consensus study report is approved by the ASSAf Council and released, it is peer
reviewed by independent and external reviewers who are experts in their respective fields.
The peer-review panel of three to four members consists of international and national
experts.

ASSAF CONSENSUS STUDY METHODOLOGY
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